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Abstract
This study is a narrative exploration of the experiences of individuals who grew up within a
globally mobile community, under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Defense. It seeks to
surface, through their stories, any benefits of childhood that may have contributed meaningfully
to their lives. Affectionately known as Brats (a group to which I proudly self-identify), we are
the children of those who serve or are serving in the Armed Forces. Unfortunately, Brats are apt
to be viewed from a position of sympathy; often identified by any number of negative
characteristics presumed to result from their distinct childhoods. From a purposeful sampling
effort highlighting some of the more typical features of Brathood (e.g., high mobility, living in
foreign countries, frequent parent absence), ten Brats became participants in a journey using the
Qualitative Research methodology of Narrative Inquiry. Their stories, although not
generalizable, provide windows on an unfamiliar landscape; they unfold remarkable childhoods
that suggest a more complex, rewarding lifestyle than stereotypically negative characterizations.
This dissertation appeals to the art of story to advance a more positive identity of Brats, but not
by negating any detrimental affect or effects of its noted features. Rather, it offers diversity and
depth to a once-limited palette in order to provide a more complex, narrative counterpoint.
This dissertation is available in open access at AURA: Antioch University Repository and
Archive, http://aura.antioch.edu/ and OhioLINK ETD Center, https://etd.ohiolink.edu/

Keywords: Brats, Overseas Brats, Military Children, Narrative Inquiry, Positive Identity,
Story Research
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Prologue—Prose: The Space Between
Whether at an airport, a bus terminal, a train station, or in a driveway with the car being
loaded up, the sense of adventure which comes at the beginning of travel remains a vibrant
thread winding through my early childhood. No value judgments, no anxieties, no moments to
stop and think about, to reflect on, what was being left behind. This was how it was. This is how
we were—as everyone was: a near-steady state of coming and going.
Everyone arrived; everyone departed.
It is no wonder I find it difficult to view my life outside the parameters of either Arrival
or Departure; as anything but a transitional state of either entering or exiting. They provide
definable moments to a life in motion—some might say in chaos:
All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances;
And one man in his time plays many parts…
(Wm. Shakespeare, As You Like It, Act II, scene 7)
I have entertained multiple exits and entrances.
Played many parts at each iteration of the cycle.
Enter. Exit. Enter. Exit. Enter…
Each new place, a new stage.
Each stage, a new character.
Each character, a part of oneself but not the Self.
Temporary, terminal, viable only on the specific stage for which it is created. To later
fragment into pieces and be left behind; to fade and be replaced by fresh pieces entering the
journey, later joining other pieces in the puzzle-creation of Self.
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Arrive. Depart. Repeat—
Entrances and Exits, although appearing to be fixed markers on each side of a continuum,
are in effect transitory points in a continuing cycle of Arrival and Departure. Each has its unique
expression, but they are decisively fluid, labeled only to signify a direction of moving to and
moving from. I understand my inner struggles by that definition: a strong resistance to seeing
anything in binary constructs. It is this resistance, perhaps, this fervent need to not focus so much
on these transitional bookends, which facilitates a focus on the middle ground, a middle path: the
space between. They do provide a mirror, if not a window, on how I tend to see myself,
especially when I lose track—when I become ungrounded.
When down, depressed, caught and sinking in the tow of an emotional trough, I focus on
Departure—the Exit. I dwell on endings and entropy, and fret cynically over empty futures; a
dull torpor of disengagement and finality, of existential oblivion. When up, on Arrival—the
Entrance: alive, overjoyed, excited at new beginnings; a Phoenix bursting with new life, seeds to
sow, hazards to overcome, barriers to laugh into dust.
And yet neither side of this manic articulation is representative of a best state for me.
They do, however, satisfy needs peculiar to my nomadic experience. They have a purpose, if
merely as a survival tactic, to process—physically and mentally—the steady progress of the
migratory cycle. The lows of Exit prepare for the coming period of quiet exploration; the ups of
Entrance solidify in the peak of engagement with the new.
For they are transitions, and transitions only. The best state is, again, the middle path
where I am in balance. Here, normalizing properties temper wild swings and encourage the kind
of engagement required to live in the moment and put aside questions: leave the future to the
future and the past to the past, it implores. Here, I am better able to disavow the anxieties of
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Departure and Arrival, to disavow binary constructs that dull the intricacies of context, and to
endorse the creative frenzy of chaos and complexity. This is the real journey, here in the space
between.
It could not, for me, have continued on like this—this closed system of stops and starts,
peppered with the vagaries of the kind of childhood many have experienced: seasonal sports,
school, summer vacations, family dysfunction, sun and snow, fresh-mown grass, icy sidewalks,
rainy days, and noisy bus rides; and perhaps more than most (but not lost on many), a tedious
amount of bullying displaced with sighs and intellectual escape; slings and arrows stripping, bit
by bit, self-image and self-esteem.
These cuts and scars sit dormant, silently waiting, buried deep, itching to wake and be
made fresh with a sharp sting to the consciousness. They corrupt the sanctity of thoughtless
motion, and in turn amplify Departure and Arrival by negating the use of Exit to escape previous
hardships of youth, and denying Entrance's freedom to rebuild, forget, and be born again a
different person. They would eventually catch me in their undertow—and I would no longer
know who I was:
We leave Germany for what would turn out to be our last trip to that country and
continent. It is the second time I've come to the United States (at least at an age when I
know what the U.S. is): it is Arizona and a small Army Base near the border of Mexico. It
is late and I am by myself. I don't recall how I come to be at this particular spot: what
has put me here; where I'd been or where I was going. I am looking at the sun setting
behind not-too-distant mountains, blankly pondering the orange sky. I stare at the
darkening horizon as the oranges turn to deeper reds and the brighter stars work to
reveal themselves.
Suddenly I am awash in memory. I am thinking of the friends I've just left behind.
Their faces coalesce in my mind and I remember that there were other friends, other
places I'd just left behind. So many people and places I never before thought to
remember. I suddenly understand that there are people I will never see again. And in that
moment, I understand that it will happen again; it will happen again and again, and
there won't be anything I can do about it. In that moment, life is an uncontrollable cycle
of eventual heartbreak. I don't know who I am. I don't know where I belong. I wasn't so
much by myself as I was again alone.
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Chapter I: Introduction
Origin Story: Identity Envy
I wish I could say that the impetus for my research has a more noble derivation than what
honest self-reflection seems to surface. I want to be able to say, as a member of the population I
want to study and explore—individuals who grew up in a military family—that I am aware of a
critical need to share its voice with the world, because that voice, for whatever reasons I would
uncover and reveal through the work, has been silenced, marginalized, made mute by some
larger systemic or institutionalized prejudice. And although there is still a possibility I might yet
find that nobility in my research, it is important for positionality's sake I look honestly at and
report the first inklings of what ultimately leads to where I want to go with my dissertation. From
there, then, the journey can mature, evolve, remain consistently subject to a self-reflection
imperative that will be integral to the work I intend to accomplish moving forward: both to bind
the local context of the project and, especially as a member of the population to be studied, to
include my own narrative within the wider context of social science research.
The genesis, then, begins with something I can only describe as "Identity Envy."
Importantly, it is not my intention to research this label or to suggest that it exists as a valid
descriptor anywhere outside this dissertation—I use it herein defined by the following: I have on
many occasions, and most especially during my graduate academic career, had the great fortune
to meet and become acquainted with numerous individuals of widely diverse backgrounds,
whether through direct interaction or via their own personal narratives. They represent a wide
swath of Self-Identifying categories and an accompanying wealth of opportunity to learn about
people. I am and always have been curious of people: where they come from and what makes
them who they are; a curiosity that allows me fleeting glimpses of our common humanity, but
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more so, provides me impetus to think about and understand myself—my Self—and the group
identities to which I and others attach and identify.
I became fascinated with not only the immediate personal identities with which my peers
self-identified, but also with the deeper, richer history that came with those identities. It was that
historical reference (and often reverence) which fed my envy. I too wanted the capacity to speak
to a shared group identity that reached backward and carried forward, generationally, weathering
time and place. And so, while my friends spoke of the immeasurable inheritances they had
received by the very nature of their being Jewish, African-American, Native-American,
Gay/Lesbian, or any of the myriad1 identities to which they prescribe. I struggled to find
something—some identity to which I too could speak of with the same deep reverence. Here
then, that infectious identity envy arises; here, where I could find nothing beyond the more
accusatorially laced identity of middle-class white male and the seeming lingering curse under
which that label lived. In addition, prominently, I have no familial association beyond that of my
own parents—no grandparents with stories of their pasts, of their own historical derivation; I
have no understanding of where my last name originated, no understanding of my family's
ancestry aside from the immediate preceding generation, and therefore, no historical context for
a far-reaching group identity. And I wanted one.
Subject Matter and Community
The Prologue to this work is meant to reflect a life in motion, my life. I begin with it for a
number of reasons: as a researcher, to set the context for what follows in this dissertation, to
expose the reader to some of the lexicon which makes up my life narrative within the community
_______________
To be clear, I am in no way denying or negating any accompanying traumas – those sustained
social biases whose specters have always followed many of these self-identifying labels.

1
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I plan to study, to stress the overarching methodological approach of my work; as a writer, to get
the reader's immediate attention, to set a mood, to begin the process of co-creating with readers a
space for us to take a journey. The journey is, inevitably, mine. It is my intention, however, to
always keep in mind that there are others along for this ride and it is my responsibility to
provide, as best I can as researcher and writer, an interesting, perhaps even enlightening,
experience. It has not been my intention to have gone so long without describing my research
subject; I am not being intentionally mysterious (or perhaps I am, purely by way of literary
device). It is more that it has just not been important yet, without first getting to the heart of my
own thoughts—and especially dilemmas—as I move forward and uncover where I come from
and the world, the community, which has had (as any would) such a lasting effect on who I am
and how I live my life.
The world in which this story—this journey—takes place involves a particular
community that has, as any definable community or population might, a unique set of features.
Some features are obvious, dominating the landscape like insurmountable edifices. Other
features are not quite as visible; hidden from less discerning eyes, they tend to emerge suddenly
(jarringly, in retrospect), when reflected on from a more seasoned, more focused perspective.
This community, my community, is the U.S. Military, and it counts within its population
children who, because a parent (or guardian, or sponsor in the official lingo) serves in the
military, have the potential to experience the Departure/Arrival scenario. Commonly called
Brats, children who grow up military often experience early lives of frequent relocation, family
separation, servicemember-parent absence, and the constraining influence of the military
organizational culture. These aspects of growing up military are (and have been) considered
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hardships, stressors, and even traumas by research conducted on Brats. They also tend to be the
aspects of Brats most referred to in their pop-culture characterizations.
By way of example, serendipitously perhaps, while writing the above, the television is on
in the background and the following dialogue occurs during an episode of White Collar:
CHARACTER 1: Her real name is Rachel Turner. Her father was American.
Colonel in the U.S. Army. Mother was British.
CHARACTER 2: She moved around her whole life, constantly uprooted, starting
over. Never learned to form attachments, but very good at
faking them.
CHARACTER 1 nods in agreement. (Eastin, 2014)
Without any other context, without looking any deeper into the character of Turner—her actual
life as a Brat—a number of immediate interpretations are inferred by the main characters just by
the very nature of stating that Turner's father was in the U.S. Army. It is as if that, by definition,
implies the conclusions of Character 2, and consequently, our (the viewing audience's)
unquestioning acceptance. I am fascinated by how this acceptance is so easily granted; intrigued
by the notion that this type of shortcut in a character's (a person's) backstory can be so easily
accessed; incensed by the suggestion that Brats carry with them a set of universal traits so deeply
ingrained they can be universally accepted at the merest mention; and, ultimately, frustrated that
these traits, as used dramatically or literarily or however presented, are primarily negative in
tenor.
What narrative, what story, has been told so often it has indelibly marked the social
characterization of Brats as individuals who live under the yoke of negative traits imparted on
them unwanted by a childhood they did not choose? What are the stories Brats themselves have
to tell about their childhoods, their Brathoods, and the positive effects those childhoods might
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have on their adult lives? Are Brats, including myself, fated to succumb to a narrative of
negatives?
It is their stories I intend to collect in the following research, and it is a positive narrative
of Brats I hope to surface. It is my intention to study the direct lived experience of Brats, and
explore, through the interpretive methodological approach of narrative inquiry, individuals who
led childhoods similar to my own; not particularly to counter the negative narrative which seems
to pervade the label, but to add to and acknowledge the complexity that lies within it and perhaps
generate a more positive narrative to run parallel to that which already exists.
And so this is likely a good spot to provide the contextual language of the landscape on
which we gaze, in order to provide a better understanding, however distantly, of the world within
which the following dissertation—and its resultant research—will operate; to begin to create, in a
sense, the stage on which it will communicate its identity through key words and phrases integral
to the larger narrative.
Definitions and Key Terminology
The military is near-comically awash in its own language—and those idiosyncrasies are
service-dependent: what works for Army, does not necessarily work for Navy; what works for
the Marine Corps does not necessarily work for the Air Force. Each has its own language, its
own distinct lingo, and a near-infinite plethora of acronyms (in the services, any word or
combination of words used more than once is a prime target for acronymizing). And, as with
many cultures, that language is passed down to and adopted by (and perhaps redefined as slang
by) its youth (Benedict, 2005). I approach the definitions below from my positionality
(discussed in-depth below) as a U.S. Army Brat. For the purposes of my research, attribution to
definitions should be assumed to be my own unless otherwise stated.
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Brat is the term by which many individuals who grew up military refer to themselves;
although it should also be noted that not all dependents identify with the Brat term. For the
purposes of this dissertation, adult Brats are those over the age of 23. The child of a
servicemember is considered a dependent (see below) by the Department of Defense (DoD) and
eligible for the benefits of that designation from birth until the age of 21; however, and as long as
they are unmarried and attending post-secondary school on a full-time basis, the age is extended
until 23 (10 U.S.C. § 1072). This added time, even though only two years, is important as it
suggests that Brats can remain connected to the military culture well into (perhaps even after)
post-secondary education. It has allowed some Overseas Brats to remain in a foreign country
after high school, even attending a local—on- or off-Base—university2.
Indicating American and/or U.S. as qualifiers in this definition (and the other definitions
in this section) is important as it has to do with the fact that the term Brat has been adopted and
used on an international scale by military children from Australia to Pakistan (Ender, 2002;
Wertsch, 1996). Although a pejorative in its general usage ("brat"), with regard to the military
Brat was historically used to describe children with servicemember fathers. I use "fathers" here,
because, although women have always served in some capacity within the U.S. Military, Brat is
associated with the belief that military dependents with the nearly continuous absence of fathers,
developed negative behaviors—chiefly those under the labels "anti-authority" and "anti-social."3
Ender (2002) points out that the 1993 Webster's Third New International Dictionary of the
_______________
2
American universities provide access to higher education on military bases, even those
overseas. Brats can receive a post-secondary education and not have to return to the U.S. The
University of Maryland is an example.
3
Truscott (1989) and Wertsch (1996) provide biographical and autobiographical, respectively,
narrative descriptions of these negative behaviors. A fictional (albeit semi-autobiographical)
representation can be found in Pat Conroy's (himself a Brat) novel The Great Santini
(1976/1987) and the movie of the same title.
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English Language defines brat: "CHILD, OFFSPRING <an army ~ whose father was a
colonel>". Another possible origin story for 'Brat' is as an acronym—B*R*A*T, or British
Regiment Attached Traveler:
A researcher [at the National Defense University library, Washington, D.C.]
found a book written in 1921 which described the origins of the term. … It seems
that when a member of the British Army was assigned abroad and could take his
family (mostly in India), the family went with the member in an Admin status
entitled: BRAT status. It stands for: British Regiment Attached Traveler. Over
the years, it was altered to refer only to the children of the military member (the
wives of the British Army objected to the term referring to them). And the term
not only stuck, but in many cases was adopted world-wide. (Hernandez, 2011)
It must be noted that there is a continuing debate on the origin of the term Brat (including
the above explanation as to an acronymic beginning). It is just as likely, given the severe lack of
identifiable research on where Brat came from, that it had a more distant, historical (most likely
pejorative) beginning since families, including children, have followed soldiers for as long as
there have been armies. For Americans, going back to the Revolutionary War, those children
could easily have been called "brats" for any number of reasons. Whether just children being
children—getting in the way, underfoot, of an army on the march—or simply being seen as
distractions to the overall organizational culture of hierarchy, discipline, and single-mindedness,
brat will likely have at first been a rather tame expletive. With time, however, these children, as
well as their mothers (sometimes spouses of the soldiers, sometimes not), became integral
components of that nascent military organization, supporting and caring for the troops (Ender,
2002). Brat could easily have evolved to its now endearing, positive, term on that basis alone.
Although Brats are not prone to differentiate heavily on this basis, there are branch
loyalties; the more well-known branches of the U.S. Armed Forces are Army, Navy, Air Force,
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Marine Corps, and Coast Guard.4 When a loyalty exists, it is generally because of the branch
affiliation of a servicemember-parent (e.g., the children of Navy servicemembers are Navy Brats,
Air Force children are Air Force Brats, and so on). It is important to point this out, because what
I carry with me is an affiliation to and personal experience with the U.S. Army. Although I have
Brat friends whose parent(s) served in the other branches and who have described to me their
experiences, I speak from the position of an Army Brat. With the exception of the Coast Guard,
all branches of the U.S. military have installations in one or more foreign countries, and any
servicemember can receive an overseas duty assignment, or ODA, to one of those foreign
installations, or Bases. Brats who spend time in a foreign country because of a parent's ODA are
referred to (refer to themselves) as Overseas Brats, or as more specifically used herein, Overseas
Military Brats. Overseas Military Brats (or OMBs) are a subset of Military Brats who identify
not just with the Brat definition, but also have the added experience of spending a majority of
their youth at military installations outside of their passport country. The Overseas Brats
Registry, an online community connecting military dependents to each other, does not designate
an Overseas Brat by the percentage of time spent in an overseas duty station; in other words, it is
not important that a Brat has spent more time overseas than in their home country. But the
common thread to the OMB experience is attendance in a DoD, or DoD-sponsored overseas
school (also, Department of Defense Dependents Schools, or DoDDS). The need to qualify
Military as an important demarcation within Overseas Brat is due to the fact that there is a large
population of civilian individuals who, as children, lived in one or more foreign countries
_______________
4
The U.S. Armed Forces consists of seven uniformed services: those mentioned, as well as the
Public Health Service Commissioned Corps and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration Commissioned Officer Corps. The five branches have reserve components (e.g.,
the Army Reserves). Additionally, two other units provide support to the U.S. Military: the Army
National Guard and the Air National Guard.
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because of a parent's or guardian's occupation. These individuals also subscribe to the Overseas
Brat label, and include, for example, the children of missionaries (Missionary Kids, or MKs),
corporate employees (Business Kids/Brats or BizKids/Brats), Foreign Service personnel
(FSBrats, FSBs, or DiploBrats), and teachers and school administrators (EdKids/EdBrats). For
the purposes of this dissertation, unless specifically noted, Overseas Brats refers to U.S. Military
Brats, a label I identify with and discuss below in the section Researcher and Positionality.
Military dependent is the label used by the DoD to refer to any individual (not just Brats)
sponsored by a servicemember. This includes, for example, a servicemember's spouse. Military,
here, is contrasted with civilian, which refers to anyone not in the military, anyone not carrying a
Military ID card. Even though dependents are not technically Active Duty military personnel,
they are not civilians since they see themselves as distinctly military and completely separate
from the world of the civilian.
Military/Military community refers to all branches of the U.S. DoD: Army, Navy Air
Force, and Marine Corps; the Department of Homeland Security's (DHS) Coast Guard; and the
Reserve Components of the DoD, namely the Army National Guard, Army Reserve, Navy
Reserve, Marine Corps Reserve, Air National Guard, Air Force Reserve, and DHS's Coast Guard
Reserve. For perspective, this community, as of the DoD's 2015 Demographics Report, numbers
more than 3.5 million, of which more than 2.4 million are on Active Duty (currently serving in
the Armed Forces) or part of the Ready Reserve. Individuals who serve in the military are
hereafter referred to as servicemembers and/or military personnel. Their family members number
just over 2.7 million—these are dependents (U.S. Department of Defense, 2015).
A Base is the duty station to which a servicemember is assigned. It is a bounded
community whose dividing lines are drawn at the point where military meets civilian. Many
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people are familiar with the fences that surround Bases which have signs indicating a military
installation. Military and military-connected families can live on-Base (in Base housing), or offBase (on the economy). On-Base is where families shop, go to the library, see movies and plays,
play sports, attend school, join scouting organizations, attend religious services, and the myriad
other activities one might find in a community not unlike a Stateside small town (this notion of a
small town is important to this study as it is a descriptor often used by Brats to describe military
bases). More obviously, Bases include all infrastructure necessary for the military to accomplish
its mission.
Stateside and/or CONUS (these terms can be used interchangeably) means the United
States. CONUS, however, is slightly different in that, as a DoD acronym (the CONtiguous
United States), it refers to all states except Hawaii and Alaska, an important distinction, but only
when those two states are directly part of a Brat (or military-connected) conversation; many
Bases are in these states, but they are often considered ODAs specifically because they are not
directly connected to the other 48 states. Stateside, to those of us who, as Overseas Brats, had no
adult memory of having lived there, is often a near-mythical place that, when talked about, rises
to the level of what early immigrants are said to have felt when braving oceanic voyages seeking
freedom in America's welcoming arms. It is an eventuality, a place to get to when our
servicemember-parent's retirement harkens transition to civilian life at the end of Active Duty. It
is the possibility of home.
Home is a difficult definition. It depends on context and is wholly subjective. In some
instances, it is specific to the Brat's passport: a U.S. passport means America is home. When
referring to a father's return from temporary duty (or TDY), or any other unaccompanied tour,
home just means back to the family, wherever stationed. For Overseas Brats especially, home is
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more of an ideal, a conglomeration of stories, myths, songs, movies, and anything else
containing even the slightest whiff of Stateside (Fromm, 2013). It is the patriotic basis for our
fighting parent's daily job; it represents the psychological security of a higher purpose; it is a
place to build roots and finally stop moving; it is the dream, a promise (Smith, C. D., 1996). A
definition often posted on Brat-dedicated websites and social media sites referencing this
notion—a word and definition that I too agree comes close to describing it—is Hiraeth, and for
me, although it tends be considered untranslatable from its Welsh origin, speaks to the idea of
missing something, but not being quite sure what that "something" is.
With some of the language in tow, I can now describe the environment ahead, looking
out across a wide vista from a point of embarkation. As noted earlier, my research will be on the
direct lived experience of Brats through their own life histories. Additionally, the population of
Brats I will directly focus on are those who have had an overseas experience as part of their Brat
childhood, or, Brathood.
It is incumbent on me to point out some nuances in this dissertation with regard to the
words defined above. As I have noted, definitions, when not directly sourced, stem from how I
define them. They are not arbitrary, however, and although may be elucidated through my own
characterization, they are built foundationally on my personal experience of Brathood as well as
on the definitional inclinations of others in my shared community. Importantly, many of the
word, terms, and phrases used herein have particular (perhaps peculiar from an outsider's
perspective) weight to them, having a kind of heft, sometimes burden, when used in the context
of growing up military. These words, terms, and phrases can come to the conversational table
within a wide spectrum from reverence to distaste. For this reason, I have throughout this
dissertation taken some liberties—perhaps even egregious poetic license—with their use
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stylistically. I would not deny a "poetic license" claim, but it is not my intention to disregard
general norms of style. It is my intention to attempt to mirror a particular way of narratively, of
textually, seeing a particular world, a unique environment, from an insider's perspective. For
example, throughout this dissertation, Brat is capitalized because it reflects an identity and is
distinguished from brat and that word's more generic, pejorative definition. Equally, I often use
the word Base rather than base, in many instances, in order to highlight its nature in the
community. Oftentimes, Brats will use base in a more general sense, but more often use Base
because in their minds it references a very specific place; it becomes a shortcut for the proper
name of where we were stationed. For example, I might write, that "I lived off-Base in Korea."
This is meant to take the place of writing "I did not live on South Post, Yongsan Garrison, Seoul,
South Korea." Brats have learned over time, when talking to each other, when and how to
differentiate between the usage of Base versus base as well as other words that carry singular
meanings depending on the context of the conversation. And so I bring this up, not to, again,
disrespect general norms, but rather to indicate the cultural significance associated—ingroup—
with some words, terms, and phrases, and how a representative language exists within a unique
population that might not elsewhere exist.
Researcher and Positionality
I am a Brat. And I am a writer. These two high-level identities have conspired to place
me in this research. Importantly, I am a member of the community being researched. I carry
pre-conceived notions which, in essence, prompt the direction I take, and include assumptions of
there being positive characteristics and traits (strengths) associated with growing up military.
These notions exert a strong influence on the course I take and the choices I make, and provide
background material for the personal anecdotal information I add while crossing the Brat terrain.
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It is important to maintain this outlook. This is a journey through childhood, my childhood, with
a reflexive, adult eye and the inclusion of other voices to learn more about an identity to which I
prescribe. Reflexivity on my part is integral to this research, because how I view my membership
in the study group, how my life path was influenced by that experience, and how all of that,
together, became the main impetus for studying this identity, has obvious implications on not just
how I also respond to the same questions asked of the interviewees, but how I come to analyze
and report on the process.
I am a Brat, specifically, an Army Brat—and to respect the importance of specificity
discussed above, a U.S. Military Overseas Army Brat. My father spent 30 years in the U.S.
Armed Forces, beginning in the Marine Corps and ending in the Army. For 20 of those years, he
was accompanied by his children. From 1962 to 1983, at least one of his three Brats followed
him wherever he was PCSd (Permanent Change of Station: refers to orders that describe where
the servicemember will next be stationed; it does not include TDY, shorter assignments, or the
time my father spent in Vietnam which was an "unaccompanied tour"). During my first 18 years,
our family moved 12 times and I attended 12 different schools—five times changing schools
mid-year. Fewer than three of those years were spent CONUS at an age I could remember being
there (we did spend a year and a half in New Jersey when I was around two years of age). The
other 14 years or so were spent in France (where I was born), Germany (where we spent about
seven years), and the Republic of South Korea (where I graduated from high school).
As part of the exploration within this dissertation, identity is prominent because, in the
end, this dissertation may be purely self-serving (or, Self-serving). My rather passionate need to
belong (to something, anything) may in itself be the progenitor of categories of identification,
stereotyping characteristics, or other norms and behaviors that may not be valid, accessible, or
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even agreed to by what I consider to be other members. This journey of exploration has the
pinballing effect of bouncing around from peer narrative to peer narrative, from casual
conversations with group members to voyeuristic tracking via social media, on the basis of whim
and adventure without having an acknowledged, theoretical stance that the group itself has any
form of saliency (aside from, perhaps, notoriety in popular media).
I pause here a moment to address positionality and two of its aspects: my discussion of
research as a whole, and the specific comments arising in this paper. To the first part,
positionality is an important component within the stated two modes of inquiry, because each has
an explicit definition of where a researcher, an observer, sits: generally speaking, quantitative
research positions the researcher at a distance with an expressed goal of creating neutrality, of
removing potential bias and sequestering human fallacy from the study's results. It finds its
greatest reward in the natural sciences where, in many instances, the researcher is already distant
(say, a quantitative study of the gravitational impact of stars on planets). I am not inclined to
believe that there ever can be an outside observer. Qualitative research, on the other hand,
positions the researcher/observer within the study. This can be a result of direct participatory
action research, or a reflexive process by which observers review their own process in
conjunction with, or in addition to, the research as it progresses.
To the latter, I believe it important to state my positionality because of what emerges in
this paper. I do believe in the critical importance of context and place in the realm of social
science. Flyvbjerg (2001) succinctly states that "Context is central to understanding what social
science is and can be" (p. 9), and, for place, Sinclair (2010) sums it up best: "Place has come to
be understood as much more than geography. It is laden with emotion, a site for constructing
political, economic and gender relations and the power to confer belonging or exclusion" (p.
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448). I also believe it important to note that I was an internationally mobile child and adolescent
due to my father's occupation as a soldier in the U.S. Army. The importance of this will become
clear through the discussions of the articles chosen. In their statements, Flyvbjerg and Sinclair
describe how one views and reports an understanding of the reality in which an observation is
made in order to better incorporate more detail into that observation. And more than just that, the
need to account for the observer's context and place—their philosophy—is equally critical. It
establishes for readers the potential bias that may unconsciously be present in a researcher's
observations, and it denotes the foundational, historical knowledge base from which the
researcher springs. For this reason, and to account for any bias that might emerge below, I
position myself in experience, both that of the observer and the observed (persons not subjects),
as a more valuable framework for investigation (Bentz & Shapiro, 1998, p. 6; Chilisa, 2012, p.
173; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011, p. 38; Rehorick & Bentz, 2009, p. 46; Van Manen, 1990).
Along this same discourse, unless otherwise noted, I come to the concepts that I discuss in this
dissertation from what must understood as an historically Western tradition.
Additionally, I carry with me an adult's perspective of my past, and importantly of my
Brathood. It was an imperative to own up to understanding that this Brathood has been filtered
through memory and recollected with a biased hindsight, albeit with an understanding that any
journey has the potential to expand knowledge. For me, it is the opportunity to demystify, even
de-mythologize, my past as an Overseas Brat, and to separate out the various truths, hypotheses,
and misrepresentations of the identity—some culturally supplied, some self-generated. Most
likely due to the insular nature of living on military bases, it was not until I moved far enough
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away from a military community5 that I could immerse myself in a more civilian population and
there be exposed to the many negative associations people had of Brats. It was then that I
assimilated those negative aspects, often perpetuating the stereotype by blaming its negative
features for my own destructive behaviors and poor social skills. These are the culturally
supplied and self-generated aspects I take with me on my journey in order to look at them more
critically.
My early perception of the Brat experience, lacking as it was in a more complex
understanding of the how diverse that experience could be, was still the impetus for taking this
journey to begin with; and the aim was still to highlight the positive aspects of what a Brat
childhood could generate. Fortunately, those larger features, no matter the variations on their
theme, provide experiences which lead to beneficial traits and not just detrimental ones. It occurs
to me here that there is an additional aspect of my positionality critical to the discussion going
forward which has to do with conflict, whether labeled "war" or "police action" or any like terms.
My positionality, as part of my Brat identity, is essentially that of a Cold War, peacetime Brat.
Although my father was stationed in Vietnam (1971-72), I can in no way compare my peacetime
Brat experience to, at the time of this writing, that being experienced by children whose parents
have been, and are being sent (multiple times) into the conflict areas of Afghanistan and the
Middle East; nor the experiences of Brats who had direct experience with any of the other
conflicts in which the U.S. Armed Forces were engaged (the Korean War, for example).
However, I did not know in advance, based on the technique for building my study population,
_______________
To be specific, I lived in a community just outside the gates of a large military Base. This
particular community had a large current- and retired-military population that sustained much of
the local infrastructure. Businesses, schools, and local colleges were attended by military and
military-connected individuals, including Brats, and I had to move far outside of that
community's environs and into the anonymity of a university to gain perspective.

5
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whether or not any of the individuals with whom I engaged had had direct experience with any
particular conflict. When it did occur, I remained open to the emergence of the story being told
and incorporated it into my work, since all experience, whether I can relate to it or not, is
important, valuable, and a natural expression of what I intend to do in this study.
Purpose and Importance
The purpose for doing this research revolves around the notions of identity, belonging,
and story, and the public persona of a unique population. Its formulation emerged,
unintentionally, while I was engaged in preliminary work leading up to this dissertation while
looking into ideas on group identity theory using myself and my Brat background as the target
individual and population on which to apply concepts. Often, Brat research and study focused on
particular demands of the military lifestyle, such as frequent relocation, parent absence/family
separation, and the constraining aspects of life in the military culture. The aspects of these
particular demands are some of the more familiar with regard to how military families are
perceived by society in general. For instance, generally speaking, society understands that
military families are highly mobile, tending to move more often than is typical. It is also
understood that military families deal with deep issues when a servicemember parent is deployed
into a conflict zone—or outright war. Society also understands that living in a military culture
has some implicit effect on those who have spent a major portion of their lives within its
organizational/institutional environs (this being the family members of servicemembers and not
the servicemembers themselves). In general, however, much of what is perceived by society are
the negative aspects of all of these demands. Brats are seen as being commitment-phobic,
rootless/homeless, confused about identity, and existing at either end of a spectrum of being anti-
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authority or completely subject to authority figures (generally assumed to be a result of acting
out against or submitting to the authoritarian culture of the military itself).
A review of much of the academic/scholarly research on Brats (see Chapter II) shows it
has been aimed at finding out what the negative implications of the lifestyle can be. One of the
main reasons for this is the military's understanding of the importance of family in terms of its
servicemembers, acknowledging that healthy families equates to healthy soldiers—albeit after
first acknowledging that the families exist at all. The military, then, has an invested primary need
to keep the families of its servicemembers as fit as it keeps its servicemembers: families have
been shown to keep up a servicemember's morale as well as being a primary impetus for that
servicemember's remaining in the military. The unfortunate consequence of this understanding
was support for research primarily focused on the negative implications of Brathood.
From my researcher position as a Brat, as a group member, I believe that the plethora of
research on the psychosocial-maladjustment effects of the military lifestyle, without any other
narrative on the positive effects, has perpetuated a stereotype of military families (especially
Brats) that is mostly negative, as in the example from the television show White Collar above
(see especially, Ender (2005) on the representation of Brats in cinema). Without a parallel
narrative suggesting otherwise, it is assumed by the general public (and even members of
military families themselves) that all Brats suffer the same issues with the same negative results,
leading to developmental and behavioral problems through and into adulthood. Society in
general hears about the "negative effects of" research and assumes it represents the basic
narrative of the military family—one of constant hardship. Additionally, there are multiple
direct-source narratives, the biographies, and memoirs of Brats themselves (Alvah, 2007;
Conroy, 1976/1987; Truscott, 1989; Wertsch, 1996), which also report on the more problematic
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aspects of military life: books such as The Great Santini (Conroy, 1976/1987)—and, more
toward the social milieu, its movie version (Pratt & Carlino, 1979)—focus on the less attractive
side of growing up military by detailing the traumatic lives of individual Brats. A myth of the
military Brat becomes installed in the cultural milieu. Together, all of these have spawned a
narrative which creates a knowledge gap that is a disservice to both the Brat community and
society in general. I say "disservice" referencing the idea that without a strengths-based voice
expressing the potential benefits of growing up military, Brats lose out on positive affirmations
which could influence future life choices or at least ease the transitional process from dependent
to civilian; societally, it refers to the idea that Brats may have skill-sets which could be
extremely useful but are not accessed, because they are largely unknown or not reported due to
acceptance of the dominant narrative.
By addressing this gap in knowledge regarding the benefits of the lifestyle (that absent,
affirming, positive voice), this study seeks to look at affecting the dominant narrative by offering
another one—a transformative one (Rehorick & Bentz, 2009) that expresses, for me, the ideas
Flyvbjerg addresses in Making Social Science Matter (2001) in terms of creating change by
amplifying a quieted, marginalized voice. I believe that all stories need to be told and that, as
Dewey argues, experience is education (McDermott, 1981).
Such is the impulse driving my research to reveal strengths-based traits in Brats; to
discover what those traits might be, where they can be valued in a global context, and ultimately,
how they might empower a strong, positively connected Brat identity. Peter Block (2009) notes a
similar inclination in his concluding remarks about community and belonging: "As is often said,
you only teach what you need to learn, and so it is my own desire for community, my own sense
of isolation and unbelonging, that have driven me into the work" (p. 163). It is my goal to
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highlight the stories of Brats who had very similar experiences to my own, but who have
flourished and can trace the more positive aspects of their adulthoods back to their experience of
having been a Brat—and, more specific to my case, having been a Brat who lived a significant
part of their life overseas. I want to tell a story of Brats focused on the positive aspects, the
potential benefits, of growing up military in much the same way one might use an Appreciative
Inquiry approach (Cooperrider, 1987; Cooperrider & Whitney, 2007; Cooperrider, Sorenson Jr.,
Whitney, & Yeager, 1999) under the fundamental tenets of Positive Psychology (Seligman &
Csikszentmihalyi, 2000)—discussed further in Chapter II.
Summary of the Dataset
This dissertation, then, will look at the Brat lifestyle, but from a positive, strengths-based
perspective. In a sense, it will seek narratives of growing up military without the specific
pre-defined agenda of looking at the primary aspects of the lifestyle in order to discover how
they negatively affect individuals. A subset population of Brats will be the focus of the
dissertation, since this subset group has additional facets which lend to the narrative exploration:
Brats who had the opportunity to live in foreign countries because of a parent's duty assignment.
These Overseas Brats were given, as an added dynamic to growing up military, the opportunity
to experience other cultures.
The first requirement of the dissertation is to present the dominant narrative of the Brat
by alluding to source material, including scholarly research and the personal life story reports of
Brats as found in text sources, such as memoirs and biographies, and video sources, such as
documentaries and films. A discussion of this source material will describe how the dominant
narrative of Brats tends towards the negative while offering an explanation as to how that
narrative has become so dominant—to the degree it can be found within popular culture
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contexts. Additionally, this will help to highlight more-recent research which has begun to study
the positive implications of the Brat lifestyle.
The next step is to lay the foundation for capturing a different narrative through Van
Manen's Researching Lived Experience (1990) concept of studying people and events, and
Dewey's idea that life is education (McDermott, 1981). This required generating a pool of
individuals from which to derive a sample population. An initial sampling was generated by a
simple questionnaire (see Appendix C) that had a hierarchical series of questions focusing
specifically on inclusionary criteria (i.e., answering "yes" to all questions means a potential
participant). The goal of the questionnaire and any follow-up questions was to find
representatives who met the lived experience criteria I wanted to explore in my study. Final
interviewees, then, are Brats who lived for at least six years total in a foreign country because of
a servicemember-parent's assignment. Their military family will have relocated (moved) at least
five times, and the Brat will have attended at least four different schools because of relocation
(i.e., not just because of matriculating aspects, such as going from elementary to middle school,
or middle to high school, or those other expected school changes), and at least three of these
schools will have been a DoDD School. Importantly, participant Brats no longer have dependent
status (as defined above) guaranteeing that they are over the age of 18; therefore, adult U.S.
Military Overseas Brats. I then generated data from this final pool of participants. Data was
gathered by unstructured, life history, intentional interviews in which interviewees
("conversational partners" (Rubin & Rubin, 2005) or "CPs") were invited to reflect on and
discuss what can be seen as three distinct stages: their Brathoods, their life paths after "turning in
their ID cards" (post-dependent), and their present experience. These intentional interviews were
meant to generate stories (as defined by Narrative Inquiry Research Methodology), which I then
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analyzed. Intentionality arose from my goal to elicit stories of how the experience of growing up
military, of being a Brat, potentially led to positive traits, characteristics, skills, and strengths
directly attributable to having been a Brat.
Research Questions and Rationale
My work asks a series of research questions that stem from a primary one. They are
finalized, however, into one question through the dissertation work: Does a narrative exist in
which growing up as an Overseas Brat has lasting positive effects on those who experienced it?
Is it possible to find that narrative via a positive, strengths-based research approach? Can a
positive, strengths-based narrative of Brat life be highlighted/uncovered/generated, which can
exist on equal terms with the existent more-negatively-based Brat narrative?
It must be noted here that I, and Brats with whom I have contact, do not represent Brats
in general of which there are approximately 2 million (U.S. Department of Defense, 2014). Our
personal experiences are just that, and not meant to be reflective of scholarly research. They are
merely lenses through which to look at features of the Brat landscape with the goal of providing
context, of providing some anecdotal entry into a terrain that is essentially alien to a large portion
of the population. This is done through numerous Brat stories as told in memoirs,
autobiographies, social media posts, anecdotal observations in newspaper and magazine articles,
and through personal communication.
Dissertation Chapter Overviews
Chapter II: Critical review of the research. In Chapter Two, I will discuss the path I
first took in trying to understand what existed with regard to Brats, and then what became
apparent to me over time; and subsequently how I was impelled to do the research, to track
through themes by reviewing sources of their expression: academic research, peer- and
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non-peer-reviewed articles, memoirs and narratives, documentary films, and personal
experience. This chapter will provide a review of scholarly research that is primarily focused on
the negative effects of growing up military. It will be structured in such a way as to support my
belief of a dominant narrative pressed forward by a pathologizing research focus. By also
reviewing narrative literature specific to the Brat community—again, memoirs, autobiographies,
and other non-academic/scholarly sources—it will also provide support for the use of Narrative
Inquiry methodology as the best-case model for creating a parallel (or competing) narrative
through which to change a dominant (negative) one. It will act as a platform from which three
starting points emerge: where a problem originates, why it is a problem, and how it is to be
addressed and transformed. Source material provides information on how Brats are perceived by
researchers and others who study Brats; portrayed in popular culture and then perceived by
society in general; and projected by Brats in their personal narratives (i.e., how they perceive
themselves).
Chapter III: Methodology/Guiding research questions and research procedures. In
Chapter Three, I look at narrative inquiry as a qualitative research methodology. It is, then, an
effort to shed some light on a community, a unique population that, although often talked about
in popular culture, continues to remain a mystery to those not directly connected to it. This
chapter's focus is on the entire research process. It begins by describing the qualitative
methodology I will be using, which is Narrative Inquiry. I will discuss the rationale for choosing
this methodology and why it is best-suited for the proposed study, while also addressing its
strengths and weaknesses. The chapter will look specifically at interviewing as the Narrative
Inquiry form for generating data—in this case, life stories. The chapter will state the research
question, and will detail the process by which a representative sample population was gathered.
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Additionally, this chapter will provide in detail the process by which the data generated in the
interviews will be analyzed, and the scholarly foundation for how that analysis is the best choice
for addressing the research question.
Chapter IV: Stories Shared. This chapter will present the thematic findings of the
interviews as propounded by Narrative Inquiry methodology and reflexive and structured
analysis. It will present results as directly associated to the original research questions, whether
supporting or not any theoretical underpinnings. The goal of this chapter is to present findings
only, as processed through the specific guidelines suggested by the methodology itself—using
the Commonplaces (see below) to provide the foundation, without attempt at drawing
conclusions.
Chapter V: Discussion. The purpose of this chapter is to directly address the findings in
Chapter Four and draw conclusions in direct relation to the original research questions. It is
anticipated that I will be able to lay the foundation for proposing a more-positive, affirming Brat
narrative. This chapter will also discuss how the findings can address the disservice issues by
proposing ways that positive attributes have benefit not just to the individual but to a larger,
societal, even global, context. This chapter will also address the limitations of my work but not
as a way to negate findings so much as a way to propose future research.
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Chapter II: Critical Review of the Research
Introduction
The first step in my dissertation will be to present what I found to be a dominant narrative
of Brats within source material. As noted earlier, sources include both the scholarly research one
expects to be the basis of dissertation research and literature review, but also includes,
importantly, personal life story reports that can be found in text sources such as memoirs,
biographies, and personal anecdotes contained in newspaper and magazine articles; it also
includes what can be found in digital story arenas like social media (Facebook, YouTube, and
the like) and video (television, motion pictures, documentaries). Notably, some of this latter
source material is fictionalized and/or dramatized characterizations of Brats put forth by Brats
and non-Brats alike (e.g., the White Collar episode mentioned in Chapter I). A discussion of all
of this material will describe how the dominant narrative of Brats tends towards the negative and
how this narrative has become so dominant it can be found in those popular-culture contexts. I
focus on, primarily, identifying the context—the character—of a majority of what exists in this
arena and how it became the impetus for my research.
Following a somewhat historical timeline approach, I discuss the path I first took in
trying to understand what existed with regard to Brats, and then how a dominant theme began
emerging for me as I reviewed the sources of that theme: scholarly research and study; reports
and analysis contracted by and for the DoD; and self-reported stories by Brats as found in a
variety of sources both scholarly and non-scholarly. Non-scholarly sources mentioned are
required in that the basis of my research is spawned from a narrative, or story, perspective. These
sources, although containing direct lived experience narratives, also include references to—as
one might expect for TV and film—both fictional and semi-autobiographical, dramatized
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versions of direct Brat experience. I believe it is important to note this, because it indicates for
me the level at which the dominant themes of early Brat research and study have entered into the
public—popular—sociocultural milieu.
Concurrent to the literature review of this chapter, I maintain a self-referencing dialogue
in order to speak directly to the emergent theme's effect on me as a Brat—a member of the
subject population—and especially how it affected my decision-making process moving forward.
For researcher position's sake, this reflection is important because it encourages an understanding
of why a particular theme would emerge for me above any other possible motif; of what
elements would point me in a particular research direction; and of how I would come to choose
the methodology I eventually bring to bear on the research. Additionally, it allows me, as much
as possible, to honor transparency between myself and the reader by acknowledging how my
identity impacted, and was impacted by, my immersion in the source material. The discussion of
this highlights and supports my conclusion of a dominant narrative pressed forward by a
pathologizing research focus: in other words, it was meant to address, specifically, the potential
negative effects a military lifestyle might have on the children of servicemembers, and the
transformation of that focus into a common, perpetuated stereotype.
Reviewing narrative literature specifically from the Brat community (again, memoirs,
autobiographies, and other non-academic sources) satisfies an important element of this
dissertation by adding to the platform built initially from scholarly research and study. It will
help to define three necessary aspects of the overall context: what the problem is, why it is a
problem at all, and how it is to be addressed and transformed. This Brat-based (Brat-reported)
lived experience, as well as Brat characterization (TV, film, books) material provides a bridge
from academia to mainstream culture becoming a supporting structure for the use of Narrative
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Inquiry methodology as the best-case model for creating a parallel (or competing) narrative
through which to transform, or at least temper, a dominant one.
Overview
Brat research and study has focused on particular demands of the military lifestyle, such
as frequent relocations, parent absence/family separation, and the constraining aspects of life in
the military culture, which lead to identity and self-concept issues. For society in general, these
are some of the more commonly known aspects of military lifestyle; unfortunately, however,
much of what is perceived are their negative effects: Brats are seen as being commitment-phobic,
rootless/homeless, confused about identity, and existing at either end of a spectrum of being antiauthority or completely subject to authority figures (Bower, 1967; Cantwell, 1974; Gonzalez,
1970; Kenny, 1967; LaGrone, 1978; Wooster & Harris, 1972). To my knowledge and at this
writing, there are no research studies directly addressing a "How does the public/society perceive
military families?" focus. The effects I note here are personally derived, either from being
accused of possessing some myself, or having been told by other Brats that they have been
accused of possessing them. Hunter (1981) notes that:
Most of the literature has dealt with the topics of father absence, family reunion,
children's adjustment to loss, their adjustment to divergent cultures, mixed
marriages, child abuse, effects of mobility or relocation, childcare, and the impact
of the prisoner of war experiences on parental relationships with children. (p. 1)
Hunter, Hickman, and Nice (Hunter, 1982; Hunter & Hickman, 1981; Hunter & Nice,
1978) find that much of this research was based on problematizing those topics, mainly at the
request of the DoD, in order to better understand and assess the negative effects of military life
on the family. However, the research was not necessarily done to specifically help the
individuals in the servicemember's family, but more to find ways to keep the family institution
strong and healthy in order to keep servicemembers strong and happy. Even today, the overall
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concept is that "[t]he well-being of military families is an important indicator of the well-being
of the overall force" (Obama, 2011, p. 1) where
Military policies and programs have increasingly seen family wellbeing as central
to the overall health of the force. Spouses and children who are happy with
military life are more likely to support a servicemember's decision to stay in the
military. (Clever & Segal, 2013, p. 32)
Other research, some of the earliest from just after the end of the WWII and into the early '50s,
was generated out of the need to understand the effects of war, most especially a father's absence,
return, or loss (Hunter, 1982). The research was directed at the health and well-being of the
servicemember (albeit via the servicemember's family) and was meant to diminish a soldier's
worries over their family in order that their job would remain as the primary focus. As an
example, in the Annual Report to the Congressional Defense Committees (2013), this notion is
referred to as "Military Family Readiness":
DoD defines family readiness as a family’s preparedness "...to effectively
navigate the challenges of daily living experienced in the unique context of
military service." Family readiness contributes to the overarching readiness of the
U.S. military forces…The family's support for military service has a direct impact
on personal and mission readiness, performance, retention and
recruitment…President Obama made the care and support of Service members
and their families a top national security policy priority…DoD has long
recognized the significance of family readiness and its impact on military
readiness, performance, retention and recruitment, and has identified family
readiness as a critical component in personnel readiness constructs and
frameworks. (U.S. Department of Defense, 2013, p. 3)
By separating out and looking at research and studies undertaken at the behest of the
DoD, it becomes clear that the main reason for looking at the negative effects of growing up
military emerged from an understanding of the direct importance of family to servicemembers
themselves, whereby there is an acknowledgment that healthy families equates to healthy
soldiers—that there was a direct correlation between the morale (and therefore retention) of
servicemembers and the welfare of their families:
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While…services for the troops were constant and continually reviewed, services
for their Families were much slower in development…Schools were generally
available, as was garrison housing, but throughout this time the mentality of "if
the Army had wanted you to have a Family, it would have issued you one"
[emphasis added] still held. The publication in 1983 of Army Chief of Staff
General John A. Wickham Jr's White Paper, "The Army Family," began to change
how the Army provided for Soldiers and their families. The Army Family
recognized the integral support role of Soldiers' families…mark[ing] the first
systematic effort to design programs and policies comprehensive enough to
address Army family concerns as a whole. One year later, in 1984, The Year of
the Army Family highlighted the importance of Army families to overall Army
success. (U.S. Army Installation Management Command, 2016)
The military, then, had (and has) an organizationally invested interest in keeping the families of
its servicemembers as fit as it keeps its soldiers (Bowen & Orthner, 1989; Segal, C., 1945):
Family members are no longer viewed as passive recipients of the benefits and
stresses associated with life in the armed services; instead, they are seen as active
co-participants in the military lifestyle by sharing the demands and the
satisfactions that are part of working and living in the armed services, and as such,
are participants in the soldier career process. (Orthner, 1990, p. 1)
Unfortunately, a likely and unintended consequence of this understanding was financial,
bureaucratic, and institutional support for research primarily focused on the negative
implications of family life in the military as a way to maintain an organizational (cultural) status
quo.
Point of Departure—A Brat Identity
The genesis for this review was an earlier project of my PhD program wherein I was
tasked with reflecting on self-identifying labels. At the time, I thought I was trapped in a societal
identity that chained me to the "lower-to-middle class, white male" label—an identity of
privilege. I did not believe I had an Identity, the essence of which led to Identity Envy as
discussed in the previous chapter. At the time, I was encouraged by my peers to look beyond this
generic label to something more expressive of who I was, by accessing my past and assessing
how that had facilitated my present. Classmates pointed out that I had often spoke of living
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overseas and supported an idea that I did have an identity; Brat, it was decided, was practically
an ethnicity of its own and demanded analysis. That idea led me to seek to generate results based
on looking at my childhood experience from an ethnographer's standpoint and see if it was
possible to define that lifestyle as a culture (Geertz, 1973).
Initially, I did not believe I would find much, if any, scholarly research on children of the
military. Initial searches seemed to fulfill a self-derogating starting point in that not much of
what I wanted emerged. Persistence revealed that my search terms and the direction of that
process was a result of not completely understanding the identity I was choosing to expand on;
that I was working under a number of misconceptions about what it meant to grow up military. I
realized I needed to first get an understanding of Bratness, working from the notion that perhaps
I was not the only one living in ignorance. My first task then was to get a sense of how the
identity was both perceived and defined by searching out everything I could find specifically
aimed at Brats—without limitations on the origin of source materials.
Demographics: What is and what makes me a Brat. My father was a career Army
enlisted soldier. His 30-plus years serving in the United States Armed Forces meant that my
mother, my siblings and I were military dependents, making my sisters and me, Brats. As Brats,
and due to our father's duty assignments, we had the opportunity to live in foreign countries—
mainly France, Germany, and South Korea. We had, therefore, that added overseas element to
our Brat identity label, hence Overseas Brats. During my 23 years as a dependent, 14 years were
spent overseas and I graduated high school from a DoDD School at the Yongsan Garrison, in
Seoul, South Korea (Seoul American High School). There is a built-in terminus for military
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dependent youth (Brats). Dependent children are only entitled to the benefits6 associated with the
label until they turn 21 years of age (unless married), 23 if attending a school of higher learning
on a full-time basis, or are "dependent upon the member or former member for over one-half of
the person's support" (10 U.S.C. § 1072). I did go to college full-time and as such carried my
Dependent I.D. Card for some years after graduating from high school.
According to the U.S. Department of Defense Education Activity (DoDEA) website
(http://www.dodea.edu), as of October 2014 (with the understanding that the U.S. Military is, in
terms of numbers, in constant flux) approximately 76,500 students were enrolled in DoDD
schools (PreK-12th grade), with accommodation available for more than 84,000 eligible children
(Brats and non-Brats) worldwide (DoDEA, 2015); of these, approximately 51,000 are enrolled in
overseas (non-CONUS) schools7—the difference in number rises from the fact that overseas
schools exist through the 12th grade, whereas in most Stateside military communities middle and
high school grades are served by local, civilian school systems. To put these numbers in
perspective, the DoD website's Military Family Support page
(https://www.defense.gov/News/Special-Reports/1117_familysupport/) indicates there are
approximately 2 million military-connected children: 1.2 million-plus in active duty families;
another nearly 744,000 are in National Guard and Reserves families (Clever & Segal, 2013).
Historically, it is estimated "there are 15 million adults who have been in DODEA [sic] schools"
(Gomez, 2015); the American Overseas Schools Historical Society (AOSHS) of Wichita, Kansas
_______________
6
Some of these benefits are related to Base privileges (use of the grocery stores and movie
theaters, for example), healthcare, and survivor benefits; they also refer to benefits provided the
servicemember for things like added pay, and housing and travel allowances.
7
Students can also be home-schooled or can attend private or state-sponsored American schools,
which are not accounted for here. However, it does provide a number relevant to my own
experience.
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(http://www.aoshs.org) estimates that more than "4 million American kids were educated
overseas."
An enlightening aspect for me of finding actual population numbers is that while I was
growing up and living in the culture, I assumed that Brats, all Brats, with perhaps slight
variations on the experience, were living, or had lived, overseas. Basically, I believed that the
main aspect of the Army was being and living overseas. It had never occurred to me until my
early teens that there were Bases in the U.S. approximate to the ones I lived on in Germany. This
type of misconception regarding my own Brathood, and the many others I will remark on in this
dissertation, were eye-openingly surfaced through my immersion in source material, becoming a
very real driving force propelling me forward.
Carving out a discernible path. I read an online story from The Washington Post
(Henderson & Williams, 2011) about First Lady Michelle Obama and Second Lady Dr. Jill
Biden taking a leadership role in a national conversation on Military families. Their Joining
Forces initiative (https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/joiningforces) described President
Obama's May 2010 directive "to develop a coordinated Federal Government-wide approach to
supporting military families" (Obama, 2011, p. 1), and provided a link to one of the results of
that directive: the cited report "Strengthening Our Military Families" which I immediately
accessed.
Two articles referenced in this report made some mention of children: "The psychosocial
effects of deployment on military children" (Flake, Davis, Johnson, & Middleton, 2009) and
"Wartime military deployment and increased pediatric mental and behavioral health complaints"
(Gorman, Eide, & Hisle-Gorman, 2010). These were springboards to finding articles beyond the
identity perspective and into research and study done on the military.
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A journey of a thousand miles. With a more focused understanding of how I was to
approach my research journey, having concretized my subject focus, those few original articles
ballooned to more than 250 articles on military families (importantly, research not just on
servicemembers themselves). From their in-article citations, I was able to find more articles that
specifically mentioned children, quadrupling the number of articles I could work with. My first
task, then, was to eliminate articles which did not exclusively address Brats. I applied the
strategy of Randolph (2009), who relies on Cooper (1988), starting with the first of the five
characteristics of "focus, goal, perspective, coverage, organization, and audience" [emphasis in
original] (p. 2) in order to (as part of the aforementioned classroom-based project) summarize
and synthesize any research findings. In this way, I was able to filter out articles which viewed
Brats within different contexts: for example, when Brats were included as part of the military
family as a whole, and issues experienced by the entire family were addressed—most often
around the subject of servicemember deployment (Adler, Bartone, & Vaitkus, 1995; Bowen,
Mancini, Martin, Ware, & Nelson, 2003; Hoshmand & Hoshmand, 2007; Hunter & Nice, 1978;
Marchant & Medway, 1987; Segal, M. W., 1985); when included within a larger theme/context,
such as mobility and its impact on various elements of childhood, most often education, identity,
and re-entry adaptation (Bushong, 2013; Gerner, Perry, Moselle, & Archbold, 1992; Werkman,
Farley, Butler, & Quayhagen, 1981); or when included under the umbrella of Third Culture Kids,
which is discussed in more detail below (Bell-Villada, Sichel, Eidse, & Orr, 2011; Hoersting &
Jenkins, 2011; Pollock & van Reken, 2009)8. The latter two themes tend to mention Brats in
passing or include Brats within a larger population study, but do not set out to specifically
_______________
8
It must be noted here that references cited in the lists represent examples of articles that were
filtered out by a content element to which they are here connected; they were not necessarily
eliminated as source material from this dissertation.
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research military dependent youth exclusive of any other children. After this filtering work, I was
left with a large, representative sample—coverage (Cooper, 1988; Randolph, 2009, p. 4)—of
articles whose research primacy was exclusively Brats, which would be less cumbersome to
review and more likely to generate a researchable gap.
Begins with a single step. I next had to decide how to approach the material. Already,
whether in the articles' titles, or as part of their abstracts, keywords, or authors' notes, the works
were trending in a "the effects of…" or "the impact of…" direction. This was yet to generate any
effect on (to prejudice) my review, because I had anticipated the notion that research would
focus on looking for issues. It was based on, I believed, an historical problematization factor, or
"a deficit approach—that is, it has portrayed these children as a population susceptible to
psychological damage from the hardships of military life" (Easterbrooks, Ginsberg, & Lerner,
2013, p. 9). This idea is that the purpose of research science is to look at symptoms in order to
cure disease, and if possible, to find its origins and recommend modes and methods of
prevention:
Psychology has, since World War II, become a science largely about healing. It
concentrates on repairing damage within a disease model of human functioning.
This almost exclusive attention to pathology neglects the fulfilled individual and
the thriving community. (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000, p. 5)
For organizing purposes, I thought I would take an historical—timeline—approach,
deciding that this format (Randolph, 2009, p. 4) could satisfy two objectives: one, to gain an
understanding of the basic background and evolution of the Brat identity—a kind of origin story
concept; and two, to begin cataloguing research methodologies, analyses, conclusions, and
recommendations in order to construct a point-of-departure platform for my own work. In the
first instance, I was able to get an historical understanding of how families, especially Overseas
families like my own, came to exist as a purposeful element of the post-WWII defense strategy
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which required an extremely large troop force in both Germany and Japan (Alvah, 2007).
Additionally, it pointed out an often-unnoticed, or at least unmentioned, aspect of early research
which has to do with the background of the servicemembers themselves in terms of how they
came to be in the military to begin with. I believe incorporating what prompted a servicemember
to join in the first place (e.g., the rise of Nazism, the bombing of Pearl Harbor, the Draft, 9/11)
would have had a direct effect on conclusions.
From my perspective, then, I felt it immensely important to understand and acknowledge
that for the 230-plus years of the existence of the U.S. Armed Forces, conscription was only used
to add to its ranks for 35 years of that time. It was initiated, primarily, during conflict such as the
Civil War, World War I, and through the Vietnam War. More often, individuals volunteered to
sign-up until 1973 which saw the elimination of conscription (the Draft) as then-President Nixon
moved the country towards an all-volunteer force (AVF) (Rostker, 2006). Whether one
volunteered or was drafted, I would argue, would have had a great impact on servicemembers
and their families and, therefore, would have had a large impact on the data generated from
research on military families.
Much of the background information gleaned from source material is beyond the scope of
this chapter. It did serve, however, to ground me by giving me access to the fact that the identity
I was looking to formalize and take ownership of—in a deeper, more substantial way—had a
contextual legacy which could be traced to the Revolutionary War, as noted in the definition of
Brat in Chapter I (Albano, 1994; Alvah, 2007; Bowen & Orthner, 1989). From this position, I
felt a kind of legitimacy, a pride of Brat ownership that was not ancillary to being the son of a
soldier, but came with a self-generating uniqueness to substantiate and release it from what had
mostly been, for me, an abstraction.
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Surfacing a Troubling Theme: The Negatives Trap
The second objective above, of course, provides the requisite building blocks for this
chapter. In keeping with the timeline approach, I began my journey with the earliest published
articles, thinking that I would later bracket them historically, assuming an evolution in the
research going forward, where I could bound it on parameters of before, during, and after
Brathood. In this way, I could continue a positionality consideration by responding to what my
experiences were compared to what the research was showing. This would maintain transparency
and validate, in my mind, where I could and could not respond based on knowing inherently how
much the landscape of the military lifestyle has/had changed after my leaving it. An unequivocal
example of this is the tremendous growth of technology and the near-ubiquitous, worldwide
availability of the Internet (Hajjar, 2014). The Internet has allowed me to reconnect with Brat
friends I had never expected to be in contact with ever again; it has been an immeasurable help in
maintaining the Brat identity especially for Overseas Brats like myself who had graduated in a
foreign country (see, e.g., http://www.overseasbrats.com, http://www.aoshs.org,
http://militarybratlife.com, https://wanderingisite.com; Facebook pages created for and
maintained by Brats are numerous). Its availability for new generations of children growing up
military easily might enable a continuity of connection not available to the pre-Internet, highly
mobile.
The goads: Syndromes syndrome. The truth is, I lost my neutrality very quickly in; not
after reaching saturation, but after reading the first few sources. It was not for lack of trying. I
entered the arena understanding that there would be research expounding on, again, "the effects
of…" and "the impact of…" growing up a military kid, and that those "effects" and "impacts"
would largely be negative. Additionally, I had been warned in advance that, because I would be
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researching a population of which I was a member, it was important I maintain both an ethical
vigilance and heightened emotional awareness (Abdelal, Herrera, Johnston, & McDermott, 2009;
Tajfel, 1982/2010; Turner, 1982/2010). My initial understanding of this message was that it was
intended for the methodology and research part of the dissertation. Clearly, care was necessary
from the very first step as an emotional toll would be taken as the tenor of sources began an
avalanche of triggers.
Stairwell syndrome. The first article I assessed, Bower (1967), seemed to want to answer
a question I was also asking: "To what extent are such children [Overseas Brats] and their
families finding this opportunity a healthy, emotionally satisfying, and educationally productive
experience?" (p. 787).9 Bower also wanted an answer to whether living in a foreign community
had a "significant positive or negative emotional impact" (p. 787)—another question I was
interested in answering. After the introductory paragraphs, Bower relates 11 vignettes
(narratives) meant to "illustrate the vast kaleidoscope of problems and community life
encountered by American families" (pp. 788-789). Of them, only one—the final one listed (p.
789)—recounts a positive experience, foreshadowing a problematizing trend and, moreover,
instilling wariness in me toward any future research which might initially suggest neutrality.
Two textual areas stood out in this article which began to build the negatives-emphasis
argument I would begin to formulate. The first area is in regard to the 11 vignettes. One stood
out because it detailed an experience very close to that of my own family. It tells of an Enlisted
servicemember's family, located in France, and their unhappiness with the two years of their
overseas assignment. Since Bower notes that he started this work in 1966, it happens that my
_______________
"such children and their families" are, for Bower, members of an "extended community…of
American children and their families" living on or near a Base in Europe; education at a DoDD
School is the connecting thread.
9
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family was also in France at around the same time, and my mother reports a completely opposite
experience to that of the individuals in the vignette.
The second area is Stairwell Syndrome: "another constellation of family irritants to many
of the American families" (p. 791). Bower suggests that the stairwells of the apartment
complexes most families are housed in (on military Bases in Europe) are central locations that
become the focal point of a myriad of issues: "overwrought mothers, absent fathers," the inability
to choose one's neighbors, rowdy (my word) children, close proximity, and "above-average
number of children in below-average space, can provide enough friction and heat in at least one
or two families to spark an explosion of the entire stairwell" (p. 791). Not to negate Bower's
findings, but I did not have this same experience, nor has a similar experience been expressed to
me by Brat peers (not as part of my research, but just in the nostalgic storytelling birthed at
reunions, get-togethers, and online; and I grant the fact that these are different time periods). In
fact, anecdotal information has more than tended to the opposite in that stairwells were more
often the hub of social activity: for meeting friends, hanging out in inclement weather, and other
activities, many of which are discussed by CPs during data collection.
The thirty-five percent. Next to add fuel to my burgeoning fire was a quantitative study
of 100 children by Cantwell (1974) "from a Dependent's Clinic that serves the families of activeduty and retired military personnel in the Southern California area" (p. 711). After collecting and
analyzing data, Cantwell concludes that 35 of the children (35%) presented a "clinically
significant psychiatric disorder" (pp. 712-713). Cantwell makes no inference as to the causes of
the disorders; he does not necessarily succumb to the notion of attributing the prevalence of these
issues to those elements of Brathood commonly associated with the lifestyle. He does, however,
reference other authors' works which identify "the rather unique stresses to which the 'military
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children' are exposed" (p. 713), but only to preempt refutation that those stresses would lend to
the high number reached, rather than explain why they exist at all. In fact, Cantwell argues "that
the 35% figure is an under-representation" (p. 713). Again, no causal relationship is made to the
military lifestyle per se, only that Cantwell has left me to make the leap, which I summarily take:
35% or more of military dependent youth have a diagnosable psychiatric disorder. He carefully
acknowledges that no generalization should be made to other populations not in the selected
group, but does not limit the results based on other contextual information which might offer
complexity to the Brat identity—for example, whether and how often the children moved, or
whether the sponsoring servicemember had been deployed to Vietnam10 (especially, whether or
not that servicemember was alive, disabled, or killed in action).
Military family syndrome. Carrying now the seed of unrest prompted by the two articles
above (I acknowledge they are very early research studies that have largely been invalidated by
later works), I come to the third source, the one that essentially removed all neutrality from my
review. In a 1978 study, LaGrone reviews the case records of 792 new patients seen at a
children's mental health clinic situated on "a large Military base in the Midwest" (p. 1040). He
notes that in the two-year period (1974-1976) he worked at this clinic, he was "surprised and
puzzled" (p. 1040) by what he saw as a more-than-normal amount of child visits with an
identifiable pattern of specific behavioral disorders. After a literature review and review of case
records, he makes a comparison to what he feels is a comparable civilian clinic—here, the

_______________
The study's publish date is post-Vietnam War and the importance of its influence on a military
family cannot be taken for granted or mitigated from any analysis for psychological disturbance
in a military child of that time.
10
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Wichita Falls Mental Health-Mental Retardation Center in Wichita Falls, Texas.11 After his
review, LaGrone suggests that there is a higher incidence of behavioral disorders in Brats
compared with the civilian population, and, unlike Cantwell, concludes that this high incidence is
directly due to the military lifestyle: "The behavioral problems of the group studied represent a
process of acting out in the rigid, autocratic system of the military" (p. 1040). He argues that there
are seven problem areas identifiable from the cases (diagnosed behavioral disorders), and on that
conclusion classifies "the Military Family Syndrome."
The "seven problem areas common to many of the families and almost universally
present in the case records with the diagnosis of behavioral disorders" (p. 1040) are the family's
relationship to the Military itself; father absence; high mobility ("transiency" here, a word that
was triggering for me); parenting provided; scapegoating (for LaGrone, this is a systemic issue
aimed at the servicemember by the very culture of the Military organization itself as a means of
instilling command and control, but which is passed on to the family dynamic via the
servicemember); the father/mother relationship; and resistance to treatment (p. 1040). Each is
broken out and explicated based on literature reviewed. Most notably, that literature that appears
to also describe the negative impacts of military culture and lifestyle which LaGrone uses to
support his own stance: for example, "Greenblatt describes the government bureaucracies he
worked with as materialistic paranoid systems. The same atmosphere pervades the military" (p.
1041).
LaGrone also describes a "kind of gypsy [emphasis added] phenomenon" (p. 1042) when
referring to the perceived high mobility of the children. He cautions therapists that when taking
_______________
My non-academic research shows that Sheppard Air Force Base is five miles north of Wichita
Falls, Texas, a possible location for the military clinic studied.

11
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on the case of a military family (or member thereof), they be careful not to become part of the
"scapegoating" system, not to appear as if they are somehow coming between the soldier and the
service; that they be attentive to a high level of resistance; and that they understand that, because
of the "transiency" factor, long-term therapeutic care is difficult (p. 1043). He does acknowledge
that "geographic availability and educational level" (p. 1043) might be important variables to
consider, but does not believe they have an influence: "It is questionable how really important
they become in a paranoid system [emphasis added] with so much resistance toward psychiatric
involvement" (p. 1043). LaGrone later points out that alcoholism is high and child abuse five
times higher than the national rate and writes that, when the military is shown these statistics, it
(the organization) "becomes defensive and moves slowly, if at all," (p. 1043), before finally
commenting that he is pessimistic any real change can occur. For me, the language used and the
quotes and articles referenced, created a tone which heightened the negativity of the conclusions,
exacerbating my burgeoning defensive posture.
And the rest. In the 1970 monograph, Psychiatry and the Army Brat, Gonzalez (1970)
states that the audience for the article are "child behavior specialists, especially those caring for
military children" (p. 3). Noting that the included experiences were "obtained in a military and
later in a civilian private psychiatric practice for the care of military dependents" (p. 3), Gonzalez
focuses on specific elements of Brat life: parenting; parent absence and subsequent return; and
mobility and its accompanying interaction with different cultures (whether living in them—as
with the Overseas Brat aspect, or intra-family—in which a parent is from a different culture).
Here again, Gonzalez focuses on the negative aspects of Brathood and provides illustrative case
information to highlight his remarks—analysis which, it turned out, is referenced by many other
research articles that direct their spotlight on Brat pathology. Unfortunately, what is not often
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(enough) referenced are the statements Gonzalez makes in the final chapter, clearly noting "the
many individual exceptions—the countless families who have experienced such stresses and
have demonstrated no ill effects," pointing out the many positive aspects each of the defined
elements can have on Brats and their families:
families gain new strength … The service provides a life with certain desirable
external controls … Many families will find themselves living for the first time in
a community where all share a common bond … Travel may provide an
opportunity for enhanced education. (p. 79)
For Gonzalez, "The question remains as to what becomes of the Army Brat grown up.
What is the net lasting effect of…earlier experiences?" (p. 79). In this case, and because of the
final statements, I am not suggesting that Gonzalez's work satisfies, proportionally, the
pathologizing nature of the previous articles. Gonzalez states that "[t]he focus has been on
problems likely to be encountered by the mental hygienist treating a military clientele" (p. 79),
and so the focus is entirely poignant. The distressing part for me is the predominant use of
Gonzalez's work to support the pathologizing of Brathood. Additionally, the one thing I cannot
seem to remove myself from (my Brat positionality from) is much of what feels like biased
language used by Gonzalez—as with the title for Chapter II: "DISCIPLINE: AUTHORITY
MISCARRIED".
Diminishing the impact of the goads. It is not my intention to argue that the above
articles satisfy the coverage characteristic espoused by Cooper (1988) in either a "representative"
or "purposive" sample. I am not making "inferences about the entire population of articles," nor
am I suggesting that these are "central or pivotal articles in [the] field" (Randolph, 2009, p. 4). I
do assert, however, that they are the earliest to espouse a particular view of the military lifestyle
and its effects on families, especially children. Additionally, they may not be "pivotal" articles in
the Brat research arena, but they were certainly pivotal for me in terms of my transitioning to a
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more aggressive approach to my scholarship. They convinced me that researching my own
upbringing had value, that there had to be another view of Brats available (and if there was not, it
was my responsibility to access it), and that, inasmuch as the deficit/disease approach to study
was valid and intrinsically useful, it did not provide a complete picture of Brat life or provide
me, selfishly, a positively supportive view of identity that I could accept, own, and share.
Refuting the syndromes. To that end, LaGrone's "military family syndrome" and
Cantwell's 35% figure have largely been negated in subsequent research. Both articles were
responded to with editorial letters (Carey, 1974; Morrison, 1981; Schnitzler, 1975), as well as
with a directly countering study (Jensen, Xenakis, Wolf, & Bain, 1991)—the editorials and
article directly refuting both the assumptions and findings of the two works. Additionally, there
is research preceding Cantwell and LaGrone which neither of them reference. A study of the
children of Naval officers by Gabower (1960) compares "children who had come to the attention
of the psychiatric department of" (p. 178) a Navy hospital with a control group of similar Navy
officers' children. Gabower concludes that behavior is more dependent on how these children
were parented, rather than on "the conditions of the physical environment" (p. 183). The
conditions studied were mobility, father absence, and the mother-child relationship; inter-family
relationships, such as parenting; and extra-family relationships, such as with the local and
military (Naval) community.
Dealing specifically with mobility, Chaskel (1964) references Gabower's work, but also a
study for Walter Reed General Hospital12 by Pedersen and Sullivan (1964), which notes that
"children whose parents like military life and accepted mobility met the criteria for normal
_______________
12
Named that until 1951, then the Walter Reed Army Medical Center, and now the Walter Reed
National Military Medical Center.
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adjustment" (p. 85). Chaskel (1964) references Pedersen and Sullivan when concluding that
"[f]rom the standpoint of children's problems, families well-identified with the larger military
community apparently show less signs of stress and tension on relocation" (p. 579). In a study of
approximately 2,000 Brats from a military Base in Germany, Kenny (1967) concludes that the
only differences between military and civilian kids is that Brats tended to have "a higher median
I.Q. and a better school achievement record"; that "[t]here were fewer emotionally disturbed
children found in the military community"; and that "there was a lower incidence of juvenile
delinquency among military children" (p. 62). However, both Chaskel and Kenny reference
Gonzalez's study, which, along with the named articles, led to the troubling trend I was
surfacing. As Clever and Segal (2013) write, "Military families are a diverse population whose
needs vary over time and across demographic groups. No single story can encapsulate who
military families are or what they need to flourish in military and civilian communities" (p. 15).
Shaw (1987) sums up the entire notion by concluding:
Frequent family moves, transcultural experiences, transient father absence, and
early sponsor retirement represent crisis situations that are temporarily upsetting,
not always in an unpleasant sense, which require reorganization and mobilization
of the individual's adaptive capacities. In this context these experiences imply
neither good nor ill. Some individuals arrive at higher levels of adaptation with
effective coping and problem solving patterns of behavior. Others achieve a less
adaptive equilibrium. In those instances, where the parents have identified with
the military way of life and assimilated the shared network of values and loyalties,
many of these stresses can be significantly offset by the other psychosocial
advantages of this community. (p. 544)
As a Brat, I understood innately what these articles discussed, and I could, in fact, relate
personally to many of the conclusions found; I could find in myself evidence of many of the
negatively charged conclusions stated. And yet, I submitted to strong defensive feelings for
primarily two reasons. The first reason had more to do with the language used—word choice,
essentially—in the articles. I, as a population member, found modifying words and/or qualifying
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phrases to be, as adjectives and descriptors, distressing enough to have written down more than a
few times in my initial notes the word "loaded." I felt as if I was being called a "transient," a
"gypsy," with a 35% chance of having a psychological disorder, and that, because I was born into
a culture I had no choice in joining, I was practically cursed to succumb to a syndrome that
would haunt me throughout my life. The second reason had to do with the tendency of
succeeding research to reference and cite early works without noting their limitations—or, for
that matter, without noting any limitations, such as the time period and/or overriding social ethos
during which the research was undertaken. For example, there are no mentions of whether
studies were done during peacetime or wartime—and the potential limiting factors of either;
what the attitude of the general public (and the researcher) was towards the military itself—ultrapatriotic and supportive as with, for instance, WWII, or distanced, unsympathetic, and even
hostile as with, for instance, the Vietnam Conflict; whether subjects were career servicemember
families or not—considering how one came to be in, and length of time in, the service can have
varying effects; and what amount of time had been spent in the military culture and
environment—relating to the notion of acculturation.
I know I already possess negative associations with having grown up the son of a soldier,
and I also know it is too easy for me to focus on the aspects I found (and continue to find) to be
problematic. Most of these associations are not that much different from how other adults might
view their own childhoods—not all childhoods being idyllic. Unfortunately, the research was
engaging me at that level—the level of negativity, the level at which I viewed my childhood and
not my Brathood. I no longer wanted to read what was wrong with me. I wanted to know if there
was anything in the scholarly research that had found something positive in Brats as a result of
our unique childhoods. Positive psychology (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000) provided me a
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platform from which to launch a different perspective, convincing me to do a strengths-based
search of scholarly works—research that had positive findings and suggested positive
characteristics and traits (strengths) as a result of growing up military. As Easterbrooks,
Ginsberg, and Lerner (2013) point out "most research on military children has taken a deficit
approach, and very little research has examined the strengths that help them thrive" (p. 113), and
in this sense I can approach Cozza and Lerner's (2013) suggestion:
Though we need to understand any negative effects of military life on children,
the data from such research tell neither the complete story nor what is perhaps the
more important story. In large part, researchers have yet to examine military
children's strengths, how these strengths can sustain them through adversity, or
how their own strengths interact and develop with the strengths of their military
families and the communities where they live. (pp. 4-5)
Research on the positive side. It is perhaps difficult to believe that such imposing
features of military lifestyle can generate strengths in children; and yet, time and again, research
findings support the notion that children of the military, are surviving hardship, and coping with
the realities of growing up military (Easterbrooks, Ginsberg, & Lerner, 2013; Ender, 2002;
Graham Weber & Weber, 2005; Masten, 2013; MacDermid Wadsworth, 2013). As an example,
past research viewed high mobility as one of the primary sources of stress and hardship for
military children, and this, according to conclusions, caused a number of psychosocial problems
in adulthood. More-recent research, taking into consideration the immense complexity and
variability associated with a military upbringing, has tended to diminish some of those earlier
findings suggesting that there are critical elements of military family and culture that, in large
part, palliate future problems. Acclimatization and acculturation, strong inter-family bonds, and
adaptability and resiliency are frequently noted in the literature as mitigating factors on longterm effects (Bradshaw, Sudhinaraset, Mmari, & Blum, 2010; Easterbrooks, Ginsberg, & Lerner,
2013; Graham Weber & Weber, 2005; Finkel, Kelley, & Ashby, 2003). With time, Brats
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experiencing the inherent lifestyle demands of the military, acclimatize to the features,
normalizing the experience: "A way of life rather than an intractable problem" (Jacobson, 2013,
p. 1). Relocating has been shown to encourage adaptability, coping skills, and adolescent
development (Bradshaw, Sudhinaraset, Mmari, & Blum, 2010; Bushong, 2013; Easterbrooks,
Ginsberg, & Lerner, 2013; Ender, 2002; Graham Weber & Weber, 2005). Parent separation has
been noted as precursor for the beneficial traits of self-reliance and independence, and also
creates stronger family ties (Booth et al., 2007). And, with respect to Overseas Brats, living in
foreign countries provides opportunities that support linguistic flexibility, cultural agility, and
worldmindedness/worldliness (Gleason, 1973). Taken together, all of these features do not—as
once theorized—promote a deficit-dominant adulthood locked in a military family syndrome,
rather they present a number of demands that, when overcome, develop the kind of resiliency
which may become more and more useful as the world continues to move towards globalization
(Dewaele & van Oudenhoven, 2009; Easterbrooks, Ginsberg, & Lerner, 2013; Graham Weber &
Weber, 2005; Janssen, 2013; Tarique & Weisbord, 2013).
A primary focus of very early research, then, had generally been to understand the more
negative effects of growing up military. Bower providing an unbalanced amount of negative
vignettes when asserting he will provide a "vast kaleidoscope"; Cantwell suggesting that
potentially 35% of military children suffer from a psychiatric disorder; and LaGrone going as far
as to suggest that the combined features of the Brat landscape, as symptoms, lead to "military
family syndrome." These are, however, all human constructions generated by scholarly research.
Unfortunately, those constructions have tended to be supported by and unintentionally added to
by Brats themselves as in the more well-known Brat-directed works to be discussed below.
Consequentially, these constructions have filtered into popular culture representation, reaching a
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near-stereotype status in the mainstream narrative use of Brat characters. In the research sphere,
the natural course of, and evolution of, scientific method compels a review of past research and
study in order to shed new light on, to refute, to confirm, to reassess, and/or to reframe, any
conclusions found and, especially in the case of the above-referenced pathology-based articles,
reveal their weaknesses and surface evidence of positive effects (Bradshaw & Sechrest, 2010;
Easterbrooks, Ginsberg, & Lerner, 2013; Graham Weber & Weber, 2005; Jensen, Xenakis, Wolf,
& Bain, 1991; Marchant & Medway, 1987; Masten, 2013; Nagy, Lare, Jeffreys, & Leitzel,
1998). The mainstream sphere, however, is more difficult to address: for that more-generalized,
mostly negative characterization of Brats that has filtered into the pop-culture arena, what route
is available to dispel the myth? Especially when the contribution of Brats themselves (ourselves)
into and on the backdrop of such characterization has made us unwitting accomplices in the
negatives trap.
Brat-directed: Including Non-Scholarly Sources
As has been shown, Brat research and study has focused on the particular demands of a
military lifestyle, such as frequent relocation, servicemember-parent absence/family separation,
and the constraining aspects of life in the military culture. The aspects of these particular
demands are some of the more familiar with regard to how military families are perceived by
society in general. For instance, the following dialogue is, with variations, a common encounter
described by Brats in the anecdotal arena (and experienced by me on many occasions):
CIVILIAN:
BRAT:
CIVILIAN:
BRAT:
CIVILIAN:
BRAT:

So, where are you from?
Uhh … Nowhere in particular.
(reacts with quizzical look).
We moved around a lot.
Ohhh (as if suddenly understanding everything), Army Brat…
Yeah.
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That this is a ubiquitous story when Brats discuss their lives reveals the degree to which a
standard, albeit not universal, element of Brat life has found its way into the popular mythos: the
public understands (believes it understands) that military families are highly mobile, tending to
move more often than is typical. It hopefully goes without referencing that society also
understands military families deal with unique stressors due to deployment. It is also generally
understood that the military culture has some implicit effect on those who spend their lives
within it. In general, however, and on the basis of the general characterization of military
dependents and their families in non-scholarly works (such as motion pictures, television shows,
and novels), much of what is perceived by society is the negative aspects of these effects. Brats
are seen as being commitment-phobic, rootless, unsure of their identity, and being either
anti-authority or willing subjects to authority figures.
Portrayals and perception. Problematization, or pathologizing, of Brats and the Brat
experience has a long and controversial history. Studies on the experiences of military children
tended to focus on the "hardships" (Gonzalez, 1970, p. 3) associated with growing up military,
including frequent relocations, family separation and parent absence, worry over potential injury
or death of a servicemember-parent, and parenting itself (generally speaking, disciplining). They
highlight Brat experiences as having negative effects: destructive behaviors, psychosocial
maladjustment in adulthood, and poor academic achievement. It can certainly be argued that
Brats have unique childhoods which differ greatly from their civilian counterparts. Some of these
are outside the scope of the non-military environment. For example, civilian children may not
have to deal with the everyday potential of having a parent sent into conflict or war (although the
children of police and firefighters could argue this point). And yet arguments can be made that
those "hardships" and "psychological stressors" so often referred to in the early research are not
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entirely unique at all. For example, with regard to mobility, the U.S. Census reports that 11.7%
percent of the U.S. population over the age of one moved between 2012 and 2013 (U.S. Census
Bureau, June 2014), stating that "the population of the United States is considered highly
mobile" (U.S. Census Bureau Online), with upwards of 20% of the population in flux at any
given time; inner-city youth experience disproportionate relocations when compared to the
normative numbers, at statistical rates far higher than those of military children (Jelleyman &
Spencer, 2008; South, Crowder, & Chavez, 2005). This suggests that relocation frequency is not
particular to military children; however, because the military is essentially a closed system, it is
possible that it provides an advantageous laboratory within which to examine this larger human
activity: "Because no other group is so uniformly exposed to these pressures, the armamentarium
of child psychiatry, a rapidly evolving specialty [emphasis added], would be particularly
enhanced by observation of military children" (Gonzalez, 1970, p. 3). Driskell and Olmstead
(1989), for example, write:
Perhaps no other institution has been as inextricably linked with the growth and
development of psychology as the military. This symbiotic relationship, born of
the expediency of World War I, rests on two roles: (a) the military as a test-bed or
applied laboratory for the examination of psychological processes, and (b) the
military as an impetus to initiate and direct research and innovation in
psychology. (p. 43)
Clever and Segal (2013) generalize that notion, suggesting:
We need research on military families not only to improve the wellbeing of
military children. This research can also contribute to the wellbeing of all
children. The military presents a unique environment in which to understand how
various stresses and support systems affect children's resilience and development.
(p. 33)
There is a critical element of that early pathology-focused research, however, which
needs examining and has to do with its influence on public perception—how Brats are perceived,
and especially how we perceive ourselves. If it is true that the military system provides a perfect
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opportunity to study a particular theme, condition, system, or issue based on that system's
perceived controlled environment (which in turn might then produce valuable, generalizable
findings), it must be understood that this "truth" would then support and fortify a continuing
narrative that the military is a font of psychosocial distress and maladjustment. Without a counter
narrative as a mitigating element or any explicit limiting conditions to preface direct statements,
it can easily be understood how a particular set of character traits would be formulated into the
collective conscious. For example, Lemmon and Stafford (2007) suggest:
The American military family is an excellent model in which to examine the
spectrum of stress. When not at war, military families are exposed to mild levels
of stress through frequent moves, which cause temporary family disorganization
and may prevent the establishment of deeply rooted support systems. Children's
behavioral responses and mental health status during non-combat or routine
moves or deployments often correlate to the level of concurrent family stressors.
(p. 434)
Additionally, the following prefaces the above-referenced Lemmon and Stafford article:
A note from the editors:
This article…by Drs. Lemmon and Stafford was originally written for the
pediatric community, it may help the psychiatric community to view the
pediatrician as a resource in addressing mental health issues in children; to
reach out to pediatricians to further collaborate on critical child stress issues
within their own communities; and to help foster valuable relationships with
pediatricians in providing joint care and support to children within their
practices [emphasis in original]. (p. 431)
The article is not meant to analyze and study Brats so much as it is an entreaty to pediatricians to
be empowered to act as frontline responders to potential youth mental health issues—Brats are
not the focus, only a useful exemplar for engagement. And yet, the story of the negatively
affected Brat becomes a bit player in a larger dialogue that sustains and standardizes, even
commonizes, a construct.
Because much of that research studied differences from a norm—and not necessarily a
clearly defined norm (are Brats the more obvious deviations from a norm?), it might appear from
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the dearth of research that negative traits are universal to all Brats. This is not uncommon. Often,
research that filters into the public domain can create an appearance that there is an
overwhelming, dramatic spike in some issue/subject, when there is no spike or actual increase at
all, only that there is an increase in its being researched (and reported on). When it comes to the
military, that spike generally comes with or directly after a boots-on-the-ground conflict, as can
be hypothesized by cataloguing the amount of research whose focus of study is directed at
deployment. Where once that research was directed at the servicemember, the recent conflicts in
Iraq and Afghanistan (in the 21st Century, others include North-West Pakistan, the 2011
Intervention in Libya, OIR-War on ISIL; post-1990, also includes Panama Invasion, Gulf War,
Somalia, Haiti, and the Yugoslav Wars of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia/ Kosovo), has
seen the military family as a whole become a larger part of the study network: addressing the
Stateside issues involved in the large numbers deployed to combat theaters, the military family
gains as much spotlight as the fighting force itself.
On the screen. And yet with each iteration into the public arena, and with proportionally
increasing conversations, the subject matter begins to appear as if more of something exists than
is the case. With early research focused primarily on the hardships of growing up military, a
natural assumption filtered through popular culture that these hardships were true for all Brats,
becoming a foundation for the notion that they were also the only experiences. From that early
work filtering into the public domain, an overall negative stereotype of children who grow up in
the military became a pervasive aspect of the American psyche through various representations
in popular culture. An example of this idea can be found in Ender (2005), in which films that, in
some way, portray military-connected characters were analyzed. Cinema, although the subject of
debate as to whether it reflects or influences society, remains a viable window through which to
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view how the negative Brat stereotype gained foothold as a popular motif. As Ender (2005)
notes, "because military brats' [sic] collective identity is also established and constructed in the
minds of others, popular film is an avenue for gaining some insights into how society might view
them" (pp. 26-27). In his conclusions, Ender states:
[Brats] are a little-understood group in American society based on their social
experience growing up in an organizational context. The social void of
understanding is filled through fictional film representations ... these
representations of [Brats] … converge on and diverge from civilian youth themes
[and] are socially constructed representations that are based on both fact and
fiction. [Brats] must struggle both privately and publicly between self-images and
self-conceptions…Publicly, characteristics of the group and the demands
associated with military family are presented in a lopsided picture of the real brat
experience. In essence, cinema both constructs and reflects [emphasis added] U.S.
military family life for children, teenagers, and adults. (p. 39)
I make specific reference to the portrayal of Brats in film not only to support the notion
that early Brat research found its way into and could be seen and adopted by a mass audience,
but also to refer back to my own misconceptions of Brat life. For me, films were a meaningful
part of my childhood. I had access to a very inexpensive and highly entertaining activity—going
to the movies. I saw many movies growing up, including those analyzed by Ender, and many
others which more-often-than-not portrayed Brats (and similar characters) with negative
characteristics—all borne of a military childhood. It was from these films' perspectives,
compounded by views of civilian peers that I began to incorporate, support, and perpetuate those
same mostly negative stereotypes, even so far as believing I possessed and exhibited them to a
great degree. And so I filled in that "void of understanding" (Ender, 2005, p. 39) with the
misconceptions noted in the previous section, adding to them a belief that, on the whole, growing
up military was the worst thing that could happen to a kid and led to an adult who could never be
a vital member of the larger American scene. I wondered, then, to what extent my Brat peers
experienced this same relationship to their own identities—how they might have been affected
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(if at all) and to what degree they, too, adopted a culturally established view of their Bratness,
rather than processing and defining it themselves.
A question arises from this process: what would that look like? As it is more than likely
too easy for me to see from my in-group position only negative characterizations—or at least
infer a more negative characterization than is actually presented—is it possible to present the
positive aspects of growing up military, especially in the context of drama where conflict is
generally the primary mode of generating action? Negative character traits, it holds, is
advantageous to initiating conflict and driving action. In the motion picture Remember the Titans
(Bruckheimer & Yakin, 2000), two characters are introduced as being Brats (although not called
or self-identified with the term Brats). The first self-identifies as a military dependent: "I'm
Lewie Lastik. Offensive lineman. Naval family. Just moved here from Bayonne. Someone said
football, so I come runnin'. What's going on everybody?" (Bruckheimer & Yakin, 2000, 13:05).
The second character, Ronnie "Sunshine" Bass, enters the movie with his father who is dressed
in a military uniform 13 and identifies himself as Colonel Bass (Bruckheimer & Yakin, 2000,
36:15). In two scenes, Lastik, who is white, is shown as being indifferent to the racial tensions
that drive the background plot of the movie. In his first entrance (quoted above), he runs into the
gym and takes his place among the group of black football students—the other white football

_______________
13
According to the "Original 71 Titans" website (http://www.71originaltitans.com), his father is
actually an officer in the Air Force. As if to note a rebelliousness (or Bratness), Bass is identified
as a hippie, having shoulder-length he is later forced to cut. The person on which the Lastik
character is based grew up and lived in Alexandria, Virginia, the setting of the movie, and
according to the real Coach Boone was used as a bridge to "break the 'color barrier'"
(http://espn.go.com/page2/s/closer/020808.html). Screenwriter Gregory Allen Howard moved
around due to his stepfather's Navy career (http://www.gregoryallenhoward.com), and so, as an
African-American may have understood how Brats were capable of negating skin color issues.
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players are intentionally, noticeably, absent. In a later scene, Lastik sits at a table at training
camp that is occupied by black football players:
JULIUS: What're you doing man?
LASTIK: Eating lunch.
JULIUS: I see you eating lunch. But why you eating lunch over here? Why
don't you go on over there and be with your people?
LASTIK: Man, I don't have any people. I'm with everybody, Julius.
(Bruckheimer & Yakin, 2000, 22:12-22:29)
On Bass's entrance (noted above), his father replies to Coach Boone's suggestion that he
take his son to a different school (since they already have a quarterback): "Well, I met Coach
Taber. He won't let blacks play on his team. The way I see it, if these boys can fight a war
together, they can play football together" (Bruckheimer & Yakin, 2000, 36:33). Bass, in a later
scene, wants to take his new football friends into a club even though the black players tell him
they cannot go in. When he gets them to go in, the owner immediately refuses to serve the black
players who are then angry at Bass for not listening. It is not that Bass is indifferent or ignorant
of the color issue so much as he is stunned by the fact that it is an issue at all.
Again, keeping in mind that this is mostly fiction and that many of those on whom the
movie is based have noted its exaggerations, it still presents a positive view of children from a
military background. It is the Navy Brat (Lastik) who is first to "break the color barrier" and it is
another Brat who invites a characterization of disbelief in the level of racism that exists. In her
documentary, Brats: Our Journey Home (Goodwin & Musil, 2005), Musil spends a generous and
important amount of screen time on this positive aspect of Brat culture—that it is built on the
commonality of being the child of a servicemember where all other identity traits (such as skin
color, religion, and ethnicity) are secondary to that point. I am not expressing complete naiveté
here. Undoubtedly, bias and prejudice, even outright hatred, are elements of any community, of
any population. However, there is an aspect of growing up military, however forced, which
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places children in unique positions that I believe enable a relational capacity which seeks
connections from others not based on surface identifiers, but on something deeper: I would like
to think, on the basis of character.
On the page. From my researcher position as a Brat, as a group member, I believe that
the plethora of research on the psychosocial-maladjustment effects of the military lifestyle,
without any other narrative on the positive effects, has perpetuated a stereotype of military
families (especially Brats) that is strongly negative. Without a parallel narrative suggesting
otherwise, it is assumed by the general public (and even members of military families
themselves) that Brats universally suffer the same issues with the same negative results, leading
to developmental and behavioral problems through and into adulthood. Society in general hears
about the negative effects propounded by research and assumes it represents the basic narrative
of the military family—one of constant hardship. Additionally, there are multiple direct-source
narratives, the biographies and memoirs of Brats themselves, which also report on the more
problematic aspects of military life: books such as Pat Conroy's The Great Santini (1976/1987)
(and its 1979 movie adaptation), Truscott's Brats: Children of the American Military Speak Out
(1989), and Wertsch's Military Brats: Legacies of Growing Up Inside the Fortress (1996) tend to
focus on the less attractive side of growing up military by detailing the traumatic lives of
individual Brats. A myth of the military Brat becomes installed in the cultural milieu. Even
Gregory Allen Howard, screenwriter of the movie Remember the Titans, writes on his personal
website: "My stepfather, a career Navy man, moved the family around constantly from base to
base. If you saw The Great Santini, that was my life."
Together, all of these have spawned a narrative that creates a knowledge gap which is a
disservice both to the Brat community and society in general. Disservice refers to the idea that
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Brats may lose out on positive affirmations which could influence future life choices; societally,
it refers to the idea that Brats may have useful skillsets that are being overlooked due to the
dominant narrative.
Bucking the trend. It is clear that I carry with me a defensive posture which is easily
drawn into the negatives trap by a perhaps selfish need to somehow refute findings with which I
disagree or resist seeing in myself. It is not as if there is a complete absence of research
addressing positive effects:
Overall results do not support the notion that levels of psychopathology are
greatly increased in military children. Further studies of military families should
address the effects of rank and socioeconomic status, housing, and the current
impact of life stressors on the parents as well as the children, in order to avoid
drawing erroneous conclusions about parts or all of the military community.
(Jensen et al., 1995, p. 1514)
As many articles referenced above indicate, there are studies that describe positive
influences of the lifestyle. And yet, I am not assuaged by them as much as I should be, because
they have not found traction in the larger discourse—in the public arena where the narrative of
who and what Brats are maintains a cultural stronghold which is more often debilitating and/or
destructive (in my case self-defeating). I need a different narrative. I want a different narrative.
And it must be a positive one.
Positive Psychology and Appreciative Inquiry
Before moving on to concluding statements for this chapter, it is integral to this research
and critical to positionality that I spend some time on the idea of positive as I understand it,
especially as it pertains to my notion of seeking to surface a more positive view of life lived
military. I came to positive psychology and appreciative inquiry (AI) through my academic work
in organizational management (Antioch University, Master's Degree in Organizational
Management). While learning about complexity theory and systems thinking, and their
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relationship to organizational culture and transformation (especially, effective and sustainable
transformation and change), I was introduced to the concepts of AI as a method for Action
Research. It is important to note that I am not, and do not profess to be, an expert in any sense of
the word when it comes to the foundational and professional originations, theories, applications,
and histories of Positive Psychology and Appreciative Inquiry—other than cursory academic
contact. And yet, I found myself deeply connected to the inherent ideas associated with them.
This came primarily from the notion of basing an inquiry—organizationally, culturally, socially,
or other—from the perspective of looking for and at "what is occurring positively?" and
searching for the best in people, organizations, and the world (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2007;
Cooperrider, Sorenson Jr., Whitney, & Yeager, 1999). This in order
to help document what kinds of families result in children who flourish, what
work settings support the greatest satisfaction among workers, what policies result
in the strongest civic engagement, and how people's lives can be most worth
living" (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000, p. 5).
It is a strengths-based way of thinking which appeals to me, focusing, as it does, on a
philosophy that (especially in psychology) disease is not the central issue of society and its
individual members. As Seligman and Csikszentmihaly (2000) write:
Psychology is not just the study of pathology, weakness, and damage; it is also the
study of strength and virtue. Treatment is not just fixing what is broken; it is
nurturing what is best. Psychology is not just a branch of medicine concerned
with illness or health; it is much larger. It is about work, education, insight, love,
growth, and play. (p. 7)
For me, there is something deeply—emotionally—satisfying about the above statement. I was
immediately intrigued, if not intellectually excited, by the notion that one need not, at the outset
of inquiry, seek out the problems an organization or individual might be having. Rather, the goal
is to highlight what already works, if for no other reason but to break what might otherwise be a
system collapsing within a downward spiral of negativity: where a pathologizing approach would
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only exacerbate any already existing negative self-perception. Although I have not had the
opportunity to directly apply AI principles in the field, for instance "the 4-D Cycle" of
Discovery, Dream, Design, and Destiny (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2007), I have been able to
approximate its benefits implementing the concepts via the critical conversation approach of The
World Café (Brown & Isaacs, 2005).
In my limited experience, it seemed that by breaking the negative thought and perception
cycles in a given environment with the use of positivist approaches, individuals were better able
to overcome the paralysis of a pre-change state. In this way, AI fulfills in me a more human
approach to the complexities of real-world experience, where relating to people where they are is
more important than stripping things down to statistical numbers in order to follow a deficitbased (pathologizing) approach for solving problems and implementing change. It allows me to
firmly believe in the idea that
relationships thrive where there is an appreciative eye—when people see the best
in one another, when they share their dreams and ultimate concerns in affirming
ways, and when they are connected in full voice to create not just new worlds but
better worlds. (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2007, p. 92)
There is one other factor that I find to be instrumental in the association of positive
psychology to this dissertation which has to do with temporality (see Chapter III, Attending to
the "Commonplaces"). Seligman and Csikszentmihaly (2000) suggest that "The field of positive
psychology at the subjective level is about valued subjective experiences: well-being,
contentment, and satisfaction (in the past); hope and optimism (for the future); and flow and
happiness (in the present)" (p. 5). To me (and in relation to the later discussion on the
Commonplaces), this suggests a recognition that there is a crucial need to acknowledge how we
view our past, in relation to what we witness and perceive in our present, and, at their
intersection, the potential effects on possible futures. The relative value associated with any
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positive or negative anywhere along an ever-shifting, always emerging reflective timeline, can
have immeasurable effect on an individual, a group, a community—a civilization.
Limitations of this Chapter
It is most probably obvious that the primary limitation of this review is that it is not as
exhaustive as it could be. Integral to this limitation is availability. Also, it is quite possible that
there are some potential source materials likely existing within the confines of the DoD and/or
other organizations that have been contracted to work with the U.S. Military, which for security
(or other) reasons are not readily available. Another limitation arises from my own bias. The
purpose of this review was to present a particular theme that emerged and prompted the direction
I would eventually take in this dissertation. Once established, the degree to which that impetus
drove me is more than likely to have constrained my review along an increasingly narrow
pathway. As for this latter notion, I am not altogether convinced that I, in any way, have
diminished the weight of what has surfaced. For my own purposes, I refer back to Randolph
(2009) and his section discussing coverage:
The key to the exhaustive review is to define the population in such a way that it
is bounded and the number of articles to review is manageable. Cooper (1988)
calls this an exhaustive review with selective citation [emphasis in original]…A
perhaps more certain approach is to gather evidence that demonstrates that the
representative sample is actually representative. The most sound approach may be
to do both. (p. 4)
It is my belief that I have bounded my review on very specific parameters that will equate to the
population of my research. Further constraints are enabled by filtering, if ever so slightly, by
referencing Brats who have spent time overseas and attended a DoDD school.
Additionally, although I have suggested that there is a well-established negative narrative
of Brats whose permeation has created, supported, and concretized an unwelcome stereotype, I
have provided and acknowledged that there is more than a fair amount of research and study, and
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non-scholarly work, which shines a positive light on the Brat experience. They do so by
highlighting traits that can have positive impacts on post-Brat adulthoods (such as resiliency,
cross-cultural agility, open-mindedness, and worldliness). I also have provided plausible
rationale for the plethora of pathologizing research and study: essentially, it was and is in the
best interests of the DoD to uncover experiences which might lead to negative
(counterproductive) behaviors in order to prevent them, thereby maintaining an environment
necessary for it to complete its mission. The stereotype is, in this case, an unintended
consequence that does not disavow or negate the certainty of the problems associated with
growing up military. It may, however, have a detrimental effect by setting up self-fulfilling
behaviors and, especially for myself, result in a belief that Brats are fated to a
near-predetermined adulthood of emotional and physical transiency promoting an otherness that
cannot be overcome. The absence of voices of those who have benefitted from having grown-up
military has created a deficit effect equal to that of the deficit approach; that there is not an
outcry from this population, demanding its voice be heard, is not what is at issue, nor is it (nor
should it be) a requirement for study. Its underrepresentation is compelling enough; certainly,
positive Brat role models in the popular milieu may have provided me at least some sense of
rootedness in a world that made me foreign.
Finally, many of the articles, as is generally a part of research, make recommendations
with regard to potential study paths for future researchers. An amalgam of these has led to the
development of the approach of my final research investigation. Chandra and London (2013), for
instance, recommend that "researchers who study military children should consider adopting a
life-course perspective, examining children from birth to adulthood as they and their families
move through the transitions of military life and into or out of the civilian world" (p. 187) and
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Most studies have been limited by small convenience samples or by a focus on
children's deficits rather than their assets. As Easterbrooks and colleagues have
argued, researchers should focus on military children's strengths in the contexts of
their families and communities. (Boberiene & Hornback, 2014, p. 446)
One Brat whose narrative directly responds to this notion is that of Fiorello H. La Guardia (best
known as the Mayor of New York City from 1934 to 1945), who writes: "Many of my
experiences as an Army brat [sic] were useful to me when as a legislator I had to study bills
affecting our Army and could apply this firsthand knowledge" (La Guardia, 1948/2016).
Addendum: Overseas Brats and the Third Culture Kid
In exploring the literature on Brats, I found there was a predominant amount of research
on the negative effects of growing up military. Fortunately, there was some more-recent research
suggesting that the negative findings were not quite as extreme as what they tended to
communicate. Yet, inasmuch as the research was toning down the findings of some early work, I
wanted to find, for perhaps purely selfish reasons, studies which did not just negate the
pathologizing research, but found benefits—positive characteristics—directly attributable to
being a Brat. I found what I thought would fill this gap in the literature on Third Culture Kids
(TCKs). TCK research included Overseas Brats and had, from my perspective, much more
research on the benefits of a globally mobile upbringing. It appeared that all that was required of
me was to explore the world of TCKs and note how Overseas Brats were members of that
community. By highlighting the positive strengths of TCKs as revealed in the research, it would
be a simple step to conclude that those strengths were, by association, attributable to Overseas
Brats: TCKs exhibit certain positive traits, Overseas Brats are TCKs, Overseas Brats possess
those traits.
I have come to a different understanding, however, of the TCK/Overseas Brat connection
that I believe I must address. I do not consider myself a TCK, although I had done so for some
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time. And based on a review of the literature, I also do not believe that all Overseas Brats are by
association TCKs and, therefore, automatic beneficiaries of the positive associations found in
TCK research. There are Brats I do consider TCKs, not because their parent's military career
brought them to live in a foreign country, but more because—as can happen with any child—
their family was and is made up of many cultures. My reading of the initial definition of TCKs
suggests that it requires an amalgam of two cultures, a primary culture and a second, foreign
culture, and I am not a hybrid of an American and, in my case, French, German, or Korean
culture. There are a number of reasons why I believe Overseas Brats are not obligatory TCKs.
The main reason is that the DoD did its utmost to create, or at least replicate, an American
experience on Overseas Bases—the military brought America with it. Inasmuch as Bases were
highly influenced by the military culture, they still contained the hallmarks of a small American
town, with a grocery store, theater, churches, and schools, and all of their associated activities—
from year-round sports to weddings and christenings to field trips and graduations. It may not
have been an accurate version of what small towns in America looked like, but it was
self-contained and satisfied a need to belong. These installations, then, did not necessarily exist
at the confluence of two separate cultures interacting to create a new one, a hybrid from which a
third culture emerged (Pollock & van Reken, 2009; Useem & Cottrell, 1996; Useem & Useem,
1967)—at least not for me. I did spend a significant portion of my developmental years in
Germany. I learned German history and the German language. I interacted with German people
on a regular basis, meeting them where they lived. But I departed from, and (always) returned to,
one culture, my primary culture. I was a visitor on an extended visit; long enough to acquire
some host country tastes, but not immersed enough to have integrated it entirely.
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The evolving definition of TCK does provide options, however. I do not believe that I fall
under the Global Nomad (Bell-Villada, Sichel, Eidse, & Orr, 2011; Ender, 2002) label, because
for me "nomad" suggests a kind of homelessness, or at least an unceasingly mobile home. I can
ascribe to the concept of, during that time, not having a permanent residence, but my family did
not wander about in a constant state of migration. My friends and I were always very clear about
knowing where home was—it was back in the States. Granted, there was not necessarily a
specific state, city, or town, but we knew where home was, and we understood that we would
eventually go there. With this idea in mind, and knowing that I engaged in other cultures, I more
readily to ascribe to van Reken's Cross Cultural Kids model (van Reken, 1988). This definition
accounts for the engagement, the spirit of engagement, and the understanding that engagement
occurred, speaking less to cultural duality and its identity dilemma, and more to the experiential
nature of the interchange itself. It is from this perspective that I can make the leap to knowing
that Overseas Brats, having been afforded the privilege of living in foreign countries, might also
have acquired the beneficial skills and traits (positive strengths) which have been identified as
part of a cross-cultural upbringing.
Point of Arrival—Attending to the Gap
It is my contention, then, that there is a plethora of research focused on the negative
aspects of growing up military—both during childhood and, consequentially, in adulthood. It is
not my intention to deny or refute in any way the fact that many Brats experience negative
effects, some more than others, in both quantity and degree. In fact, I am aware at many levels of
how much my adult life has been deeply impacted, often harshly, by the circumstances of my
childhood and the many childhood experiences I had (often shared by Brats and non-Brats alike),
and which were somehow exacerbated by the specific context in which those life events
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occurred. And although I may have experienced some subtle epiphanies regarding my own
personality and behavior patterns through my immersion in this research (a worthy
Self-reflecting process in its own right), I cannot help but question whether or not a stronger,
more-positive framework might have circumvented some of my early issues. It is certainly
possible that this narrative would, simply, make it "okay" to be a Brat. Additionally, the lack of
such positive-backed research and study has unintentionally created a marginalizing effect that
has relegated a unique cultural voice to speaking only within the boundaries of its own borders.
This highlights what, to me, comes down to an important missing aspect of the studies I
came across. Whether by way of Van Manen's treatise on researching lived experience (1990),
Bentz and Shapiro's concept of mindful inquiry (1998), or the many other action-based,
appreciative (Barone & Eisner, 2012; Bruce, 2008; Cooperrider, 1987), positive (Seligman &
Csikszentmihalyi, 2000), indigenous (Chilisa, 2012; Denzin, Lincoln, & Tuhiwai Smith, 2008)
and other qualitative methodologies (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Flyvbjerg, 2001; Rehorick &
Bentz, 2009), there is always one important final piece that completes the holistic cycle of
valuable research—communicating the results back to the population from which it was derived.
Yes, the studies looked at in this review had recommendations for what could be done to address
the issues. Yes, they uncovered possibly not-before-seen systemic issues in need of correcting.
But we are inspired, if not implored, to give back to the population studied. The work must
depend for its existence on its ability to collaborate with and participate in the very population it
seeks to understand. It is in that connectivity that real and sustainable change takes place (Bentz
& Shapiro, 1998; Flyvbjerg, 2001; Reason & Bradbury, 2006). I find no instances where studies,
even positive ones, have suggested ways to let those Overseas Brats know that the things they
innately understand about themselves, no matter their ability to put that understanding into
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words, are real, are valid, and have unlimited potential. What I find most disheartening,
especially from a social justice/leadership perspective, is that none of the studies have a
collaborative, participatory aspect to them. If these populations are so fraught with
developmental dangers, it would seem appropriate that its individual voices be accessed in order
to understand the complex nature of that population. By doing so, it might empower those voices
to understand who they are, to value the positive strengths they possess, and to encourage
participatory practices through strong leadership to find sustainable, long-term change in their
lives.
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Chapter III: Methodology/Guiding Research Questions and Research Procedures
Introduction
The following chapter has essentially two parts: a view from above and another from the
ground. The first part, from above, is a big picture look at the landscape of research as I see it.
While part two, from the ground, is aimed specifically at the research of this dissertation. It is
perhaps an inverted pyramid in which the wide top is my overall perspective, my understanding
of research methodologies, where successive movements down the pyramid draw a tighter and
tighter focus on the eventual method to be used. The second part, then, is the actual groundwork
for my research which includes the population to be studied and the process by which
participants were chosen; the method used to generate data; and the way in which the data was
analyzed and later presented. Simply put, this chapter begins with an overview, a broad look at
the route ahead, starting at the two primary modes of research, quantitative and qualitative,
focusing on qualitative before drilling down to the data-generating methodology I ultimately use:
Narrative Inquiry (NI).
In order to present NI as my procedure for generating data within the larger framework of
qualitative research, I first provide an overview of the thought process which led me to the
choice I eventually made for this study; my intention being to provide insight, as much as I can
in any case, on how I understand the different approaches of quantitative and qualitative
research. In this way, I remain focused on the critical elements of positionality and reflexivity
critical to the overall work. Highlighting my process, I believe, provides readers insight on the
understandings (personal truths)—academic, philosophical, intellectual—upon which I took this
research journey. I discuss the rationale for choosing NI and why it was best suited for the study,
while also addressing its strengths and weaknesses. I look specifically at interviewing as the
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form for which I generated and collected data: in this case, the lived experience of Brats. Finally,
I suggest my starting research question, detail how I generated the population to whom the
question is posed, and provide the process by which results were recorded and subsequently
analyzed (including the foundation for that analysis). All of this is in an effort to shed some light
on a community, a unique population that, although often talked about in popular culture,
continues to remain a mystery to those not directly connected to it.
Research: A Look From Above
The acquisition of knowledge is fraught with complexity, whether from the perspective
of how it is acquired, who is doing the acquiring, or why it is being acquired at all to what is
done with any knowledge gained. The debate is not frivolous especially if we consider the wellworn aphorism "knowledge is power." This impresses on us the need to take great care in our
research and temper our conclusions, and perhaps not be so quick to dismiss the multitudinous
ways such knowledge acquisition can take place. Traditionally, two research methodologies are
the encompassing containers for investigations whose primary impetus is the generation of
knowledge: quantitative and qualitative.
Qualitative research is not the opposite of quantitative research, although they are often
viewed this way. The view is problematic. Bentz and Shapiro (1998) point out that positioning
the two as completely divergent, if not in direct conflict, could influence a researcher towards an
approach that may not be the best choice for a particular study, purely because that researcher
may have an aversion to, for instance, the statistical and highly focused use of numbers in a
quantitative study. What does differentiate qualitative research is its reliance on interpretation as
a mode of inquiry. It can look to its birth in the discussions of practitioners—more specifically,
research-practitioners. These individuals, because they were not confined to laboratories or
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relegated to the halls of academe, applied their research in the field at the juncture of thought and
practice. In this way, they began to question the very nature of knowledge itself with a critical
eye towards variables such as power, politics, and privilege, and, from that, a deeper review of
the role of ethics. Marshall and Rossman (2006) write:
qualitative research is pragmatic, interpretive and grounded in the lived
experiences of people…[it] is a broad approach to the study of social phenomena.
Its various genres are naturalistic, interpretive, and increasingly critical, and they
draw on multiple methods of inquiry. (p. 2)
Qualitative research is not interested in computationally conscripting humans to numbers, nor
their behaviors into spreadsheet-predictable conduct; it does not seek to find a unifying theory of
everything. It is humanizing in its respect for the individuals of a study; its modality, no matter
the framework, is emergent, evolving as it moves along the study's path; and it puts a much
greater focus on the context within which the entire study operates. And, because it has emerged
from theories that rebuked traditional, mostly Western views of research and knowledge, it
carries with it an inspirational viewpoint of giving voice to the voiceless: a liberating aspect that,
in some frameworks, is decidedly emancipatory (Bentz & Shapiro, 1998; Flyvbjerg, 2001;
Freire, 2000; Van Manen, 1990). Modern qualitative research has been rigorous at looking for
strategies that address its past by presenting at the outset its ideology and acknowledging any
agendas of empowerment. It looks less for explanation and more for understanding, thereby
acknowledging issues such as power, identity, and marginalization, as well as their interplay in
observing and being observed. And yet, its subjectivity is perhaps its most critical weakness.
Every research study is at the complete mercy of the researcher(s) involved in the project. Their
position is explicit, and in some cases, they are direct participants in the research; hardly the
neutral, bias-free research demanded by scientific method. Additionally, the iterative process
under which qualitative research is taken provides for an unending number of variations through
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its own evolutionary process. This alone negates the ability for repeatable experimentation; and
along these lines, an hypothesis may not even exist at the start of the study, thereby
circumventing the requirement to test and retest (Adams & Roulston, 2006; Bentz & Shapiro,
1998; Denzin, 2009; Flyvbjerg, 2001; Hollway & Jefferson, 2000; Schön, 1995; Smith L. T.,
1999; Van Manen, 1990).
Another aspect that can tend to create weakness in the overall structure of the qualitative
method is that there are many qualitative research genres, each with its own assumptions about
knowledge—both its acquisition and use. With so many variations on a theme, it is difficult to
provide a mechanism of consistency, the kind of deliberate systematic approach of the scientific
method that can be brought to bear on all typographies of qualitative research. Without
procedural guidance, too much is left up to the researcher/observer, ultimately leaving a study's
readers suspicious of the project due to their not being provided the security of a clear, defined
foundation on which to stand. This seemingly uncontrolled, faith-based leap into the social
science unknown can challenge the credibility of any results by the anxiety of readers who,
without a map, may find the project a random foray into chaos rather than a liberating adventure
(Adams & Roulston, 2006; Bruce, 2008; Creswell & Miller, 2000; Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña,
2014; Osborne, 2011).
Yet, a qualitative approach seems a glaringly obvious choice given where I have come so
far. Qualitative studies are essentially inductive in that any theory or hypothesis (or even theme)
arises from within the study process—while collecting and/or analyzing data—rather than being
predetermined. As such, I am allowed a level of exploration, an opportunity to withhold
preconception and build a picture of a community based on its own inhabitants' direct telling of a
particular experience (Creswell, 2009)—experiences I believe have received minimal, if any,
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prior research. A focus, then, on experiences that might arise in an individual growing up
military is a critical path. Quantitative studies of Brats have certainly been illuminating, and
because there has been an historical tendency for resources to be devoted to such hard science,
that research has provided a necessary spotlight. Unfortunately, it has generally gone unnoticed,
perhaps made invisible by a requisite need to be more highly attentive to servicemembers, the
fighting force itself. When the driving line of inquiry did seek to address problems arising in
servicemembers' children, it was done primarily to prevent any repercussion to servicemembers
and, more critically, to minimize any perceived affront, embarrassment, or backlash to the
organization (the military) itself.
Notwithstanding the fact that a myriad of beneficial findings has recently risen to the
surface (e.g., studies on resiliency, see Chapter II), an inadvertent profile or characterization of
Brats has been created in its wake. It is this characterization which I find the most damaging. By
both its external proliferation into long-held societal misconceptions and its re-direction back
into the Brat population, it has a potentially debilitating capacity to toxify a strong, valuable
identity choice. It is also my belief that this profile has insinuated itself into a biographical motif
whose narrative becomes a default, go-to stereotype for stories which need a character with
specific descriptive traits: anti-authority, rootless, commitment-phobic, solitary—different. More
simply put, when a storyline contains a character that does not participate in the group, cannot
connect to others, or breaks off a relationship with another primary character, authors can, and
often do, assign a Brat identity to the individual rather than rely on a complex, more complete,
backstory (life history). It is seemingly easier to just indicate that a person is a Brat to which a
knowing audience (having inculcated the prescribed stereotype/characterization) can
immediately attribute those negative traits and affirm the behavior; they (we) have been
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culturally attenuated to a particular narrative that disenfranchises an exceedingly large part of the
population. I equate this notion to "Social Fact" as defined by Durkheim (1982):

or:

A social fact is any way of acting, whether fixed or not, capable of
exerting over the individual an external constraint;
which is general over the whole of a given society whilst having an
existence of its own, independent of its individual manifestations.
[emphasis in original] (p. 59)

Convergence: Context, Coincidence, and Change
I should point out that my personal thoughts above, despite what may seem to be obvious
bias, are not meant to suggest the relative value of one (or any) research methodology over
another. More, it is to highlight my thinking about their differences and place my strengths into a
process that best fits who I am and what I want to say. It would be easy to rationalize any issues I
might have with a quantitative stance by pointing out my unease with numbers—especially
statistics—and their requisite analysis. I am not adverse to quantitative methods, and I know
there are those who can create life from numbers; I simply know I am not that person. In this
respect, it would be easy to suggest I tend toward the qualitative as a reaction against statistics,
and I cannot deny that in this there may be some truth. On the other hand, there are three aspects
occurring to me to be stronger indicators of my qualitative leanings—having less to do with
numbers anxiety and more to do with my affinity toward stories: those that we tell, and those that
are told of and to us. For me a story is entirely subjective, incapable of being bounded and
ultimately measured, placing it entirely in a qualitative arena and, ultimately, a narrative
approach. I tend to think narratively, and "[i]n narrative thinking, context makes a difference"
(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 27) .
Context is the first aspect of importance for me considering my identification as a
member of the study's population group: "Researchers' personal, private, and professional lives
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flow across the boundaries into the research site; likewise, though often not with the same
intensity, participants' lives flow the other way" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 115). I submit
that the intensity was not only equally shared, but was, with careful attention on my part as the
researcher, invited to exist in the co-created space of the purposeful conversations that took
place. Important to note is the fact that it is not the lack of Brat voices within previous research
findings that provided me impetus, because they do exist; it is the deficit of a complete picture,
of a more deeply revealed context of Brathood, which for me is the most troublesome. It is as if
an unfinished, crudely drawn portrait of a particular experience is being passed around as a
universally accepted and authentic representation of an individual (social fact). I do not claim,
and never would, that a complete picture can ever be captured. I do, however, assert that the
absence of a more comprehensive, diverse context in Brat research has allowed the silencing of
voices that might provide at least a clearer picture of the community and the positive benefit it
provides.
For me, that greater context is experience (Barone & Eisner, 2012; Blair et al., 2011;
Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Eisner, 1997; Van Manen, 1990)—
the direct lived experiences of Brats. These reveal more than that made necessary to underline
findings suggesting adulthoods fated to succumb to their many childhood stressors. It was my
intention to deepen, widen, expand, and diversify what I have come to see as the known context
(discussed in Chapter II), by studying and developing an understanding of the lived experience
of Brats from the position of being one. The pathologized view of Brats, I argue, is an
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extraordinary one and what interests me is "ordinary lived experience" (Clandinin, 2013, p. 18),
from which a more representative picture can be drawn.14
A second aspect resides in a less practical/pragmatic (or, perhaps, more metaphysical)
realm and speaks to my tendency to see significance where others might see pure coincidence
(or, perhaps, it is just my selective memory). While doing research on various methods and
methodologies, I first became intrigued by concepts presented via arts-based research. My
intrigue was led by my own dilemma of defining myself as artist. I have certainly played in the
artist sandbox, primarily within the theatrical world, and I struggle intellectually with calling
myself a writer. Outside this tug-of-war, while working for a friend, I invested in promoting the
inclusive use of arts in education (importantly, not "arts education" but "arts in education"). This
led to the writings of Dewey and his thoughts on experience (as touched on above). From
Dewey, I moved to and was enlightened by Eisner (1997; 2002), finally landing at the works of
Clandinin and Connelly, which connected experience to story. The writer in me was immediately
attracted to their notions of inquiry, especially narratives. In their writings, I read words and
phrases I have used in my own academic papers. Most especially standing out was the word
"unpack" and the phrase "the space between," both of which I used in papers directly associated
with my life as a Brat. "Unpack" is likely an obvious associative word considering how often I
moved in my childhood, where packing and unpacking were hallmarks of a particular cycle.
"The space between" suggests the time between that packing and unpacking—albeit not so
simply defined, being slightly more abstract and meaningful (all of which I allude to in the
Prologue). As I note, it is certainly possible I had some earlier contact with their works and had
_______________
I point to the works of Dewey, primarily in the field of education, and the tenets that have
emerged from his work, through analysis by Clandinin and Connelly and others, for a
philosophical interpretation and foundation around experience as a broader concept.
14
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since forgotten them (that "selective memory"), not sparking those memories until need arose.
Either way, I felt a level of significance beyond ordinary coincidence encouraging me to feel a
special affinity toward qualitative methodology and a narrative inquiry approach. In other words,
it felt right.
Change is the third aspect of my qualitative–NI triumvirate. It is discussed in Clandinin
and Connelly's Narrative Inquiry (2000): "Change—change in the world, change in the inquiry,
change in the inquirer, change in the point of view, change in the outcomes—is what Geertz
notices upon reflection" (p. 6). It is also a primary element of the PhD program to which this
dissertation will be submitted (Antioch University's Graduate Program, PhD in Leadership and
Change). Change is integral to who I am, and I believe a critical influence on my Brathood—and
subsequently on my adulthood. I have always been interested in the subjects of Systems
Thinking and Complexity Theory. It was pointed out to me that my comfort with Complexity (or
Chaos), where others tend to shy from (or at least attempt to diminish the amount of) chaos in
their lives, might be directly attributable to my having grown up in the military: this primarily
through near-constant mobility. For example, I have often heard people speak of the trials and
severe anxiety they associate with moving—no matter the distance; I do not feel these same
anxieties around moving, and I often find moving (even if it is just the furniture in my home)
liberating. It is certainly no stretch to surmise that this, in itself, can be viewed as a positive
effect of growing up military. Intellectually, there is a more expansive idea of moving which has
to do with the chaos involved, and through that, my thriving within complex or chaotic
situations. I embrace change. As Percy Bysshe Shelley writes in "Mutability":
We rest.—A dream has power to poison sleep;
We rise.—One wandering thought pollutes the day;
We feel, conceive or reason, laugh or weep;
Embrace fond woe, or cast our cares away:
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It is the same!—For, be it joy or sorrow,
The path of its departure still is free;
Man's yesterday may ne'er be like his morrow;
Nought may endure but Mutability. (Shelley, 1914/2011)
With what might be considered a more open and welcoming stance to change, and the ability to
look and promote its use positively, combined with its social justice-based connection to my PhD
program, it is my impression that qualitative methods—and especially the data-generating
methodology of NI within it—comes from these three, distinct areas, which depend on the
intellectual, emotional, and physical foundational aspects of how I view myself.
Narrative Inquiry Approach
And yet, my study is not a complete opening of the data floodgates. Insomuch as there is
a looseness associated with many qualitative research designs (especially in light of the
complexity I associate to the phenomenon under investigation, and the pre-supposed need for
encouraging and creating a space for emergence), I do place limitations on myself as well as my
study. If one were to look at research designs along a spectrum of "very loose" on one side to
"very tight" on the other, my penchant for the space between belies a fluidic leaning towards the
middle ground. In this sense, for example, I bounded the research via a specific, purposeful
population sample with a pre-conceived notion of seeking to surface positive characteristics
and/or influences spawned from a particular experience. Within these boundaries, however, I
understood the need to create a space that allowed for a deep, rich, data-generating environment.
For me, the unbounded nature of a story—unbounded by its universality—satisfies infinity
within a finite space, a call-response to the temporal nature of experience within a complex
spatial arena, paradoxically both chained and liberated by the dynamic needs of individuals who
both contain and are contained by its context. I associated rather dramatically, then, to the
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data-generating power of NI for creating the field texts I believed would lead me to the
information I wished to gather.
The relative newness15 of NI as a method for generating data (and in keeping with the
reflexivity and positionality aspects of this work) makes it imperative I describe the method as I
understand it; this in order to ensure the necessary level of ethics and validity (to be discussed
later), and to highlight through that understanding why I believe it is the best fit for the following
research. Caine and Estefan (2011) write:
Researchers' experiences as narrative inquirers remind them that stories are
important; they sustain and remind people that lives are lived, told, retold, and
relived in storied ways. Stories are what people know, how people know, and
stories are how people live. Stories are people's obligation to others, and stories
create obligations for these authors as researchers. (p. 965)
Their statement has a deep effect on me, both as a storyteller and a storyhearer. And, when I add
this to Connelly and Clandinin's (2006) statement:
People shape their daily lives by stories of who they and others are and as they
interpret their past in terms of these stories. Story, in the current idiom, is a portal
through which a person enters the world and by which their experience of the
world is interpreted and made personally meaningful. Narrative inquiry, the study
of experience as story, then, is first and foremost a way of thinking about
experience. Narrative inquiry as a methodology entails a view of the
phenomenon. To use narrative inquiry methodology is to adopt a particular view
of experience as phenomenon under study, (p. 375)
the convergence of story (who I am as a writer) and experience (who I am as a Brat) coalesce in
the kind of narrative approach I believe is satisfied by this type of inquiry.
NI is a way to venture into another individual's experience by creating a space that allows
an individual to tell their story (Clandinin, 2013; Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Clandinin &
Rosiek, 2007). Additionally, considering my insider position as a Brat, I am allowed some
_______________
15
Because a major portion of philosophical and ontological thought and practice regarding
narrative practice and research lies within the field of education, it is this work I most relied on
for my own learning and to which I mainly refer.
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freedom to understand the community narrative (generated by the social and institutional
uniqueness of military life), which provides a larger, influential, contextual backdrop to the
overall experience (Corbin Dwyer & Buckle, 2009). It is important to note that the goal was not
to generate knowledge generalizable to all children of the military, but to engage in an approach
that, by inviting the richness of context, adds to and potentially re-visions a commonly held
assumption:
As individuals are telling their stories, they are not isolated and independent of
their context. On the contrary…the individual in question is irreducibly connected
to her or his social, cultural and institutional setting…Narratives therefore capture
both the individual and the context. (Moen, 2006, p. 60)
Direct-lived experience, told and re-told, revealed and re-lived, broadens the available
context by enriching it through the thick description NI encourages, thus enabling the potential
for new and even different perspectives. And, because NI depends upon the telling of stories
(narratives) about an experience by those directly linked to that experience, the method becomes
a way to research with individuals rather than on them (Heron & Reason, 2006): their
perspectives, their experiences, their stories—their data.
Attending to the "Borderland Spaces". At this point, I find it necessary to express my
artistic leanings based on what I understand to be an integral aspect of NI as existing in
borderland spaces: "The places where narrative thinking comes into the intellectual territory of
other ways of thinking" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 46). This borderland area presents a
notion that NI is not meant to privilege itself as a methodology over any other, so much as to
note the fluidity of inquiry methods built upon ontological and epistemological stances of the
individual researcher. Importantly, being aware of my stance throughout the inquiry process,
and, most especially, the evolution of that stance, confirms to some degree my position/place in
the field, the relational character of interactions, the impetus for my choices/actions (whether
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with regard to the nature of the questions asked or even the choice of participants), and the
integrity of my interpretations at every step: gathering, transcribing, revisiting, representing,
formalizing, discussing.
As a writer, I am fascinated by the literary notion of narrator as storyteller. At various
academic levels, I began to understand how choosing a particular narrator voice (e.g., firstperson, third-person) could dramatically change a reader's (audience's) interpretation of the
context of the story. That narrator voice, depending on who it was, provided an entire line of
subjective influence on what was and, importantly, was not told. I saw as integral to story the art
of subjectivity, and found its ontological relationship to reality as being entirely built on
perception. My philosophical home for the most part, then, is that reality is perception, and
perception is subjective.16 Stating so at the forefront of my research approach substantiates for
me the acknowledgement that I am not searching to realize a truth, nor accommodate
generalizable knowledge through actionable inquiry by focusing on specific outcomes of an
experience. This philosophic leaning supports an eventual interpretivist viewpoint of the data
generated—data generated by CPs and subject to their own individual understanding of who they
are at any given moment along their own life journey. And it is this perspective which underlies
my understanding of the Commonplaces, and provides answerable statements to the Eight
Elements.
Attending to the "Commonplaces". Clandinin and Connelly have identified specific
"commonplaces" (Clandinin, 2006) integral to NI, which provide a framework for research.
These commonplaces are temporality, sociality, and place (Clandinin, 2013, p. 38) "which
_______________
I do not suggest in any way that by not attributing this statement it is entirely my own, only
that attribution to the modes of philosophic thought and its evolution through the ages is not
meant to be part of this dissertation.
16
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specify dimensions of narrative inquiry spaces and mark out the landscape space of narrative
inquiry" (Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007, p. 69). Being constantly aware of these three elements
during the entire research process was critical to understanding the complexities inherent to the
type of research taking place and included the relational aspects therein. Relational, here, is not
just between the individual and their own personal narrative, but between the individual and the
researcher, the researcher and the individual's story, the researcher's own narrative, and the
common and uncommon external narratives that shape all of them; included are the innumerable
relational aspects whose influences ebb and flow in the complex narrative co-constructed at the
point of engagement (Craig & Huber, 2007). It was critical that these commonplaces were
subject to my steady, if not insistent, exploration throughout the entire process (Clandinin, 2006;
Clandinin, 2007; Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007) "to show the complex dimensions of such research,
for narrative inquiry is a kind of inquiry that requires particular kinds of wakefulness"
(Clandinin, Pushor, & Murray Orr, 2007, p. 21).
The Commonplaces represent for me an added emphasis on the indefinable connections I
have with choosing the NI research path. Readers perhaps may already see intriguing
connotations with the three words used to define these dimensional elements in light of
everything discussed so far regarding life growing up military. And so, inasmuch as it is
necessary to define these commonplaces based on their creation and application within the larger
research field, I also believe it necessary to add my thoughts on how I interpret them in relation
to my in-group perspective, and not just as a researcher.
Temporality. Temporality acknowledges the complexity of time and its association to
experience. It points to the perception aspect in which perception itself is subject to change and
influences how the understanding of any experience may shift—influencing also, then, the telling
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of that experience. Temporality is the commonplace holder for the acceptance in NI that time is
wholly, integrally, indelibly relevant; things inevitably change and change happens over time:
"Every experience is in itself a flow of becoming, it is what it is within an original engendering
(Erzeugung) [emphasis in original] of an essential type that never changes" (Husserl, 2012, p.
153). Therefore, it is in the mind of the storyteller where it is situated in the past (at the time it
happened), in the present at its telling (its expression) as if it were happening again (subject to all
experiences in the time that has passed between), and in the future, "an implied future"
(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 29). All fluidly occurring as the implications of the telling
influences the reflection, remembering, re-telling, re-remembering, and so on. I find this
complexity uniquely expressed in Heidegger and the concept of ecstases, where past, present,
and future form a unity moment of the past (remembering), captured in the present (telling), and
revealed in anticipation of a future state ("implied future") (2013). Adding to the temporal
complexity is that past, present, and future are not just effecting the respondent, they also affect
the interviewer—and the lives of everyone who is, at any moment, in contact (however that
contact might assert itself) with the interviewer and respondents.
With regard to my Brathood and the triggering aspect I referred to above, temporality
reminds me that I am being affected by its connotation because my childhood was, seemingly,
one of constant flux; my memories tend to be thematically structured around transitions, not
necessarily time itself—within it, not by it. Interestingly, I have always found it difficult to know
the year in which a particular move occurred, and yet I know which grade I was in at school.
Ironically, I am never really quite sure the age I am, or anyone else is, in any given school grade.
The only exception, perhaps, is 12th grade, which I see as a fixed point—not because of the
many associations to it (Graduation; my moving to the U.S.), but because of the association to
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my Class Graduation Year from which I can immediately calculate my age at the time. I find it a
given that temporality, here, is not about the linear construction of time in itself, so much as it is
a placeholder for the notion that events interweave at the confluence of past, present, and future.
My tendency toward abstract thinking occasions an adeptness at contextualizing time as always
existing in that interweaving state: stories are, by their nature, temporal, and shaped by the
ecstases, where fictionalized time (within) is co-constructed and re-co-constructed by author and
reader (without). Authors may play with time in the construction of plot, while readers imagine
possibilities—implied futures—prior to turning the page.
Sociality. Sociality includes both personal and social elements. Personal factors include
the "feelings, hopes, desires, aesthetic reactions, and moral dispositions" of both the inquirer and
study participants (Connelly & Clandinin, 2006, p. 480). The social conditions that form each
individual's context include external factors such as the environment and other surrounding
conditions. My attentiveness toward the sociality commonplace at the personal level is centered
on my commitment to reflexivity and making that a hallmark of my journey. By describing my
context as a gateway to those I studied, I began the process for exposing my personal factors
while setting in motion the relationship I wished to encourage between interviewees and readers
(the social element). If the goal was to illuminate a wider swath of Brat life, sociality demands an
attention to the relational aspects that emerged and developed along the journey. These include
the relationship between the interviewee and their story, between myself as researcher (and again
as an in-group member) and the participant, and between the participant, the population within
which they exist (their social arena), and readers-at-large. If I argue I am studying a population
that is mostly unknown to many people, it is my responsibility, at a personal level, to provide the
best possible introduction to that population. It is also my responsibility to allow its voice to
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freely emerge onto the larger, social stage where it can, hopefully, exist beyond the construction
of the study itself.
Place. Connelly and Clandinin (2006) define place as "the specific concrete, physical and
topological boundaries of place or sequence of places where the inquiry and events take place"
(p. 480). In NI, "the specificity of location is crucial… Place may change as the inquiry delves
into temporality" (p. 480), and a narrative inquirer must think through the impact of place on the
experience:
[T]he temporality of the process, the personal-social continuum that is present,
and the exigencies of the practice place. They ask the inquirers to be aware of
their own expectations about what goes on in these situations, and to be aware of
their effect on the practice situation they are studying, and to be sensitive to the
feelings of those in the studied situation, as well as their own, when the study is
concluded and they withdraw. (Polkinghorne, 2010, p. 396)
Again, it may seem a rather obvious trigger to see how place effects my worldview and
underpinned my research process. I have a fluid sense of place, which may be self-satisfyingly
justified by others who, like me, have potentially this same sense. I sought to explore the past—
similar pasts—with individuals who experienced a high level of mobility in their childhood.
Place became an abstract concept simplistically defined by "where I am now" statements, yet
conditioned by an unforgotten, almost kinesthetic knowledge that every place—and perhaps
every moment and relationship—has a shadowy temporariness that resists those "concrete,
physical and topological boundaries." The entire concept can be unified around the narrative told
by every individual regarding the sigh-provoking question "where are you from?" as highlighted
above in Chapter II (and further discussed by CPs in Chapter IV). The practical elements of my
study, however, suggested then that place be more formally defined—as in "where will the
interviews take place?" Even this, however, has a place element that must be attended to because
my research (the conversations) took place in the digital sphere (all via telephone, see
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Interviewing below); the defined place was an indefinable ether which syncs with me strangely
in terms of its existential implications. The where-ness of place is perhaps less important in this
sense over the subjective understanding of place by me, my participants, and the reader
(sociality).
I take these three commonplace ideas as presented, and see them as bounding aspects of
what I call the story plane. Within this plane, a narrative was and is co-created by all
participants—interviewees, interviewer, and readers—at the intermingling of temporality,
sociality, and place, subject to their complexities and open to the liberating nature of emerging
context. The plane was fluid, dynamic; its horizons shifted and moved in such a way as to
devolve into abstract chaos. The plane required anchors to keep it grounded, while still allowing
for movement, for affect and effect, in the connectivity of relationship. These anchors are
provisioned by the horizon-defining, grounding abilities of the Eight Elements (Clandinin,
Pushor, & Murray Orr, 2007).
Attending to the "Eight Elements". Within the context of the three commonplaces,
Clandinin, Pushor, and Murray Orr (2007) "propose a list of elements to consider in designing a
narrative inquiry" (p. 24). They are justification, the why of the inquiry, both personal and social;
naming the phenomenon, the what of the inquiry; a description of the method(s) used to study
that phenomenon, the how of the inquiry; a description of the analysis and interpretation
processes of that phenomenon, also within the how; the positioning of research relative to other
research of the phenomenon, the where of the inquiry—as in "Where does this inquiry fit in
relation to other similar and even different research of the same phenomenon?"; "the uniqueness"
(p. 30) of the inquiry, or in a sense "How will a specific inquiry reveal what could not be
revealed via any other process?"; ethical considerations; and the final representational form
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(textual or otherwise) of the inquiry's research (pp. 24-31). Keeping a vigilant eye on these
elements, as well as on the Commonplaces, ensured I was not only honoring the subject of my
research, but also the methodology of my research. It also ensured that the study provided a
deeper look into a unique, lived experience, while also giving credence to the use of narrative
inquiry as a meaningful, useful path to understanding.
Justification. "For narrative inquirers, it is critical to be able to articulate a relationship
between one's personal interests and sense of significance and larger social concerns expressed in
the works and lives of others" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 122). It is the "personal interests"
above that had been the most problematic for me: to seek some external justification so as not to
succumb to personal self-interest in the work. This is undoubtedly the position I found myself in
from the time I decided on the subject matter of my exploration. I would like to write here,
simply, that personal justification is tied to having witnessed a problem I felt needed correcting,
and that the solution involved the social in terms of righting a wrong. The clearer and more
obvious statement arises from what I discussed in Chapter II regarding my personal sense of
being slighted, of being labeled and attached to a constructed social fact, and subsequently fated
to live out a life ascribed to that label—a story, a narrative, being told by someone else that I
bought into. Justification, I submit, has its own layers of complexity as I reflected on my
agenda—on intentions, desires, ego-based impulses, and the like. My primary concerns are
addressed more in-depth in the Considerations section below. However, I can for the moment
suggest that at a personal justification level, I, in my identity work, came to understand that my
interpretation of personal issues and behaviors were clouded by a narrative I had been absorbing
over time—a narrative that was not wholly authentic and which was for the most part skewing,
negatively, my self-image. For this reason, I felt it necessary to explore my identity at a deeper
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level and try to discover a more authentic narrative to which I could more positively attach and,
in so doing, fine-tune my personal growth by accepting the positives of my past while letting go
of the negatives. For social justification, I worked from the position that there might well be
others, like myself, who sought to find a better relationship with their Brat identity and could
therefore benefit from my journey. At its widest social aspect, I felt I could add to the ongoing
larger narrative (social fact), by promoting a positive characterization to run parallel to (and
perhaps counter) the Brat narrative too-often expressed negatively in the larger, social milieu.
Naming the Phenomena. At its simplest, the phenomenon I explored was the lived
experience of children who grew up in a military family and who, as I did, moved often, lived
overseas, and attended DoDD schools. The self-identifying and group-identifying label for this
population, as used herein, is Brats (more on the population providing information on the
phenomenon is detailed in the Population section below).
Method(s). There are three considerations to attend to with regard to the method(s)—
theoretical; practical, field text-oriented; and interpretive-analytic (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000,
pp. 127-135)—by which the phenomenon was studied. Theoretical considerations are meant to
outline how I as a narrative inquirer am "to sort out a narrative view of experience" (p. 127). I
have outlined above my epistemological and ontological thoughts—the theoretical
underpinnings—with regard to "experience," and subsequently how it follows through and fits in
with qualitative research and NI. As for the practical, field text-oriented considerations, it is
probably necessary to first note that "field text" is synonymous with "data" when it comes to NI
(Clandinin, Pushor, & Murray Orr, 2007). I generated field texts, or data, from CPs through
"semi-structured life world interview" and "responsive interviewing" models as described and
applied by Kvale and Brinkman (2009) and Rubin and Rubin (2005), respectively (discussed
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more in the later section, Interviewing). Interpretive-analytic considerations revolve around the
"move from field texts to research texts" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 130) and are taken up
in the next section.
Interpretation/Analysis. As an element, this describes how the field text/data is thought
about with regard to the Commonplaces. For example, the inductive, interpretive nature of my
research demands a less formal structural process for data generation. Interviews (as is discussed
later) were digitally recorded and later transcribed, and so the interviews themselves, and their
later transcription, provided immediate and post-conversation evaluative moments that evolved
the conversations along the temporal plane. They did this by influencing the conversations as
they happened, as well as those that followed, and also by determining avenues that emerged to
be revisited at a later time. This highlights the constant state of interpretation, bounded by
positionality, which supports the free-flowing nature of interviewing. Additionally, I found that
this stance converges with the interpretivist view to which Miles, Huberman, and Saldaña (2014)
identify in the statement:
We identify with interpretivists who point out that knowledge is a social and
historical product and that 'facts' come to us laden with theory. We affirm the
existence and importance of the subjective, the phenomenological, and the
meaning making at the center of social life. (p. 700)
For the interpretation aspect of this element, I relied on the concepts of Lieblich and her
associates that, with regard to interviewing and data, "dimensions and influences are often hard
to detect in the first reading, and the meticulous work of sensitive reading or listening is required
for gaining understanding pertinent to the research questions" (Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach, &
Zilber, 1998, p. 12), to which their positionality is first ascribed—and to which I prescribe going
forward:
People are meaning-generating organisms; they construct their identities and
self-narratives from building blocks available in their common culture, above and
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beyond their individual experience. …We join these scholars in our belief that by
studying and interpreting self-narratives, the researcher can access not only the
individual identity and its systems of meaning but also the teller's culture and
social world. (Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach, & Zilber, 1998, pp. 11-12)
For this reason, my interpretivist stance on the field texts followed the dimensionality
approach to analysis of Lieblich et al. which begins with stating two sides of a continuum—
holistic vs. categorical approaches on one side and content vs. form on the other (Lieblich,
Tuval-Mashiach, & Zilber, 1998, p. 12). My study sees the intersection of holistic and content as
the best mode, because it "uses the complete life story of an individual and focuses on the
content provided by it" (p. 16). Although, as Lieblich et al. suggest, a narrative inquiry cannot be
entirely conscripted to the modalities of the analysis they describe, the modalities do provide a
fundamental paradigm of approach which provides a foundation for analysis to minimize issues
of validity, and—through pre-stating—advance the researcher position in terms of ethics.
Additionally, I approached my study with an agenda: to explore the lived experience of
individuals with a view toward positive effects and influences. Granted, I had to acknowledge
before beginning that none might emerge, and it was imperative I did not suppress the flow of
any conversation, since that might force a direction toward an agenda; it does however suggest
that the content of the stories generated be at the forefront of the analysis.
Under the definitions offered, I do note that the holistic-form modality might have
seemed a better fit given that it suggests a focus on how the story's form mirrors a movement
toward a "climax or turning point" (in other words, "Does a story ascend toward the present
moment in the narrator's life or descend toward it from more positive periods and situations?"
(Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach, & Zilber, 1998, p. 17). Because my inquiry was directed at what a
childhood's effects might have on adulthood, it could easily be interpreted as ascension—past to
present. However, as Lieblich and her associates instruct, the research question dictates the
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interpretative/analytic expression. I believe a holistic-content reading is considerably more
appropriate in order to value the entire story of individuals, not just sections which support a
particular plot line—coaxing out of the field text the most opportune elements to create a logical,
linear progression (plot) to create a pre-determined "climax." Any number of emergent elements
could have risen and supplied the richness required to elevate and sustain a broader
characterization of the unique identity central to this study. Moreover, inasmuch as I had a notion
of what I was looking to achieve—and sought to engage CPs from that perspective—I remained
committed to the free-form foundation on which NI is built by being aggressively attentive to my
questions and responses so as not to coerce conversations in any one direction. CPs told their
stories; I encouraged the storytelling. The stories told were at the mercy of the space between.
Research position. It was my stated objective to continuously reflect on and attend to my
positionality throughout this dissertation. It was especially important to do so at those times
when my researcher voice and my in-group member voice intersected. No matter the case,
positionality, as I have pointed out so far, is integral to the validity of not just my research, but—
in my opinion—to all research under the notion of perspective: having an inalienable attachment
to the who, what, why, where, when, and how of any exploration, research, and/or study.
Uniqueness. As per my conclusions in Chapter II, I suggested that there has not been an
emphasis on qualitative methods (especially using the approach of NI) that sought, with a
positive focus, to create a richer picture of Brats; none that spoke to informing, and possibly
transforming, a social fact.
Ethical considerations. "Narrative study has been criticized as being more art than
research: It seems based predominantly on talent, intuition, or clinical experience; defies clear
order and systematization; and can hardly be taught" (Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach, & Zilber, 1998,
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p. 1). Narrative inquiry itself poses a number of ethical considerations and is therefore addressed
in the larger section, Considerations, below.
Representation. The final presentation of the research was entirely dependent on and
governed by the data itself: the data determined the form; it emerged in the same way that the
data emerged. Creswell (2007) writes: "In the end, the narrative study tells the story of
individuals unfolding in a chronology of their experiences, set within their personal, social, and
historical context [emphasis in original], and including the important themes in those lived
experiences" (p. 57). It was my intention to synthesize these elements (as stated by Creswell) and
from that allow the form to reveal itself and be the muse of its own representation.
Considerations
There are a number of considerations (not to be confused with the Method(s)
considerations above) that had to be attended to and which applied to the overall study. As
Schwandt (2001) understands the work of Hans-Georg Gadamer (1900-2002):
Prejudice (prejudgment) can neither be eliminated nor set aside for it is an
inescapable condition of being and knowing. In fact, our understanding of our
selves and our world depends upon having prejudgment. What we must do in
order to achieve understanding is to reflect on prejudice (prejudgment) and
distinguish enabling from disabling prejudice. (p. 16).
As I attended to my positionality throughout, some points stood out to me as critical for
the reader to know. The first, and perhaps most important, is that I have not heard, nor read, per
se, any Brat complaining about or remarking negatively against, the representation or
characterization of children of the military in popular culture. As Chapter IV shows, although
some CPs noted the general negative characterization of Brats in the social context, none
indicated a predilection toward looking at it as, or even seeing it as, a larger issue. (Ironically, I
have more often heard people's negative reaction to the use of the word "Brat"; it is very rarely
used in research, and is not used in any formal sense by any U.S. government agency, including
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the DoD.) This is a necessary consideration to highlight because it solidifies my positionality
dilemma with regard to the justification element as it relates to personal and social spheres. If I
am the only one to sense this negative characterization and lack of positive-based research,
perhaps I am merely at the mercy of my personal demons and no social context demands my
study. Is my own sense of voice deprivation enough to support a study? I moved forward with
this nagging thorn pricking at the back of my thoughts.
A second consideration is raised by the ethics inherent to the study. There are
innumerable ethical considerations that present themselves, beginning at the wider level of
research itself, and moving toward the specificity of this study. At that wider level, qualitative
research surfaces its own ethical dilemmas in that it questions, at the outset, the nature of
knowledge and its acquisition. I addressed this as best I could at the beginning of this chapter by
engaging the reader with thoughts and understandings that underpin the process under which I
took this research journey. NI itself provides further sensitivity to the ethics involved:
Considerations of, for instance, validity, authenticity, useful knowledge derived, and
application—the "so what?" and "who cares?" aspect—residing in exploration of individuals'
lives. Polkinghorne (2007) notes that "the threats particular to narrative research relate to two
areas: the differences in people’s experienced meaning and the stories they tell about this
meaning and the connections between storied texts and the interpretations of those texts" (p.
471); that "evidence, such as personal descriptions of life experiences, can serve to issue
knowledge about neglected, but significant areas, of the human realm" (p. 472); and that
"[v]alidation of claims about understandings of human experience requires evidence in the form
of personally reflective descriptions in ordinary language and analyses using inductive processes
that capture commonalities across individual experiences" (p. 475).
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For me, all lives are important and all experience relevant and valuable to a globalizing
world ebbing and flowing in a dynamic state of social understanding. There is an apparent need
to universalize particular identities—positive or negative—depending on the context, and any
inability to question, empathize, or even connect to another individual denies purported missions
of social justice, equality, and the renunciation of othering. In this respect, then, I note that it
need not be important to anyone but me (and those with whom I take this journey) that this
research take place. The value is in the doing, in the promise of an implied future, and in the
demonstration that a methodology has lasting merit. The value is in the valuing itself.
Another area requiring an attention to ethical considerations can be found at the
participant/data generation level. Here, they are meant to specifically deal with protecting
participants and the data generated through them. Anonymity in particular is configured for the
preservation of, and empowerment of, the conversational partnership. Miles, Huberman, and
Saldaña (2014) posit three issues they believe are hallmarks of the ethics associated with
qualitative research: privacy, confidentiality, and anonymity. I understood, or hoped I understood
because of my own Brathood, that the potential for uncovering painful memories was very high.
It was paramount I was wary of any potential emotional or psychological injury. All CPs were
told they were not required, in any way, to answer any question posed; that they could stop the
conversation at any time; and that they were in no way obligated to the final product. It was
made abundantly clear, both verbally and in writing, that interviewees had a primary level of
protective control over their own stories. Additionally, all interview content was anonymized to
the greatest extent possible without, certainly, negating the data itself. The recorded interviews
and all transcriptions are to be erased of identifying content before any publishing, and
participants were given opportunity to review a pre-published version in order to make
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comments, suggestions, and addendums per their personal need. Again, all of this was made part
of contractual documentation and was reiterated verbally at all stages. All of the documentation
(and this study) was reviewed and given formal approval by Antioch University's in-house
Institutional Review Board (IRB) (see Appendix B) prior to the beginning of research.
Participants signed a consent form (see Appendix A) prior to interviews, or, if documentation
was not available, gave consent on the recording prior to the beginning of the conversation.
These formal processes were necessary requirements for attending to the specific ethical issues
that can arise in studies such as the one in this dissertation. In the end, I can best mirror the
statement made by Miles, Huberman, and Saldaña (2014): "We will not pretend to have any
foolproof answers for this slippery category of ethical dilemmas. All we can pass along is some
classic advice: When in doubt, tell the truth" (p. 2059).
Privileging Self and Methodology
There is an aspect of privilege that must be noted here and has to do with what might be
termed privileged access. This consideration I attribute to an in-group membership, an insider
position. Being a member of the population studied may have provided me a level of access not
otherwise available to those unfamiliar with, or identified with, the group—as Rubin and Rubin
(2005) remark: "Being an insider can make you seem less threatening, in part because you know
the rules and are as bound by them as the interviewees are. Also, locating yourself in the social
space that the interviewees know and control may be helpful" (p. 87). Of course, as would be
natural within the complex aspects of qualitative research, the opposite may also be true: because
of my insider position, it might have been just as difficult to generate data based on any CP's
belief that they might be easily connected (personally) to the data when presented. This privacy
notion is dealt with below. As far as the benefits attributed to privileged access, it was my hope
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that this provided an added level of validity in the inquiry due to its help in creating relational
trust in the research space:
The production of a narrative of a situated practice process requires preparation in
which the inquirer readies him or herself to be sensitive to the overt and covert
interactions that happen in the life space being studied, to attend to the multiple
contextual factors impinging on the practice situation, to experience the
experiences of those engaged in the practice, and to think and observe narratively.
(Polkinghorne, 2010, p. 396)
In light of the notions of privilege, and those aspects related to considerations, it is
important I note here that reflexivity and its resulting self-awareness and self-examination impel
a level of wakefulness to which I am passionate about achieving. To this end, and as part of my
journey, I obligated myself to being aware of specific issues that might deprive me of a full, rich
experience going forward and which had to do with my personal journey within the overall
research objective. At the outset of my literature review, I struggled with my own assumptions
about my childhood in the same psychological path anyone might take. Additionally, so as not to
completely inform—more importantly, undermine—my work, I believed it critical to both the
health of myself and this paper to do my best to compartmentalize (to the degree possible) my
personal work from that inherent to the ultimate representation of what emerged from my study.
To do this, I invested deeply in a mental health agenda that entailed a commitment to
psychotherapy. That agenda detailed a pre-therapy discussion (with a registered psychotherapist)
of my overall objectives, asking in advance that I be provided tools—along with bi-weekly
visits—I could use to protect my research and myself. Along with daily journaling, I relied on a
number of different methods in order to be present in the face of what was initially an alarming
amount of the past, and to let go of the many myths and misinterpreted, mis-remembered,
misappropriated identifiers with which I had come to create my own Brathood. Since this work
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was and is ongoing, all will be discussed further at the end of this dissertation as part of my
concluding thoughts.
Research: Boots on the Ground
This second part of the chapter focuses on the specifics of my narrative research agenda
and details the process of my study: participants—the representative sample population, and a
description of how individuals were chosen along with any factors pertinent to establishing this
group; question(s)—insomuch as any could be formed under the auspices of inductive
methodology; data generation—how information (each narrative) was gathered from
participants through interviewing; analysis—the process and foundation for examining and
evaluating the resultant data; and presentation—a discussion of the proffering possibilities of
results that are available with NI, along with supporting examples pertinent to notions of those
various forms.
Participants. As Rubin and Rubin (2005) suggest: "Interviewees should be experienced
and knowledgeable in the area [I] am interviewing about" (p. 64), where Miles, Huberman, and
Saldaña (2014) suggest "homogeneous sampling [to focus] on people with similar demographic
or social characteristics" (p. 1336); here, a population sampling is meant to take "a small chunk
of a larger universe" (p. 1424). To that end, I see military Brats as the larger universe (within the
even larger cosmos of humans) and that my "chunk"—my purposeful sample—is made up of a
subset of that universe (again, a subset of the cosmos). Initially, I began with the perspective that
these Brats would generally be in the 40-plus age range, although individuals could be as young
as 23 depending on the potential effects of snowball sampling. Friends of mine from my Brat
community received a questionnaire (see Appendix C) and were asked to forward the
questionnaire to any other Brats they knew. Some of these initial receivers are or have been in
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the military, and I anticipated they would also give the survey to their own family members;
however, 18 was the cut-off age. Being Brats themselves, respondents already understood the
underlying definitions of Brat and Overseas Brat, and as such knew to whom the questionnaire
could be forwarded. This in-population distribution of the questionnaire provided a top-level
mode of filtering in that initial recipients already provided a starting population of adult Brats.
An added filter provided an even more defined group, that of Overseas Brats; this in an
effort to generate a study population which had a Brathood closely resembling my own.
Importantly, only this Overseas Brat aspect had an inclusionary or exclusionary effect on the
final group: not age, ethnicity, gender, sexual identity, or any other personal identifiers of the
individual eliminated them from participation. The reasoning for this has been highlighted to
some degree in the NI design framework discussed above. Primarily, it has to do with the need to
tighten the conceptual framework, to be specific and highly "selective—to decide which
variables are most important, which relationships are likely to be most meaningful, and, as a
consequence, what information should be collected and analyzed" (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña,
2014, p. 1060). From my researcher position, I address this specificity in particular because my
personal reactions to previous research are my own (see Considerations).
Refinements to the initial respondents were advanced within the questionnaire in order to
generate an interview population of individuals who closely resembled my own experience of
growing up military—three important aspects being high geographic mobility, multiple
relocations, and multiple, cross-cultural experiences. To generate those elemental refinements,
potential participants had to have attended at least five grades in an overseas DoDD school,
moved at least four times, and lived in at least two foreign countries. The basis for choosing
these numerical determinants (five, four, and two, respectively) does not come from any specific,
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data-generated, quantitative information. I moved more than 12 times (the average moves for
Brats is between six and nine times), attended ten different grades in DoDD schools, and lived in
three foreign countries (four when counting the United States, which to some degree is an
authentic notion as is shown by the responses of participants in Chapter IV). My particular
circumstances are more indicative of above-normal parameters, whereas one or two moves with
attendance in two or three schools reflect the lower end. These refining numbers, then, were
meant to provide a baseline for participation—an average, perhaps—which would not entirely
eliminate everyone, but would focus my framework by bounding my efforts on a particular
subset of the larger Brat population and "place limits on the conclusions [I] can draw."
As for the questionnaire, it was an elimination—funneling—instrument (see Appendix C)
in that each question required a 'YES/NO' response. As can be seen in the survey, the questions
had an incremental aspect to them where each question addressed a deeper layer of Brathood. In
this way, any 'NO' response would eliminate the responder from the final pool. Respondents who
arrived at the final question (i.e., all 'YES' responses) were asked if they wished to be
interviewed as part of the research project. There, an area was provided for collection of contact
information. The questionnaire was an Internet-available instrument and only requested personal
contact information at the end, and only at a YES response to that final question. Because my
personal friends could potentially be part of the final population, it was necessary to show that
any bias was accounted for to the degree possible, and so identifiable characteristics remained
invisible to this researcher—primarily all of the contact information including email addresses—
until the final interviewees had been selected randomly out of the final pool. Specific individual
characteristics (demographics of age, gender, ethnicity, et cetera), however, were provided at the
interview stage (see Appendix E). A fallback strategy was in place for the very real possibility
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that a pool could not provide the necessary number of interviewees. That strategy was set up to
supply whatever number was necessary to reach saturation. Only one individual was asked
specifically to be a part of this study. That person (as well as one other, see below), was a friend
of mine. In this case, I provided clearly stated descriptions of my relationship to the individual
and, to the degree possible, accounted for (not to excuse) a higher level of bias in my sample
population. It is a given that bias pre-exists for the entire research project based on group
identity/group membership variables; these were also accounted for.
The entire process, then, began with the creation of the instrument (see Appendix C)
which I implemented on SurveyMonkey (https://www.surveymonkey.com). I posted a link on
my Facebook page knowing that a large percentage of my friends were military Brats and had
attended the same high school. As many also knew that I was working on my PhD (although not
knowing the subject matter), I felt confident that they would be more than willing to participate
in taking the questionnaire as well as forwarding it on to others via the sharing aspect of
Facebook's interface.17 Within the first two days of the posting, I had received more than 100
responses to the survey. I waited an extra three days, until there were at least two days without a
response. I exported the responses into an Excel spreadsheet per the functionality of
SurveyMonkey, and upon opening the document immediately blacked out the column providing
contact information. Data sorting in Excel was based on "NO" responses. Doing this enabled
respondent rows to, essentially, flow to the top of the spreadsheet based on YES answers. In this

_______________
17
I note here the very real possibility that there may have been some questionnaire takers who,
whether intentionally or not, misused the survey instrument by taking it when they were not
Brats or by misrepresenting their answers. Because the amount of answerers and the full scope of
answers given had no bearing on this study, I was not concerned with this possibility; potential
interviewees was the ultimate goal.
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way, at the end of the sorting work, all responders who answered YES to every question were
easily found in the first rows of the finalized spreadsheet (see Appendix D).
The first 100-plus member list provided 28 potential CPs. As my initial guiding
participant amount was to be in the 10 to 15 range, it was necessary to select randomly from this
group. I did this be using an online random number generator (www.random.org; "Random
Sequence Generator") where the smallest value was one and the largest value was 28. A
one-column list of 28 numbers was then generated and I used the numerical values of the first 15
numbers in this list to represent their similar value in the spreadsheet: these would be the
first-contact participants. I then unblocked the contact column to reveal the email addresses of
my potential CPs, and—if as a way in a sense prove a certain level of authenticity or validity—I
discovered that my sister's email address was in the list of initial participants. I also found two
other individuals whose email addresses I recognized. I removed my sister's row from the
spreadsheet and moved the known addresses further down the list, saving them as part of my
original fallback strategy; the next three numbers in the randomized list replaced them.
Inevitably, only seven members of this first group reached the interview stage; and
although I made several attempts to contact others in the entire 28-person list, I was unable to
generate more people for potential interviewing. I then re-posted the SurveyMonkey link to a
Facebook site exclusive to alumni of an overseas high school I had not attended. I indicated in
the post that I was researching military dependents and asked that they participate and also
forward the link to anyone else. The survey received the same level of participation with
100-plus respondents in the initial days of its availability. And, similarly, I exported the
information once responding fell off; going through this new list in the exact same way as the
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last, this time with 22 potentials (individuals with all YES responses). One member from this
group made the final list of interviewees.
Table 3.1
Conversation Partners' relevant demographic information.
AGE
BRATHOOD GENDER
ETHNICITY
BIRTHPLACE
55
0-18
M
Asian-Am
Overseas
Bob
55
0-19
F
W
Overseas
Lolli
58
0-20
M
Multi**
Stateside
Frank
53
5-18
F
Hispanic-Am
Overseas
Jill
51
0-21
M
W
Stateside
Jack
53
6-20
F
Libyan-Am***
Overseas
Mila
51
0-18
F
W
Stateside
Kim
54
0-18
F
W
Overseas
Kathy
55
0-23
F
W
Stateside
Beth
57
0-22
F
W
Stateside
Jenn
54
0-21
M
W
Overseas
Me*
NUMBER OF
YEARS SPENT
BRANCH RANK
MOVES COUNTRIES OS/SS
Pub/DoD
Army
Enlisted
9
4
12/6
3/8
Bob
AF/Marines Both
7
3
10/11
6/6
Lolli
Air Force Officer
6
5
7/11
6/6
Frank
Army
Enlisted
7
3
6/7
5/8
Jill
Army
Officer
11
5
9/8
5/4
Jack
AF/DoDDS Officer
7
4
~all
~all
Mila
Teacher
Air Force Officer
7
4
7-8/10
5/5
Kim
Army
Enlisted
11
4
8/9
11/1
Kathy
AF Rsrvs/
Both
17
3
14/9
all
Beth
Army
Army
Enlisted
15
3
~all
~all
Jenn
Army
Enlisted
13
4
13/5
3/9
Me*
NOTE: OS=overseas/SS=stateside. AF=Air Force. Pub/DoDDS=years spent in those
school systems
*I include my own information for comparison purposes. **Hispanic-Japanese. ***Mila
also mentions Middle-Eastern.
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Later in the process, I would have to use my fallback strategy; fortunately, I only needed
two of these individuals as, by the time their interviews arrived, I found myself getting the sense
I was at a saturation point. The list of final participants above (Table 3.1), by pseudonym, shows
the added demographic information generated by the form I previously referenced as Appendix
D. They reflect answers given by CPs and were not defined by nor influenced by me. Diversity
was purely serendipitous and I believe falls into percentages that reflect my own perception of
life as a Brat, especially with regard to race; relative ages of CPs reflect ±3 years of my own age
and therefore reflects the time period ('60s to late '80s) more close to my own Brathood. This age
idea is important (as I reflect on later in this dissertation), because Brats from different
generations—those prior to and later than my own—will have had different experiences. One
instance, as I touched on briefly, is the example of the advent of the Internet as extremely
influential on later Brats especially as it enabled their ability to remain connected over time.
Additionally, I found the diversity of the group to be immediately satisfying from a
researcher's perspective considering the randomness with which the participant pool was put
together. One might consider there to be a lack of male voices and could therefore argue that an
equal split (gender-wise) would be preferable. I do believe, however, that as my male voice is
this dissertation, it better suited my needs to actually converse with more diverse voices in order
to move away from the white, male ethos I might otherwise tend to project. Conversely, this
notion also opens a valid argument that the very diversity I relish here is beyond my ability to
fully comprehend and appreciate primarily because I can only approach it from the positionality
of who I ultimately am: that white, middle-aged male from a largely middle- to
lower-middle-class upbringing. I cannot argue this point as it is well-taken. I suggest that the best
I could do was put to use the kind of curious empathy I believe was spawned and nurtured by my
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Brat experiences to enable me to pass on what I learned, clearly stating the lenses through which
I viewed the project.
An important consideration to attend to at this time regards the size of the population. In
general, sample sizes tend to be driven by the concept of saturation. Researchers decide for
themselves when they have reached the point of saturation, generally at a point when they feel
that they are not generating new data. For example, when a researcher begins to see/hear the
same data in response to questions and no change in the inquiry generates a different scope,
direction, or variation leading to new questions, analysis, and interpretation. Although I believe
that the general context of narratives from members of a similar population will show as similar,
and that experiences when focused on directly through a specific line of questioning may over
time and through enough individuals seem to express saturation, I believe every individual's
story is inherently unique, made more so by complexities suggested by the Commonplaces. In
this sense, saturation was not necessarily a given, and the limitation on sample size was defined
by two converging aspects.
The easiest aspect to discuss is the practical one: I have chosen a sample size I believe
best fits the resource requirements of this dissertation given time and other constraints inherent in
the work—10 to 15 individuals. The second aspect is a limitation I placed on myself. I had
believed I would generate what I needed from the individuals in my sample, but I would be
challenged to stay within the field text boundaries generated within that group—not tempted to
continue to seek out more and more individuals in an effort to satisfy ulterior motives, conscious
or otherwise. Holistic-content analysis prescribes a kind of "the data speaks for itself" viewpoint
to which I attempted vigilantly to adhere. Ten to 15 individuals may seem, and for the most part
is, a rather arbitrary number to designate, but I believed this number to be the most feasible in
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terms of the practicalities of this study, as well as necessary to define a kind of intellectual
boundary within which to encourage the deepest dives possible into a limited story stream.
Additionally, a previously defined conversation with my dissertation chair, one predicated on
discussing matters at a point during the data-gathering process, would help to discern my
feelings with regard to where I was with the data, and if we agreed (with the rest of the
dissertation committee) that I had reached an arguably end to the data-gathering stage.
Interviewing. The most commonly linked aspect of data generation within the qualitative
research realm of NI is the interview. In addition, as noted in the above Eight Elements, it is
what I used to generate data—despite a government directive asserting otherwise; a statement by
the way, which supports my argument that funding supported hard science over any other:
The National Research Council, which advises the federal government on funding
research, recently issued the report Scientific Research in Education (Shavelson &
Towne, 2002). It placed value on the kind of research that produces claims about
cause-and-effect relationships that are generalizable to populations. It
recommended that funding focus on producing the kind of knowledge claims that
answers questions about "what works" (p. 108). The report recognized a limited
role for claims based on qualitative interviews. (Polkinghorne, 2007, pp. 472-473)
First, however, there is an important aspect of interviewing in need of discussion prior to delving
into specifics. Notwithstanding my personal acknowledgment on the subjectivity of an ideal, I do
accept what Hydén (2008) refers to as "ideal" as far as the participant or "ideal interviewer:
In my opinion, he or she is more a listener than a questioner. Correspondingly, my
ideal interviewee is a person who is a good narrator. My ideal interviewer—and
also my ideal narrative researcher—is a person equipped with the essential skills
to assist the interviewee in his or her efforts to narrate. (p. 123)
I point this out specifically because it represents a consideration that had to be addressed at the
outset—both from my researcher position and from the data generation and collection space,
especially with regard to the number of participants. As a researcher, it must be understood that
how I engaged the participants determined what narrative data was gathered; the better I was in
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this context of "ideal," the more apt I was to generate richer data. On the other side, I could not
pre-determine the "skills" of the narrator/interviewee prior to the interviews taking place.
Rectifying this dilemma might be solvable in the latter instance using the guidance of Grounded
Theory's saturation principle (Bowen G. A., 2008; Glaser & Strauss, 1999). No CP is alike. All
had, and provided, experiences uniquely their own. The most I could rely on were my own
instincts as to reaching a point where I believed I had gathered as much data as I required, and
that I had achieved a kind of homeostasis with regard to the stories I was told. With this in mind,
I accounted for the possibility that an interviewee might not be Hydén's ideal by continuing to
engage as many CPs as it took to feel that I had generated the data I required, in direct
consultation with the my dissertation chair.
I accept the fact that every participant has value and that they have life stories and
personal experiences equally valuable—whether that data is included in this final work product
or not. I also accept that I knew nothing about what might be revealed, what stories might be
told, what experiences might be related, or what narrative choices would be made by my data
co-creators. What I did attempt to create, however, was a welcoming discursive environment
(Hydén, 2008, p. 133) that emerged through the willingness of participants to storytell in light of
knowing that I shared a similar life arc and had the foundational empathy to understand where
they were coming from. My in-group status, in a way, created the kind of "obligation"
encouraged by Rubin and Rubin (2005, p. 83). Because it is likely I had similar experiences to
those of my CPs, my ability to engage in the conversational partnership was heightened by
"making the interviewee more comfortable about revelations by exposing what [I felt] in turn"
(p. 83). I believe that this notion provided the enabling structure required to support and hold the
kind of "narrative space shaped in the meeting of storied lives" (Clandinin D. J., Huber, Steeves,
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& Li, 2011, p. 34) wherein any notions of an "ideal" were negated by the relational shortcutting
allowed by an insider position, simultaneously providing interviewer validity and interviewee
comfort.
Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) suggest the metaphors of "miner and traveler" to account
epistemologically for issues in interviewing and the generation of knowledge. For them, miner is
the knowledge collector, delving into the CP's life world in search of "nuggets of knowledge,"
mined from the mountain of data provided in the interview; traveler, on the other hand, is seen as
an interviewer engaged in a journey to some remote or unknown place, with the specific intent of
returning home with a story about the experience. They further distinguish traveler by suggesting
two types, pilgrim and tourist. The pilgrim has an experiential agenda pre-determined by the
necessity of reaching a designated place on the basis of the socially shared understanding of what
makes that place (goal) significant. The tourist has a less externally defined path and is more
directed by their own personal sense of significance, deciding on goals and objectives—often inthe-moment—based on "personal tastes" (pp. 47-60).
Here again, textual labeling triggered my focus on a specific practice method. Within the
research arena on Brats, and especially Brats as Third Culture Kids (see Chapter II), an emphasis
on the inherent mobility of the identity has spawned the label "Global Nomad," among others
(Bell-Villada, Sichel, Eidse, & Orr, 2011; Cockburn, 2002; Ender, 2002; Gillies, 1998; McCaig,
2003; Pollock & van Reken, 2009). Traveler sets up an immediate affinity that I submit becomes
an easily associative attachment. I have referenced throughout this paper the metaphor of
"journey" and reflexively addressed my inquiry from that position. I did not envision a specific
journeying type (pilgrim, tourist, or otherwise) as I made my way along. My emphasis on
journey, foundationally, describes my belief that the destination itself is of least importance, and
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that the space between where I begin the journey and where I end it (which to me, within the
context of the Commonplaces, is abstractly the same) contains all that is necessary for my
research. This research journey was an adventure, and I as explorer, was intent on gleaning as
much information as possible to prepare for it by cataloguing as much as possible beforehand. I
had to identify the necessary equipment, draw as complete a guide map as possible, and
anticipate potential obstacles, while at the same time leaving openings for the unknown, to allow
for the unexpected—the unfettered, untainted beauty of the emergent surfacing in the purposeful
conversation of a responsive interview.
With all of this in mind, I had informal, voluntary conversations with each individual, all
of which were digitally audio-recorded. As noted earlier, CPs received an Informed Consent
Form (ICF). They were asked to sign and return the ICF to me, or were given the opportunity to
give consent (per the ICF) at the start of each conversation while being recorded as a way to
validate consent. CPs understood that the amount of time necessary was to be an hour. As it
turned out, the average amount of time was an hour and a half—the longest being three hours,
the shortest being an hour. As discussed above, each conversation was scheduled by the CPs to
occur at a time that best fit their comfort and availability. Additionally, I took notes during each
conversation as a way, for example, to mark the time-stamp of when certain phrases or emotional
moments stood out so that I could return to that point in the recording at a later time. These notes
also provided me with an ongoing reflection space, similar to my journaling, which I could bring
with me into the succeeding conversations since many of the conversations were yet to be
transcribed. I should also point out that these notes, although informal jots and scribbles,
contained suggestions directed at myself in terms of immediate responses I had to the questions I
asked. As an example, I noted several times that I needed to be careful to not "lead the
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conversation," often writing my thoughts down rather than intercutting into the conversation
where I might have stalled or outright halted the emerging narrative.
After the first conversation, with two more already scheduled, I engaged in a discussion
with my dissertation chair. The goal of the conversation was to clarify that I was proceeding in
the way intended and in line with the chosen methodology. We also discussed, seeing as how the
scheduling of conversations was moving slowly, that I would create vignettes (see Chapter IV)
of the interviews soon after their completion as a way to begin to create informal narratives of
the CPs that could percolate on the backburner of my mind between each interview. It also gave
me opportunity to stay attuned to the Eight Elements, the Commonplaces, and my writer's voice,
which helped me commit to that notion of wakefulness discussed above.
By the seventh conversation, I had transcribed two previous conversations as well as a
partial third. I was already beginning to get a sense of saturation, with themes already emerging.
At this point, I had—with just two more interviews scheduled—begun to feel some anxiety at not
reaching even the minimum number of CPs I had intended. In conversation with my dissertation
chair, I proposed a way (my fallback strategy) to enlist the help of immediate friends who, with
their family members, could make up the final number of 15. As it turned out, I finally received a
response from an initially contacted person, and after interviewing two individuals listed as part
of my fallback strategy, it was decided through my dissertation committee that saturation had
indeed been reached.
Questions. Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) note that:
A semi-structured life world interview attempts to understand the themes of the
lived everyday world from the subjects' own perspectives. This kind of interview
seeks to obtain descriptions of the interviewees' lived world with respect to
interpretation of the meaning of the described phenomenon. …it is semistructured—it is neither an open everyday conversation nor a closed
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questionnaire. It is conducted according to an interview guide that focuses on
certain themes and that may include suggested questions. (p. 27)
In keeping with this idea, and to remain focused on the "responsive interview" concept of Rubin
and Rubin (2005), the creation of a set of well-defined questions prior to actual interviews ran
antithetical to my inquiry. What was critical was that I have some questions, but that I was not so
tied to them as to negate the possibility for responses, answers, to emerge on their own,
unobstructed by the tendency for my needs to dominate. I, as interviewer and
co-conversationalist, was attuned to the notion that I was to provide key questions which allowed
enough latitude for CPs to find their own story path (open-ended answers) to which I provided
probing and follow-up questions (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). In this way, questions themselves
evolved with the inquiry in terms of how questions were asked of succeeding CPs, as well as
how they could be re-visited if follow-up interviews were required at a future date. Probing and
leading questions are conversation-dependent. They emerge in the interview as a way to help
encourage the creation of, and substantiation of, the story plane. They move the conversation
along in terms of, among other things: clarifying—when the possibility of misunderstanding
presents itself; magnifying—that is, honing in on and encouraging a deeper elucidation of, or
more focused look at, an emergent experience or event; simplifying—finding a shared, agreed
upon way of expressing a story element that may be group-specific and in need of translation to
an outsider audience; and typifying—highlighting those elements that are representative of
similar life world experience. As far as typifying, this is a way, for instance, to generate empathy
for continued narration, to surface prospective characteristics that relate to the inquiry's
foundation, and to set the commonalities of the population that work to define its boundaries
while also supporting the validity of the storyteller's access to the shared knowledge of the
population sample (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009).
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Working questions revolved around the larger, big-picture question "How has your adult
life been positively affected by having been a Brat?" Importantly, this is neither an opening
question, nor particularly a closing one. In effect, this was the overarching question from which
all questions within the conversation space originated, and which defined the boundaries of the
story plane. Leading to that broad question were sub-questions or invitation statements that, at
first, revolved around an historical approach; for instance, an invitation statement was "Tell me
about the first time you understood that your childhood was not the same as others around you."
The response to this was one of great significance, because it was an immediate memory and one
that had remained present to the CPs where, as is shown by their responses in Chapter IV, it
tended to be the first indication that their lifestyles were "different" from those of civilians.
Again, and prior to the overarching question, there were a number of demographic-like
questions which sought a CP's sense of and identification with their individual Brat identities
(see Appendix E). This provided access (between me and my co-conversationalist) to much of
our shared experiences of Brathood, and in so doing began the necessary comfort stage for
furthering the interview. Other questions included helping the CP uncover conscious or
unconscious connections to present experiences and how they might relate back to childhood:
"Do you see this [work] you do now as having been influenced by a Brathood [event]?" or "How
did that [past event] encourage or discourage the choices you made and continue to make
today?"
Secondary questions were also be available, when and if appropriate, as a way of
approaching whether or not the CP had any notion of the characterization or representation of
Brats in popular culture, and if they have had any reaction to how Brats are seen by civilians. For
instance, CPs were asked if they had seen the movie The Great Santini and what reactions it
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prompted in them, and whether they noticed similar representations of Brats and Brat life in
other movies and/or television shows, or in books. Early responses, I thought, might raise
conversations around the very identity of Brat and whether the CP identified, or not, with the
group, and what that identification/non-identification meant. Here, I anticipated probing
questions to be in the vein of "How do you see yourself, if you do identify as a Brat, in a group
of civilians?" or "Was there a time when you first became aware of the Brat identity? Can you
tell me about that moment?" or "Have you found yourself moving away from or closer to that
identity and can you talk about when that occurred and what event, if any, prompted it?" or "Are
there occasions when you find it noticeable that you had a unique childhood that others did not
have, and how do you think that affects (or doesn't) your relationships?"
Inevitably, the goal was to create a story plane in which CPs narrated their life world
history by first painting with large brushstrokes, creating the backdrop on which a more defined,
more detailed expression of that past was painted. With careful attention, areas of that canvas
were to be given extra attention as required purely by the conversation itself and the unforced
emergence of life experience that could only be provided by the storyteller.
Data generation. As pointed out in the Eight Elements, I relied heavily on an
amalgamation of the works of Kvale and Brinkman (2009) and Rubin and Rubin (2005) to
provide the framework for generating my field texts through interviewing. The interviews were
recorded and then transcribed. Although post-transcription documents were offered at the
beginning of interviews, none of the CPs was particularly adamant that they review
transcriptions of their interview. Instead, rough drafts of relevant Chapters of the dissertation
were emailed to each CP, to which only one of the CPs had a correction: a correction to one of
the countries I had listed for that CP.
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Interviews themselves took place in a co-created conversation space agreed upon by CPs,
with deference made to interviewees in order to assure their comfort: this included, for instance,
the best time for the interview to take place and how they were undertaken—e.g., by phone call
or over the Internet. As it turned out, they were all via telephone.
Data exploration. Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach, and Zilber (1998) provide five steps, or
stages, in the "process of reading for content in a holistic manner" (p. 62) as a way to invoke the
holistic-content analysis I identify above as the means for exploring and interpreting my field
texts. These stages came into play after transcriptions of the interviews were done. Readings
were done throughout the process with interpretation itself not specifically meant to be done only
in the post-transcription phase. As mentioned previously, the wakefulness aspect encouraged
paying attention at the telling of the story, as well as during transcription, as it could (and would)
influence succeeding conversations, including the evolution of the interview template (flexible as
it was). It also determined whether or not CPs were revisited based on emergent narrative
moments not initially understood at the outset or not addressed in the original interview space.
However, as envisioned by the notion of a movement from field text to research text, the stages
here represent a transition away from conversation toward representation: from data generation
to data exploration. These stages of exploration/interpretation were:
1. Multiple readings of the material with attention given to, as Lieblich et al.
suggest, emerging patterns "usually in the form of foci of the entire story.
Read or listen carefully, empathically, and with an open mind. Believe in
your ability to detect the meaning of the text, and it will 'speak' to you" (p.
62).
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2. Writing down immediately any initial impressions—paying special
attention to anything unusual standing out, especially impressions of what
was not said; often, according to this analysis construct, what is not said is
as critically important as that which is said.
3. Making decisions regarding specific "foci"/themes that take on a level of
importance within the narrative.
4. Highlighting themes that begin to take on a high level importance
(Lieblich et al. suggest using colored markers to highlight and separate the
various emerging themes).
5. Tracking the results through an awareness of thematic content and making
connections (for me, this was in relationship to the Commonplaces).
For Lieblich et al. (1998), these stages are, in effect, directed at a single case. I, however, looked
at multiple cases. For me, then, the stages were applied first in all of the cases: I read them all a
number of times being attentive to themes both internal to each narrative but also, which crossed
narratives; and as importantly, did not cross.
Presentation of the results. The final presentation of the results (reporting) of any
inquiry is as critical an aspect of the study as any stage. Locking onto a specific end-product can
have an effect on influencing the direction of a study by placing another set of potential limiters
on data generation. And yet, a reasonable articulation of potential reporting approaches is
necessary so as not to create so large a mass of data—in an effort to cover the multitude of
possibilities—that the end result (the presentation) becomes a black hole of sorts sucking back
whatever light of knowledge which might have emerged. Reporting can be as varied as the
means to generate research data to begin with; analysis, too, can effect presentation. Given the
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wide scope of scientific research, whether a qualitative narrative inquiry (as that proposed
herein) or not, the choices at every end of the scale can—and for me certainly have been—a
daunting, even overwhelming, experience. The question creating this dilemma for me is "How
do I best present that which I have explored to value both the voices I have heard as well as the
method I have used in such a way as to be authentic to each while also responding to 'so what',
'who cares'?" It is not a needless question.
This journey, and the many choices it surfaced, presented me an image of being on a
barely marked road that, at various stopping points, revealed so many optional paths that it felt as
if I was often closing my eyes, taking a deep breath, and choosing a direction without knowing to
what end that path would lead. There was tremendous anxiety present at each stage. Yet, I
convinced myself there was a purpose; that—as in the oft-used quote—the focus is the journey
and not the destination. To rely on my own instincts, skills, learning, as well as advice from
peers and mentors alike, had to be the impetus to keep moving forward. My own misgivings, my
feeling of imposter syndrome and similar issues, had to be addressed by the constant, sometimes
over-processed, reflexivity that was the backbone of the exploration and contained the Eight
Elements. However, these self-doubting behaviors are, necessarily, critical because they are at
the heart of questions and the ultimate outcome reporting. They revolved around the artistic
sensibilities I previously mentioned, specifically residing in the ability to own the phrase "I am a
writer." Each day was a measurement of distance to that phrase: the nearer I was, the more
secure I was at approaching my presentation of results from that perspective. The opposite, of
course, being that my uncertainty often threatened to dissuade me from making any move at all,
and I seized up, frozen by insecurity in the middle of the road with a seemingly endless amount
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of path-choices in front of me, and only the beleaguering sigh of my own voice to keep me
company.
I did not and do not like the feeling. But it must be noted here as the focus of one of many
possibilities. Other nodes express themselves in NI reporting: from the (perhaps standard)
research report or article to graphical, art-based expressions using collage, photography, dance,
and music; what seems an endless amount of choices dwindles at careful examination when in
reflection I can only cling to that which I understand best about myself and my abilities. I do not
have the passions of dance and/or music that could benefit their use in a reporting scenario. I
cannot see the way in which a painting, collage, photograph, or any other visual art might cater
to what I hoped to understand when I was done. All I do know is that I have always written—
whether poetry, short story, stage play, screenplay, or whatever else loosed textually from my
mind—and it is in writing that I must rely. And so I decided that writing would be the container
for my findings, and there was something liberating in knowing this. Writing, for me, provides
enough freedom that I am not specifically bounded, while at the same time defining that plane on
which stories are created and emerge; it frees by supplanting too much with just enough, and
eventually relies solely for its value on an implied future reader-audience and the co-created
narrative existing in their relationship to the text. I find that Van Manen, in Writing in the Dark
(2016), is better able to bring together all of the ideas I want to address and make manifest, to
realize via analysis and final representation, and get me past my own insecurity dilemma as a
novice researcher and questioning artist-writer; I am urged to:
Not present the reader with a conclusive argument or with a determinate set of
ideas, essences, or insights. Instead…to be allusive by orienting the reader
reflectively to that region of lived experience where the phenomenon dwells in
recognizable form…the reader must become possessed by the allusive power of
text—taken, touched, overcome by the addressive effect of its reflective
engagement with lived experience…To write is to stir the self as a reader.
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Therefore, the human science researcher is not just a writer…Rather, the
researcher is an author who writes from the midst of life experience where
meanings resonate and reverberate with reflective being. The researcher-as-author
is challenged to construct a phenomenological text that makes the reader a
writer—rewriting the text again at every reading. (p. 238)
However, text is naturally not without critique. By its very nature, I am succumb to the
reality that I am not bounded by the idea of writing, but to writing itself; that it is a
communication experience having its own delimiters of translation—not of language, but of
interpretation. It is, in a sense, my spoken language, and therefore primarily available to those
who also speak my language. I am not immune to the knowledge that my voice may very well be
incomprehensible, unintelligible, or just downright unappealing to such a less-than-engaging
degree that what eventually does emerge is exiled to some paper/digital nowhereland. The
importance of this pseudo-fatalistic notion cannot be left without some form of discussion. If, as
I first began this chapter, questioning the generation, accumulation, and distribution of
knowledge is integral to a well-founded inquiry, there must be even the slightest adherence to
standing at the advent of that gained knowledge with the dedicated purpose of bearing witness to
it. It was then, of extreme import that I willfully committed to being not just a writer, but a good
writer. A writer who must generate, analyze, and finally present findings in a way to encourage
that text to be witnessed by others; that I will honor the storytellers and the storyhearers by
providing them something they would be willing to be co-sharers of, co-creators of, and
basically, co-owners of: someone else's lived experience.
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Chapter IV: Stories Shared
Introduction
My intention has been to expand on what I feel is a limited narrative of a lifestyle that has
been shared—for centuries at this point—by a small portion of the American population.
Defining that narrative as being "limited" is a result of my experience in thinking about who I am
through the process of thinking about where I come from; and through that investigation, coming
to the conclusion that what I knew about that community was associated with the negative
aspects accompanying it. I note once more, I am not suggesting there are no adverse, negative, or
even traumatic experiences uniquely attached to the childhood I share with fellow members of
the Brat community. However, what I failed to find in the exploratory work leading up to my
study were representations of Brats I know, have known, and continue to know. These are Brats
who thrive, who survive, and who participate in life just as any of their civilian contemporaries.
And all in spite of a characterization, a shortcut stereotype, that at first seems to predestine a life
of sociological and behavioral issues—or at least (and less dramatically), a life fated to demand
more intensive work in order to find social and psychological well-being. It comes, then, with
self-reflecting pride (and perhaps deep and humbling relief) that I can report data which
ultimately hallmarks a primarily positive influence of Brathood.
Forgive my hastiness. I do not mean to poison the well.
Let me say, first, that the following chapter has one goal: to provide readers access to the
data I collected in my research. This "data," by its very nature (as discussed in the previous
chapter), is entirely subjective; it is subject to innumerable complexities depending on multiple
points of view and their interrelationality. It may be as simple as noting that the data was at the
mercy of the temporal nature of memory and the vagaries of the act of remembering. But it is
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also subject to my own idiosyncrasies: the myriad personal biases, prejudices, quirks, and
qualifiers that administered adjustments (subtle or not, artful or not) to the focus of the lens
through which I bore witness to the narratives, and how I made decisions on what to highlight
and what to ultimately filter out.
The latter process I have attempted to address, as vigilantly as possible, each time I felt it
necessary, in hopes that the process (both in what I chose to present below, and by which I later
used to collectivize my overall thoughts) did not and does not suffer any ethics of validity. My
self-reflecting, as honest and as careful as I am able to detail in this dissertation, allowed some
semblance of justifiability in the choices made, else I could (and would probably prefer to) just
make all of the interviews anonymously available and leave all interpretation and analysis to the
reader.
And yet, readers, too, must succumb to the ever-present administering of their own
inherent filtering devices; they are another layer of the aforementioned subjectivity. The reader
will make choices and define, analyze, and interpret both what I have contributed of my own
process, as well as the stories as presented—as well as the thematic analysis that follows. This
relational complexity between all players—between me and my CPs, between me and the reader,
and between the reader and the CPs—creates an amalgam of inter-connectivity too complex to
fully address. Readers may find an affinity between me and them or between themselves and the
CPs; or they may find no element of connectedness to anything they find here revealed with
which to find enough purchase to enter the living nature of this dynamic journey.
My intention remains steadfast even as these thoughts caress my anxieties and invite me
to question each and every step I have taken. My CPs, who relate their thoughts on their
childhoods growing up military, have been empowered to talk about a time that could potentially
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encourage emotional and psychological distress. Because of this, it is a somewhat sacred duty to
be true to them, their stories, and the memories themselves; to honor all of the intricacies of the
resulting data is the highest goal I can achieve. In so doing, by way of that filtering, that
decision-making process, I intend to highlight each person and their relationships to a shared
past. To narratively provide as full a description as possible of each person, I will focus on
themes and ideas I believe pertinent to the overall inquiry. Especially as the journey entire relates
to the idea of surfacing any positive themes that arise and become through-lines connecting each
to the other, to myself, and to the Brat community as whole (perhaps even to the reader and
society at large). Other themes, ideas, and experiences may be entirely specific to the individual
teller (at least from theirs and/or my perspective), and yet it is still important to identify those
emergent aspects as a way to understand that individual, and to further orient the narrative
toward the notion of context and complexity within the fluid boundaries of commonality. And
yet, as NI is prone to illuminate, human experience—no matter how seemingly individual or
insignificant it appears—supplies a necessary thread to the larger human tapestry. And so, for
this reason if no other, I provide these stories told to me, reflected by the tellers, reflected onto
the page, to be reflected on by the reader and by me—all subject to the space between. I found it
best to structure this chapter in a way most comfortable for me in terms of my own writing
process. And, in certain structural sense, it follows the way in which I might set up a play: in this
case, the foundation around which I might build the skeleton of a play. Because this journey
begins with CPs telling stories of their community, it is there that I begin.
I am prompted to let my audience know what to expect, then, in the following. My
writing process sets the foundation—the structure—on which I build the journey's tale. It can be
seen as a kind of launch platform from which I develop my analysis. This structure is simply a
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device that helps me organize all of the information—the data—in a way that I believe best fits
my writing style, while also providing an access point to the larger narrative. The first section of
the chapter is devoted to my CPs and to fit the structural design which matches my playwriting
voice/style: here the Cast of Characters, the Dramatis Personae. As might be the case in how I set
up a play, this section lists the players and provides some description. However, unlike the
published edition of a play (or script), each CP description is accompanied by their narrative
information. Where a play's character list might only include some pertinent descriptor detail—
age, gender, ethnicity (and this section does), the addition of narrative information, or data, from
the interviews provides a layering aspect that builds the characterizations beyond the skeletal
level of straight demographics. Additionally (I hope), it embraces each person's individuality
while also highlighting those traits they describe as being the "things" that make them part of, a
member of, the researched population.
Following the character list is a section that brings us back to the Commonplaces, with a
review of sociality, place, and temporality as integral components to a fully realized narrative
inquiry. The first section, sociality, brings that element's linkages through the cast of characters
and highlights the inter-relational aspects of CPs, researcher and reader(s). The second section,
place, looks at this element through the lens of setting. Where in a play I might provide a cursory
description of the setting—e.g., "Verona, a public place" or "Elsinore, a platform before the
castle"18, here the section discusses the many facets of the inquiry. It is not only in the "basic"
part—the ether-based setting of the actual interviews, but also the settings of the memories
themselves and the present setting of where the CP is producing their narrative. The final section,
temporality, unites characters and setting on a continuum along which the journey takes place
_______________
18
From the openings of Romeo and Juliet and Hamlet, by William Shakespeare, respectively.
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and the narrative emerges—a non-linear journey that flits back and forth through time,
acknowledging its power to both influence the recollection of—while also anchoring—events
and experiences.
Allow me then the privilege of introducing—with great care and humble appreciation—
my traveling companions, my cast of characters, who graciously gifted me their time in order to
offer stories of their own childhood journeys growing up military.
Dramatis Personae (The Players)
The order in which CPs are presented below is purely the result of the scheduling of
interviews and can be back-referenced to the participants list in Chapter III (Table 3.1). Each
interview and CP is provided below, and the descriptive nature of their separate introductions
will include both the formal demographic information they themselves provided, as well as
personal observations I make as we talk about the similar—and, as important, dissimilar—
experiences of growing up as Brats. I understand that I could have created composite characters
who could later present the findings, and had there been more CPs it might have been in my best
interest to do so. But each CP had something to offer, something uniquely them, uniquely Brat,
and uniquely narrative. A cast of 10 seems relatively easy to work with in terms of providing
access to the Brat community without muddying the waters so much as to not be able to identify
a common character-communal narrative.
Importantly, I strive to maintain the highest level of anonymity I can, but must also share
an interesting side note with regard to their assured privacy: CPs were mostly ambivalent toward
the notion. Aside from telling stories that were very unique to them and one or more of their Brat
friends—stories which would certainly have identified them to others in our community (and
stories I do not believe at this point are included), none seemed overly concerned about the
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anonymous nature of the research. I interpret this notion through my own thoughts on privacy
and think it may be a shared understanding by Brats that our lives were not particularly private
growing up due to the ubiquitous permeation of military/governmental control on nearly every
aspect of our childhood. As such, I believe we tend to strive for sanctuaries of privacy in our
home life. On the other hand, I have done my best to try and get the flavor of how each CP
speaks, taking perhaps egregious license in doing so, by quoting their words in ways that subvert
spelling and grammar and other stringencies of the written word. In some cases, however, I may
delete the "ums and ahs" and "you knows" and other ancillary interjections or void fillers in
order to more quickly get to the relevant information in the story. I do understand that this might
be an editorializing factor (choice-making) which one might argue is counter to authentic
research. I also understand that particular speech patterns of the CPs could be a giveaway to their
identities, potentially compromising their anonymity. I believe it worth the balance. I find that
how people talk/speak is as important as what they talk/speak about, and that the character of
their speech—patterns and accents, hems and haws, stresses and enunciations—provides even
the subtlest of extras. To this end, there are italicizations of words that were stressed by CPs
themselves—not done so myself in order to emphasize that word. Examples of my wanting to be
true to what I am hearing said, versus what I might write as having been said, include, for
example, "going to" written as "gonna" and "how are you doing" as "how ya doin'."
Noting all of the above aspects is important because I believe there is a consideration to
make that has to do with the way in which the individual interviews took place. As I mentioned
in the Methodology section, all of the conversations were held via telephone (the conversations
were recorded via the voice recorder app on a laptop). I bring this up, because, again as a
consideration, I am inclined to acknowledge the fact that the interviews lack a face-to-face
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context. That, additionally, when it comes to conversations—ones certainly as personal as the
ones I engaged in with my CPs—it is clear to me that non-verbal conversation features are
equally important to (in some cases, more so) the type of conversations I want (and, personally,
like) to have with others. They provide immeasurable clues to moments absent words, to the
pauses just before a question is answered, to spaces in between. There are head nods and eye
rolls, upward glances and wry smiles, a myriad of both subtle and obvious body intonations
providing harmony to the engagement; all necessary to the fullness of the narrative context, and
unfortunately for me, absent from the descriptions below. So bear with me and know I am
cognizant there are missing pieces; some may very well be clearer to readers than to me as I
wade through the lenses and filters that refract and magnify the kaleidoscope of images I found
erupting in my mind's eye as I worked through the data. But then, much of this reflection and
analysis is for later; now is about the traveling companions, my partners in conversation.
Bob—"But I got friends everywhere!"—Bob will be the first of nearly every CP to
point out that my call to them was exactly on time: "I knew it was you when the phone rang.
Right on time. Typical Brat." I cannot say whether the "typical Brat" has this characteristic (i.e.,
always being on time), but nearly all CPs were inclined to mention it in our conversations; I see
this as important to highlight not because it is something I think all Brats possess, but more for
the notion that this is something noticed by CPs in comparison to those around them. In other
words, that this is noticeable to Brats as a kind of Bratness, it places the trait as contrasted to
non-Brats/civilians. We all have examples of course of people we know, Brat or otherwise, who
value timeliness, but that this figures at the top of the conversations suggests its value among
those I talked to: time, whether in the abstract, whether as an ideal, and/or whether as a
philosophical (perhaps existential) personal view, is an integral aspect of this research—and not
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just for the temporality Commonplace discussed above and used as a foundational part of my
analysis and reflection.
Born in South Korea in a Korean hospital, when asked to supply basic demographic
information Bob identifies first as Korean-American, then Asian-American, and then adds a
chuckling "whatever." This is an interesting aspect, this idea of identity and how it does not tend
to be of primary import to him or the other CPs. And yet, Bob notes that the Asian side of who
he is "affects me all the time." He peaks emotionally when speaking of his Brat identity and
community, but he will also relate experiences in which he is confronted by racism, both direct
and indirect, because of his Korean cultural heritage—and not just from the White Americans he
has come in contact with since Brathood:
At my last job, for example, the guy that— it was a three-shift place, 24 hours. I
worked second shift. But this one guy operated the same machine that I did, so
when we come in, we always give each other a pick-up—you know, where we are
in the job or whatever. Once he found out I wasn't fully American, he started
treating me different. And then I've gotten it from the Korean side, too. First they
look at me like I'm American, but I speak Korean and they're like: "Oh, you're one
of those."
I remember seeing Bob around back in the day in high school, and ran into him and
talked to him at a reunion or two. We are friends on Facebook and I check out his posts
regularly. He is very easy-going, with a warm and friendly smile. I question him about the above
experience, as to whether these experiences happened more often the farther away he got from
our Brat community. He answers very matter-of-factly: "Yes. I find that guys that grew up like
us are waaay more open-minded and accepting of people that are, you know, mixed— or
whatever." It is an important distinction for him, not just because of his own Asian-American
identity, but that of his wife as well. He then tells the story of a time just after high school when
he had moved to California and was washing cars. An older white woman was getting her car
cleaned:
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She asked me, she goes "I hear you speaking Spanish some times and I hear you
speaking some other language to that Asian guy." And I go "I speak Korean." She
goes "Oh, you must be a war baby." This is like 1982! (He laughs.)
I gathered the rest of his demographic information and held off on the immediate
questions I felt needed asking—to dive into those experiences knowing there must certainly be
many more. Fortunately, this aspect of who he is remained hanging in the space between as I
fished into his Brathood, and asked him if by filling out his demographic form, by being in
contact with me for this particular project, had prompted him to think "more about growing up
military." He was very clear about his answer: "No. I've always thought about it. It's always been
a unique experience that not a lot of people have, and I think it makes us a little different. We're
very much more open-minded, that's for sure; um, more accepting of different people."
Bob talked about his being "very old-fashioned" and wanting to meet a woman with
"traditional values"—finding this eventually in the woman he would marry. I note this
specifically because it seemed to me at the time (and I jotted a note about it in my journal) as
almost contradictory, this idea of old-fashioned, traditional values against a backdrop of
openmindedness and universal acceptance. The note I made was to check my own cynicism and
to review the underlying scripts I had that were affecting my definitions—something to revisit in
the next chapter.
One of the standout experiences for Bob with regard to his Brathood revolves around the
connectedness he feels is integral to our shared community. His deep regard for his fellow Brats
is obvious and he speaks highly of the "camaraderie" that he has always felt—and continues to
feel—from the Brat world at-large, and its meaningfulness for him is revealed in a kind of
continuity that remains a key part of relationships once established:
I mean, look! We haven't seen each other in 30 years! (ME: right) And we can hit
it up again like—like it wasn't 30 years ago—like it was 6 months ago. "Hey Ed
How ya doin'?" (laughs). I think—uh the fact that you bond and then that person
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leaves is heart-breaking. And it always sucked. But then two or three years later
they might come back to that same Base, or you might've moved to a different
Base and met them there. And then again you don't miss a beat, it's like you just
pick up where you left off.
This idea of continuity is not exclusive to Bob. It permeates, it infuses the Brat narrative, both in
the conversations made part of this research and in the myriad contexts I explored through the
literature review (as well as in my own informal conversations). It speaks to the strengths of
friendships made and how the community's emotional bonds help to maintain, to provide a kind
of upkeep—over time and distance—thus enabling the experience Bob (and the other CPs) talk
about in their stories about re-connecting to Brat friends as if no time has passed.
Bob's statement above also contains an important element of who he is when he speaks
about creating a bond with someone and then that person leaves—the mobility part of the Brat
lifestyle. This was a unique experience and one I did not have: although Bob and his family
moved nine times, a relatively high amount, the moves tended to happen at a high frequency
within short periods. He recalls that a sibling had been in three separate schools for 2nd grade
alone; however, the last nine years or so of his Brathood were spent in one primary location. This
means that, unlike my experience, Bob had the misfortune—the part that "sucked"—to spend his
final Brathood years making friends and then saying goodbye to them based on their mobility,
not his. In this sense, the community (for Bob) remained the same, but faces came and went,
providing him (more than myself) a stronger tie to that location based on time spent there.
Additionally, because these were the final years, he was in a different place just because
of his age—the important maturation years moving into adulthood. It is important to add here
that there is a more deeply entrenched aspect to Bob's relational attachment to our Brathoods, our
Brat community, and that resides in Bob's having lost his father to suicide when Bob was still
young. This affected where his family would live: it necessitated their needing to remain close to
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a military community in order to make use of the benefits afforded military families, and because
his mother was Korean, the choice is obvious while at the same time it explains why they would
not move again.
As we delve into the idea of community and what it means, Bob tells me something he
believes has a major influential difference in how a Brat will respond to growing up military:
And my mom, because she's Korean, and she never ever ever! you know tried to
keep us under wraps. I never asked permission to go anywhere; said "Mom, I'm
going" you know. "Where're you going?" "I'm going to [SAHS FRIEND'S]
house; I'm going to the Teen Center dance; I'm going camping for a weekend."
And "OK." We didn't have cellphones or anything! Course it was— I think it was
overall more safe! You know people always freak out "Weren't you worried about
the North?" "Hell no!"
Bob places this notion of his ability to go about the country (here, South Korea) in the purview
of his mother, However, as will be shown in other CP narratives below, this idea of a safe
environment within which to explore, to branch out, to test the boundaries of one's self, is
integral to the development of self-identified, positive Brat identity traits: "for people who didn't
spend a lot of time off-Base, um I think they were sort of glued to the four walls of the Base...and
that's all they knew. And a lot of the people that did that hated it." Bob has hit on a character trait
I find deeply entrenched in all of the CPs. All have had taken to heart the opportunity provided
them—whether by an internal disposition (e.g., curiosity) or the prodding of a parent, they have
sought out the world beyond that which was provided, gone over the fence as it were, and tested
their own boundaries in the process. As Bob says near the end of our conversation: "We're
definitely a different breed, that's for sure."
Lolli—"We kinda become whatever we need to be"—Lolli and I will talk for the
longest amount of time of the group, hours that go by quickly in waves of nostalgic laughter,
thoughtful moments of loss, and a richly communicated sense of loyalty to her family and
friends—and especially her Brat community. The three hours we spent talking were somewhat
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courageous on her part as she struggled with a case of bronchitis, coughing through a warm,
Southern accent as she spoke of her Brathood. We only know each other by name, having
attended the same high school, although I am acquainted with one of her siblings who graduated
the same year I did.
A daughter, sister, wife, mother, and grandmother, Lolli brings multiple dimensions to
the conversation ("I'm a verrry independent woman, you know, almost to a fault. I can be by
myself just fine."). Throughout, she is able to reflect on her Brathood through each of these
lenses, sees by comparison how different her childhood was in relation to her own children and
their children, and is able to relate through her stories those traits she feels are most connected to
her having grown up military: "It's so always up in the forefront, I feel like it's part of my
personality…So, it's not something I ever shove away and don't think about...'cause I have
actually really great memories of growing up overseas."
Born in Germany, Lolli's father started out in the Marine Corps (enlisted), before later
returning to military service as an Air Force officer. Her Brathood is spent evenly between the
U.S. and Overseas. Residing at the low-end of the mobility spectrum within the participant
group, she acknowledges: "We didn't [move] as much as a lot of Brats I know of…we were
pretty long-term. Um, you know, most of [the moves] average four years where a lot of Brats I
know are two." This lower-mobility factor brings added complexity to her tales, as she—as with
Bob above—was able to spend enough time in and around various bases to develop a more
historical investment to the locale. Where my higher mobility never granted more than a couple
of years in any particular place, Lolli had the experience of developing an understanding of who
she was in relation to changes going on around her.
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This reveals itself concretely in stories that revolve around the differences between living
Overseas compared with her (and her family's) life Stateside: "That was a huuuuge wake up to
me. Because, you know, we had lived in such a DoD bubble." And she will contrast that bubble
with a different kind of bubble, one known all too well by the other CPs in this study. She and
the others, the other Brats of this study who lived Overseas and were very mobile, found the
uniqueness of their Brathoods contrastingly reflected in post-Brathood friends, acquaintances,
and fellow employees who remained rooted to one place their entire lives. She speaks in
amazement about individuals she knows who have never left the state they live in, who even
"never left the county!"
When I ask Lolli about the strongest memories she has of her Brathood, she struggles for
a few moments, not because she is trying to uncover those long-ago memories—and we laugh at
the time, about our age, and how we are at the point where remembering things is a bit tougher—
but more with choosing which stories to tell. She too had the benefit (as is the case for most of us
Brats, the privilege) of access to the world outside, outside the heavy borders of our Overseas
Base:
The thing is, with my parents, when they moved to Europe, and anywhere we
lived, they're like "We are gonna take advantage of living here." And I knew a lot
of parents that left their kids and they travelled…And my parents never did that.
They took us everywhere with them…And so it really has to do with who you're
with, you know, who you surround yourself with: your extended family. Brat
friends who "never saw outside the Base gate"…had very negative things to say
about living overseas. Because they didn't experience it. So I really think it is
important, and it does sink in; it has to be taken into account your parents and the
experience they give you as a military Brat. The freedom they give you!
Again, the idea that getting off Base and out of "the bubble", certainly when Overseas and
experiencing the host country—to the degree one was able to given the feeling of safety and
security experienced by Brats—heavily influenced a Brat's ability to see the world from a more
accepting position: "And I think that it's the people that do get outside of that comfort zone," she
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adds, "you know, that bubble that their living in" that provide in her mind access to a cherished
trait: "We're exposed to, you know, different ways of thinking…I definitely have a more you
know um well-rounded view of the world, and more tolerance of people who are not like me um
then most people are that have lived in one place all their lives."
I mention the many negative traits that are, according to the research, issues
predominantly affecting the adult lives of Brats and ask she think: she pauses, fumbles for words,
and in the same accepting way I found in the other CPs (a pause that allows for thinking about all
sides of a conversation), Lolli understands where there are negatives, understands where others
might see and focus on those particular issues, but, "I am very protective of— of my peeps,
basically. Because I— I— y'know, the people that I grew up with, you know, are some of the
finest people I know." It is the same position I tend to find myself in, a position Group Identity
Theory would look at as typical: where members seek to highlight the positives of their group,
while glossing over the negatives, purely as a way to protect the Group Identity from threat. But
she is not so trapped in the need to support the Group to the degree that othering, as a way of
survival, will provide that exclusive protection: "I can almost see where somebody could say
[those negative traits], but I [also see] someone who can't understand the lifestyle saying that."
Here, the protective stance is not at the expense of another's point of view, because there is an
innate understanding that all points of view have value; they may just not have a complete view.
As for those negatives highlighted in the many studies, she is aware of them because she
has seen the Musil documentary Brats: Our Journey Home and read some of the books
mentioned before, including Wertsch's Military Brats: Legacies of Childhood Inside the
Fortress. With regard to the "new kid" aspect:
The thing that's the negative is not so much as negative as just what is the hardest
thing, like being the new kid when you come into school. And now at the military
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school, we were all— more than half of us were new that year; so it was a little bit
easier. Where, when I was at [PUBLIC SCHOOL NAME], I was literally the only
new kid in that school in that year. So I stood out Like. A. Sore. Thumb! And
that— that's the negative for me— is being different when I went back Stateside.
Here, Lolli makes an astute observation missed in the stereotyped narrative of Brats: often, Brats
are presented as being the "new kid at school", confronted with the small tortures that this
entails. However, as she tells in her story, a story that will be told by the other CPs, the new kid
idea finds its traumatic element more often when it is outside the military community. In this
case, it has to be far outside the environs, because even Stateside, even at a public school, it is
more than possible a Brat will end up going to a school that is so near a Base, it will tend to be
one that caters to the military community nearby. When this happens, Brats are more than
likely—as any group in a school will—tend to navigate the corridors until they find those they
can identify with and find security which frees them from the new kid crucible. This leads her to
a deeper reflection on the idea:
I sit back and I watch and um I don't bring attention to myself because I want to
watch and I want to observe— to figure out who everybody is. I don't have a lot
of confidence probably because I was a military Brat, you know? Moving all the
time, constantly trying to be accepted and finding where you fit in; definitely, I'm
sure it affected my personality. Definitely.
Education, and more especially school, becomes fodder for many of Lolli's more
affecting stories, stories that for her showcase the positive traits she feels are directly
contributable to her Brathood:
You know when I went to school in Florida, I was younger; and we lived in
[CITY]. And the school, I would say it was pretty white, you know. And then we
went to Germany, and you know, being a military Brat, it was never about race; it
was more about rank than it was about race…So, when I got to [CITY], I went to
the local public school, and all of a sudden I realized that um I was much
different— than— than the other people. And like you know I was very friendly
to the black girls in school there and they— they'd be like "Girl! Yer just a white
cracker." And I was like "What?" You know, I didn't underst— I was so shocked
by the behavior that they would just judge me by the color of my skin basically.
When I went there— that was when I noticed the difference between being a
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military Brat and being, you know, a civilian. I mean, they didn't care about
military.
Lolli, as will the other Brats in this project, discusses the fact that the first time she
understands her Brathood is unlike that of her civilian peers has come primarily through an
unfortunate encounter with racism—importantly, not race but racism. As she suggests, othering
in a military Base environment came essentially through the separation of Officers and Enlisted
based on a code which kept officers and enlisted from fraternizing. In the Brat narrative, this is
most obvious in housing arrangements where officers and their families generally live in
different areas of the Base, and often were provided a more house-like structure as compared to
the enlisted communities which were apartment-based (see Chapter III, "stairwell syndrome").
However, in school (excepting the fact that some students could be home-schooled or
sent to a private school, depending on family resources), all dependents attended the same
program no matter their label. And although there may have been the kind of racism people of
color were experiencing in Stateside schools, it was not as pronounced and would have been
quickly quashed (I guess, here, I can only assume) by the larger Military structure which for
many Brats and their families at the time, was struggling with and enforcing a more integrative
stance. This would all be a result of conjectural analysis of Brat research and not a report of
findings; I will add that I and the other CPs, in a similar way to what Lolli relates, did not really
understand the complexity of race politics, of racism, perhaps not even knowing it existed, until a
time when we were outside of the DoD "bubble" and introduced more strongly to cliquing
behavior that was based on skin color rather than interest.
Lolli and I agreed during this part of the discussion that by having been "made" to go to
school with everyone, we were actually given a gift that would benefit us as adults, but also
frustrate us as we, then, discuss events going on around us with regard to race issues. This leads
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us to talk about the other things she believes may have had a positive effect on who she is,
anything she believes exists for her today that provides ways to navigate her life beyond
Brathood. For Lolli, this is immediately linked to the same quality mentioned in Bob's section
above. It is the idea of friendship continuity; and she adds another layer to the idea:
I definitely— find that I can come back to friends, connect with them faster than
most people probably do. And, but you know, the funny thing is on the opposite
side of that, I really don't have a problem walking away from people. Because— I
think I was almost trained that it's just what you do. And you have a season with
people and when that season's over with— you— it's over with. And— like you
can't mourn them, you know, or the "what if?" And I find that I really do not have
a huuuge problem walking away from people. Maybe it's a flaw. (Laughs).
Lolli is quick to note, as Bob did, that what she feels is special about her Brat
relationships is that time and distance are somehow negated by the conditioning of a mobile
lifestyle. She is speaking to what might be called an introductory phase that exists at first
meetings (or re-meetings) and how it is in some way deemed unnecessary so that the
friendship/relationship can continue as if no time had passed. Ironically, much of the early,
unimpeded conversation will detail what has been occurring over that unacknowledged timespan.
I think my greatest gift that the military gave me was my gift of discernment. And
I think that I developed that being a military Brat. Because I always had to come
into a situation that was foreign and I was the new person and I had to figure out
who everybody was— …And so I think that I'm able to come into a situation—be
it a job— a new job, or a new company, or with people I've never met before—
and get the feel of who people are, and who I want part of my life and who I don't
want part of my life. You know, and I always give somebody a chance, but when
they—um disappoint me, like I said I have no problem walking away.
As for the "walking away" aspect, Lolli discusses this in-depth, relating how mobility has
provided her a more utilitarian way of looking at connections she makes with people. I was
intrigued with her notion of "having a season" with people, and when I heard it I was
immediately caught by its similarity to the cycle aspect I relate to when it comes to the deep
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influence of mobility on the character of Brats. However, as is firmly noted by Lolli and the
other Brats, they do not see this as a dismissive or flippant trait for entering into new
relationships or maintaining established ones: "I understand losing people better than anybody
and I will fight harder than anybody not to lose that relationship. Because, you know, I know
what it is to lose that relationship—but I can walk away." It was at this moment I began to see
why there is such directness in her relating these ideas, noting in my journal to think about
temporality. Here, the immediate present has generated a filter bias underpinning the strength,
the conviction, of what Lolli wants to describe: it is the one-year anniversary of the death of one
of her children. And although she will note that "it is just a day," reminders around her will
heighten this day's effect, bringing obvious focus to a trait she believes has enabled her to
"survive" the difficult events of life:
There were so many things that were positive, like my sense of adventure and my
appreciation of the world as a whole, and realizing that this is a big place and that
the way the Americans do it is not always the best way. So that gives me an
appreciation that most of my adult friends today don't have.
I asked Lolli towards the end of our conversation if, having talked about all of the things
which have helped or hurt us, she had any stories she could offer up to young Brats just starting
out in this shared community:
I mean, to me it'd be more giving advice…But you know, I would tell them to
appreciate the experience they can gain by being a military Brat and enjoying the
world they're living in: don't live in your bubble. Get out of your bubble! 'cause I
did— it taught me to walk into a community of people I didn't know—…I can
talk to anybody…It's a double-edged sword being a military Brat. You're afforded
a great opportunity, but it also messes with your personality as far as you know y'r
insecurities…because y're competing with such diverse people. You know, I
remember wishing, when I was about 14 or 15 why couldn't I be born in one
place, and know all the people— know what I was gonna go do when I graduated
from high school, know where I was supposed to go to college, know who I was
supposed to marry—to have it all laid out for me…it's a combination of negative
and positive and it really does matter who you are and who your parents are.
Because it all matters in how you're gonna take that experience and use it.
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Frank—"We were all American kids so we all stuck together"—At 58, Frank is the
oldest of the CP group. He will also be the interviewee that forces me to look at the preconceived
notions I had about interviewing prior to starting the data collection. In contrast to Lolli, Frank is
a more difficult conversation partner for me purely by not being as talkative as some of the
others, and I decided at the end of the transcription process for this interview, that we might have
had a better time of it in person—sitting at a bar somewhere, drinking a beer, with a ball game
(any sports most likely, as Frank is a big sports fan) playing on a TV or two in the background. I
am not sure that "difficult" is the right word as it does imply a negative experience. To clarify,
Frank was not always quick to answer nor was he as garrulous as other CPs. And where this
triggered the preconceptions I had is along gender lines. I do not have recollections of this being
a truth for me: believing women were going to be easier to talk to, be more communicative, than
the men of my population group, but the thought did enter my mind as I transcribed the
conversation. To be clear, this did not prove out in any way with regard to all CPs. Granted, there
is not an equal number along gender lines with which to suggest one way or the other—in fact, I
am known for being excessively talkative. It is important for me to note it here, however, in
keeping with the requisite vigilance, to include my immediate thoughts while articulating the
nuances associated with each individual.
Frank, who I had seen at a reunion some time ago, is congenial, friendly faced, with an
immediate smile, and a deep devotion to family. He is just not as talkative as I am (and I am sure
there are some who would argue that not a lot of people are as talkative as I can be), or others
were, and I hear myself in the recordings straining to pull information from him. But Frank may
have provided on his own, a reason for his more quiet conversational aspect: "I guess for me, I
kinda— I have a wall, so to speak. So it really takes me a while to trust someone." Frank had
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keyed onto a familiar theme for Brats in just a couple of sentences. This notion of holding back
when it comes to connecting with people is talked about frequently in the Brat literature as well
as in the CP interviews. In the research examined in Chapter II, this trait is another that has been
posited as being a negative characteristic that hurts Brats in adulthood by making relationships
difficult. And yet, Frank will (as will the others and as will I) attest to the fact that our truth,
when it comes to this withholding aspect, is that once we do let someone in, they are in for life
(above, Lolli mentions the idea if fighting to keep a relationship, and Bob speaks to the real
sense of being a band of brothers).
Frank is the son of a career Air Force officer; his 20 years as a Brat was essentially split
down the middle—the first half Stateside, the latter Overseas. His first six years of school (K-5)
were off-Base in private, non-DoD settings; a different experience, he explained, from his final
years of school in the DoDDS system Overseas—this, again, primarily through the lens of
ethnicity. For Frank, being half Japanese and half Hispanic, he sensed the difference by fitting in:
moving from the States to a base in Japan, "I enjoyed it…a good difference, you know, a lot of
half-other/half-Japanese or other Japanese kids, you know? [There were] more things in
common…that was cool, you know." I asked about his thoughts at having moved to (and into)
this new and different Overseas culture:
Yeah, different cultures, just seeing a lot of different people makes you kinda
aware. And then coming back to the States— People don't really have that kind of
experience, you know? They don't understand. And— and just having that
experience gives you another— a different outlook on life: you appreciate other
cultures more.
As with Bob, Frank had the luxury of spending all of his high school years (9th-12th) in
one place—knowing that he had spent longer terms in his later Brat years, he had a reaction
similar to Bob's: "I was still there and everyone else was leaving in two years, you know? Like
clockwork. So I consider myself lucky in that aspect." Interestingly, he sees it as having been a
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"lucky" break, and, as a highly mobile Brat, I would have (and probably still might have) seen
this as lucky too. But he does understand that although he was able to have the continuity of
home and school, he was also saying goodbye to many friends. However, and I do not know the
degree to which this occurred for other Brats and other Bases, there were many families who
were long-timers in South Korea, and so there was an opportunity for people to have what could
be considered more-invested friendships and relationships—at least as far as connecting with
other long-timers.
I told Frank about the many research studies on Brats I had found that had posited
conclusions which to me seemed to suggest there were negative, harmful, effects caused by life
growing up military. He was authentically stunned to hear it: "Really!?" was his surprised
response, clearly at a loss for the fact that I had found any studies at all that suggested negative,
or harmful, effects caused by growing up military: "Overall, I think it was a pretty good, unique
experience." He did recall being "told 'it's a big responsibility, don't get in trouble on Base'," but
cannot match the messages we as Brats received to the kinds of negative attributes associated
with military culture. Although he will say, laughing, that "The other kids made it bearable."
And yet, when asked about the idea of moving now, as an adult, Frank, like his fellow CPs, has
resisted mobility: "Instead of moving, now I like to travel." So I asked if it was possible to instill
the positives he sees with regard to mobility into his own children: "Oh yeah, I wanna let 'em
know there's a whole world out there. If they ever get a chance to move or whatever, 'go for it'." I
pointed out the contradiction, the fact that he wanted his own children to be able to go through
every grade with the same people. His typically short response was, "Yeah." Followed by a deep,
jovial laugh ("Hah!") which communicated much. And as for the young Brats just starting out:
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"Oh yeah, I'd tell 'em to get ready for th' ride of a lifetime, you know? Get ready to live in
another country, experience other cultures. Absorb it all in."
Jill—"In the military, you're part of that family too"—Born in Panama, Jill brings a
proud multicultural perspective to the conversation, as well as a unique perspective of Stateside
vs. Overseas living. Unlike the other CPs, Jill began her Brathood somewhat late, around 5 years
old, joining the community by way of her career-Army, enlisted soldier stepfather. She will tell
me, however, that she was introduced to the more typical experiences of Brat life almost
immediately, moving extensively around bases in the U.S., especially in the South. Additionally,
while Stateside, Jill went to public schools and lived off-base (her father worked on-base), so she
provided me with a lens I did not have: a more comprehensive comparison of life in public
schools versus DoDD schools. This is important because I had the opposite experience with only
about three years spent in off-base, public schools.
And, again, right at the beginning of the conversation, Race presented a pathway into our
talk: "moving to the U.S., moving to Texas and…having people say 'oh, you must be Mexican'
and it's like 'no I'm Panamanian' and they're like 'what is that?' you know?" Following up on this,
I asked if she noticed how different it was, as far as Race issues, when her family moved to
Korea:
Well, we were actually in Georgia before we went and so—um—it was pretty
good…in Georgia. I was very surprised—um—'cause we were there in '79 and
that was the first time I'd ever seen, you know, the way Blacks were treated…you
know the dynamics— between Whites and Blacks— Even came across KKK
marches back in those days, and that to me was like— astonishing to see that,
'cause being a military Brat of course you run into people of all colors, from all
countries.
Talking more about race and its relationship to the Brat experience—mostly how the
topic had come up in my previous review of research, the conversation transitioned to discussing
family, primarily by way of Jill's attributing a deep sense of family to her ethnicity: "My father—
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I should say my stepfather—brought us from Panama when I was five. He is Mexican-American,
so he grew up in Texas and wasn't allowed to speak Spanish," adding that they did not speak it
because they could not—were not allowed to—speak it in school. "I do remember being here [in
Texas] as a kid in '69 or '70. There were still signs in some of these bum-fuck places out you
know in small towns in Texas— they would say 'no Mexicans allowed.'" Noting this and also
learning that Jill is from a family of seven, it is easy to understand how Jill's ethnicity emerges,
through family, as foundationally important to her—especially how it deeply connects to her
memories of growing up military, and how her stories are bookended, beginning with and ending
with, a family tie:
We're a large family, so we're used to having a large— you know, being a part of
a family. When you're in the military, you're kinda, you know, that family
…especially when you're Overseas, you kind of have more of that— that
patriotism, more of that family thing. We're all families— all here together you
know.
These same aspects emerge later as Jill notes her siblings have also done some military
service, and points out that her husband of 26 years (who also lived in Korea) has a career that
requires a lot of travel. I asked if she thought that having been a military Brat may have
contributed to a long marriage despite all of the moving. She told me, with a laugh, that she
"liked moving around for the first few years" they were together when they "moved from
apartment to apartment every six months or so." However, when her child was born, she realized
that she wanted to be a "stay-at-home mom" and "not move her [child] around," that she wanted
him to have some stability with school—even though her spouse's job continued to remain
highly mobile: "Well, I'm a military Brat. We're used to Dad not being at home. So it doesn't
bother me. [It] does help with our marriage—um, but it doesn't bother me if he's not home…I
grew up that way."
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I asked about, as I would with each CP, if she felt that there was a way she thought she
could provide and pass on the same positive aspects she felt about growing up military to her
child. She thought about it a moment, noted that her child had some thoughts about joining the
Navy ("[He] wants to get out and see the world a little"). As occurs with all the CPs who have
children, there is a positive curiosity somehow impressed upon the children which Jill suggests
may be a fascination their children see in a parent, or parents, having lived in a foreign country.
As Jill relates a story about her living in Germany, one can easily tell where that fascination
arises and how it might encourage someone to also want to "get out and see the world":
It's a beautiful country. And I was— I was amazed at, at least where we were, and
we'd go down to the town and there were still cobblestone roads. And medieval
churches and castles everywhere and we would travel all over and see that. It was
like, wow! And to see that kind of life, and the people were just so friendly.
I then asked Jill if she thought that, in looking at all of these things, she felt that we Brats might
have been privileged in some way. She felt that, in these terms we "probably" were "just
because, you know, we grew up around so many kids from all over the place, you kind of had to
be accepting of everyone's cultures. We get to experience things like that."
We discussed this idea of experiencing other's cultures and how those experiences were
also tied to family, how they all were able to participate in family-oriented activities (the
Volksmarches19, shows and other host-country events as has been and will be discussed more)
that were made available in our Overseas environment. And then we land on food, and the
conversation returns to an essential aspect of family—the table. She tells stories of when people
come to her mom's house and taste Panamanian food for the first time and how it leads to
_______________
19
Translated as "people's march," is more about fitness than actual competition. It was developed
in the '60s and allowed people to walk along prearranged paths and trails, that are usually
designed to give participants views of beautiful landscapes, often with specific landmarks in
mind. Every participant (at least at our time) received a medal at the completion of the 5K or
10K walk. See, http://www.ivv-web.org.
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discussions about the diversity of cultures represented in the diversity of their individual
cuisines. For Jill, it is apparent within that being mistaken for a different heritage realm, where
those eaters would say "this isn't Mexican"; it was not a moment to be offended, but to teach,
agreeing that food was a great uniter:
[W]e got to experience that, you know, being around Cuban kids, or Puerto Rican
kids… get to sample their food or— or kids from India! You know, kids from the
Philippines, so yeah, you know, people love to eat! You introduce them to
something that's not too crazy. You get 'em to try bulgoki at the Korean grill!
Everybody likes barbecue!
Since the conversation at that point had been entirely relaxed, even jovial, I felt it was the
best opportunity to ask Jill about what she thought it meant to be a Brat, if she thought there
might be a negative perception of what our childhoods—even adulthoods—entailed, and if she
thought there was anything else she might point to as being important enough to carry from then
to who she is now. It was obviously a lot to ask and many different things came to Jill's mind;
first, as with some of the other CPs, an immediate statement: "I am not a storyteller." And yet
she rallies through the complexities of her childhood with a matter-of-fact reverie and happy
respect. It is here I was most attentive to where her Stateside-heavy Brathood differed from
mine, because it was here that she was able to surface those differences Overseas and Stateside
living was for her and her family.
Jill felt that perhaps the negative aspects associated with Brats had more to do with our
independence (an interesting idea when contrasted against the fact that we were always referred
to as dependents): "Because we're kids and we have to move around so much, we have to learn to
fend for ourselves, and so you know some people may kinda see that as pushy…we didn't always
get to rely on the parents, we just had to rely on ourselves all the time." Adding that, "I found…
that a lot of the [Stateside civilian] kids my age were immature…I would tend to have people
think I was older than I was when I was a kid." At the same time, Jill noted that Brats could also
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depend on each other—a kind of shared independence; that Brats might, when having moved, be
angry at first—"You know, 'I hate you dad!'"—but eventually "stayed in touch with [other
Brats]. I guess as a military kid you just bond more or something just because you're usually in a
foreign country."
And those friendships, those connections, she felt, were made in school as "the new kid
every couple of years," an experience everyone shared. At talking about school, Jill recalled a
comparative difference in her Stateside/Overseas experience: "When I was in Germany, I
remember in elementary school learning a lot more about other countries, more so than when I
was in elementary school in the U.S. …I think it was more of a broader education—more about
there being other countries, not just the U.S." She adds that Brats also had the opportunity to
learn the language of the host country and at an earlier time in our education, unlike the Stateside
schools she remembers (and to which her child attended), where languages were not offered until
the middle grades.
As for the negative perceptions of Brats, Jill thought some of them might have to do with
an association to the servicemember parent. She told of her siblings' military careers, how they
noticed that many of the people in the local community around their Base (interestingly, in
Texas) seemed not to like the military. Jill figured that this had to do with the less-thanrespectful way some of the soldiers acted, noting that there was a way soldiers acted Overseas
which was not the same as in the States, "because it's just a different dynamic here…so they just
see these soldiers as…unwelcome." This, she felt, might trickle down to how civilian individuals
feel about the children of servicemembers: "You know, people don't really— they don't
understand, unless you've been in the military or— have a family member who's been injured or
killed, that there's serious shit going on in these countries. They think you're just touring!"
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Jill's Stateside Brathood had another benefit which emerged during this part of the
conversation, and it blended into her family-centric narrative: because she moved around mostly
in the States, she and her siblings often stayed with her father's family, especially in the
summers; and she was also able to have a more continuous relationship to an extended family via
telephone calls to "grandparents and these people that you don't even know! (Laughs)…I feel
like we do have roots, you know, because you do have families." (I contrast this to the fact that
because my family was more often Overseas, we did not have this type of family
connectedness—for the longest time I did not know I even had an extended family.) Jill
recognized how much this was a benefit, especially considering, again, the level of importance
she attributed to the strength of family, seen in a story she tells about the fact that her father was
given the option to not take the family to Korea (an unaccompanied tour): "Mom wasn't having
none of that! We are gonna stay together…She wasn't raising 5 kids by herself!"
As we reached the final minutes of our time together, I asked Jill if she had any final
thoughts or stories, anything that came to her as a result of our conversation, or anything that she
felt like sharing about being a Brat:
We're the same as anybody else, other than the fact it depends on the area where
you're at; if you're in a smaller town, people there don't understand, you know,
having lived in a foreign country. The world is not just your little bubble. You
know, the world is a lot bigger than you think and we all need to learn to get
along with each other for us all to survive.
Jack—"I always feel like I am a visitor here in this country"—I want to preface
Jack's introduction by noting that he, at the very outset of the interview, said he knew me as we
had been involved in the same theatrical productions in Korea at the Base's community theatre. I
admitted, apologetically, that I did not remember him or even the shows we had worked on—
which provided a chuckle as the typical conversation around memory's fickleness ensued
(although Jack was even able to mention my sister's name). I place this here, first, to respect
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openness and ensure integrity—so it is understood before proceeding further that there is some
familiarity between me and Jack, although I have no recollection to that effect. Second, I want to
be honest that not remembering him had an effect on my initial demeanor as the conversation
progressed. I will discuss this more in the later chapter, but not remembering him did bother me,
did, in a sense, disappoint me. It did not affect the tenor of the conversation per se, but I did
struggle, for some time after the interview, to uncover the times our paths crossed.
Jack is one of the younger CP members. His family moved yearly thanks to his Officer
father's "non-traditional career trajectory," a high level of mobility which took him to Panama,
Turkey, Puerto Rico, and South Korea:
My dad moved very frequently; just the kind of job positions he had. I think we
moved more frequently than even standard Army people, because we did a lot of
one-year stints, in addition to two-year. [A]nd my parents liked living Overseas
once we made that jump, so the Overseas is continuous.
Because we had that initial familiarity of the Base theatre, our connecting (shared experience)
stories first revolved around Base life (including, for example, his having been a bagboy at the
Base commissary, a highly sought after job on any base by young Brats). This led to
conversations about re-connecting (more than, as with others, the experience of initial
connections) and reconnections, and the impetus which precipitated his outreach:
I wasn't looking for—what do I wanna say, like um—to rekindle a day-to-day
relationship, [more] like a check-in kind of thing. I think what I was trying to
do—and even today I find this—I find that I don't necessarily really fit-in with my
contemporary peers here in the U.S. —so I just felt like I needed to connect with
sort of my past, or what I knew life to be, as it were. I was just trying to seek
some of the— to see if they, you know, were maybe sharing some of the same
feelings and were also looking to reconnect.
Hearing this, I told Jack that I had come across similar statements by other Brats,
especially Overseas Brats—that there seemed to be a near-universal feeling of being
disconnected, of not fitting in, upon returning to the States, even far into adulthood. It enabled
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experience-sharing about the effect of that fitting-in mentality and how it might affect choices we
made (and make):
Yeah. It's funny. That's actually why I joined the Army originally. I couldn't
figure out how to…go back to my lifestyle after college. I joined the Army
thinking, you know, "Oh, I'll have the life that I had before!" But once I was in
and doing everything, I realized it's not the same being the servicemember as it
was being the dependent of the servicemember. (Laughs).
Jack had entered military service as an officer, much as his father had done, but when he realized
he would not "have the life [he] had before," he retired. However, that need to somehow access
the peripatetic inner desire—the traveling spirit—still exists: "I do try to make a point…to travel
to destinations overseas…I travel all the time for work. I guess [I still need] a lot of stimulus, and
exposure to a lot of things." And yet, his thoughts along this line conclude on a more bittersweet
thought: "The thing I think I— I regret the most is, um, that I— I can't live the way I used to live.
Like, I'd like to be living in a foreign country right now; I think I'd be more comfortable."
I asked Jack if he had gone to reunions as a way to rediscover that connectedness he felt
he was missing. And although he had been to one for our high school (one I had attended), he
remarked that he had not "felt the need to go again," which I found extremely interesting and
questioned him about. I here learned that Jack, because of the countries his family had been
stationed, did not always attend a DoDD school, but had often attended International schools set
up in the host country: "they were not military Brats. They were kids of foreign businessmen or
diplomats [BizBrats, FSBrats] in the country, that kind of thing. They weren't associated with the
military." This gave Jack ties to more than one school, more than one community, and—unlike
the Brat community—ones that might be more difficult to access; this an influence, perhaps, to
his not-fitting-in self-conception. There is an additional aspect to Jack's self-reflecting nature in
terms of looking back at his Brathood. It comes from his interest in trying to understand his
childhood and reaching back into it encouraged him to look into some of the research I have
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mentioned in Chapter II. He even went so far as to contribute financially to the Musil (2005)
documentary.
I felt a strong link to Jack's stories about attempting to reach out to find some of the
people he had been close to in his past—even if that closeness was created and nurtured over
what might be considered a very short amount of time. In the higher mobility Brathoods we
shared, a one- or two-year timespan might not seem, to the uninitiated, a viable enough time to
invest in a solid friendship or relationship. (At this point in the conversation, I recalled a memory
wherein a teacher corrected my misspelling of the word friend. I had transposed the i and e:
friend. Rather than spout the well-known i-before-e mnemonic rule, she wrote the word on the
blackboard, saying—and underlining for emphasis—"friends always 'end'".) Jack understood,
though, that one can never really know the effect that such a short amount of time spent together
might have on another person:
You know, I guess I don't necessarily expect people to remember me…But I do
have the experience…where someone recognized me right away and was very
happy to see me, and it took me a while to place them. I was able to, finally, but it
just—. You know, I kind of got the feeling like "oh, I didn't think I'd meant that
much to that person" and perhaps I did.
I make a note in my journal that there is a deep emotional response (not just by Jack or
other CPs, but by myself and other Brats in the research) to being recognized by someone after
so much time, and note that it may very well be an acknowledgement of that expressed desire for
connection, or at least reconnection, out of the need for belonging and community:
I don't know what the ultimate goal of it all would be. Maybe it's just an
acknowledgement of the way I grew up rather than a discounting. I feel mostly
discounted because—and I don't blame people—it's just there's no way for them
to identify with me.
As his experience, and the related emotions it brought up in Jack, tended to lean into the
foundational support of the negative associations found in Brathoods, I looked for areas in the
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interview text in which Jack storied the lifestyle in ways that affected him positively at the time,
and continue to affect him now. And I will admit that there is one story I will save until the end
of this introduction, because at the time he told the story, I found it profound and very affecting.
It is slightly longer than most of the quoted material and I feel a strong impulse to not edit it
purely as a response to length; therefore, I save it until the end and leave it to the reader whether
to read it in entirety or skim through. In the interim, I wanted to get a sense of Jack's family
experience—both then as a Brat and now as a father and husband.
Jack married "a very traditional, uh, 'American girl,' I guess. You know, she—
she…spent her whole life in one school system." It is an interesting aspect of many of the CPs'
lives that they (as previously mentioned) tend to marry what CPs self-identify as "traditional"
spouses. And in our conversations, they have openly wondered if this is not in some way an
unconscious (perhaps even conscious) effort to connect to what Jack describes as:
A certain part of the— I guess Norman Rockwell American lifestyle that I'll never
have...I didn't know it was being, quote, denied to me, if you want to look at it that
way. Now, if you gave me the choice today, like "[JACK] you can go back," I
will not choose the traditional lifestyle. I couldn't— That's another thing, you
know, that chameleon that you become. You can just—, I feel—, I think it's easier
for me to accept the way other people are than it is for them to try to accept me, so
I just do the accepting.
To this he added that he does travel a lot as part of his career and is often speaking to large
groups of people, things which he understands do not affect him in the way that he knows others,
with similar jobs, are affected. It is not difficult to interpolate cause and effect in Jack's story, at
least I believe not—especially when considering the encouragement his parents provided of
accepting movement, of mobility, of travel, as an adventure worth taking:
(Laughing.) My parents'—when we lived overseas—big thing was travel. That's
what they loved to do. And so every country we lived in, they used as like a
staging area to go to other places. And they always took us with them. So we got
to go everywhere, literally. I came to appreciate what people have here in the
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United States that they don't realize they have. And I also find myself, I think,
more tolerant in general— of other cultures, other ways of doing things.
Adding, when questioned about how and what one might be able to provide their own children
given that he is not living that Brathood family lifestyle now:
It's funny, you know, in that [my] kids— they'll be like "O daddy, here's China.
We're learning about China. Have you been there?" And I'm, "Yes, I've been to
China," and they're "Daddy, you've been everywhere!"…And so I would like to
give that to my kids…to see that you don't have to have a McMansion, you don't
have to drive an 8-passenger SUV, you don't have all these things (laughs),
there're other ways to live.
And finally (as promised above), when I asked Jack if he could tell me about a significant
moment during his Brathood he believed had the kind of lasting, positive effect on who he was,
and which he could tell new Brats if he were asked:
When we lived in Turkey, we would…go traveling every weekend for the most
part…out in more remote, what was called Eastern Turkey. Once, we were
driving along and someone had cut a big ditch in the road, directly perpendicular,
and there was no way across it. There was no warning, no barricade, and our car
went in it… the front end goes in, and the back wheels were now off the ground.
So we were just kind of standing there and all the sudden, a group of—I'm just
gonna call them shepherds because they were herding sheep—came by and
helped us; they got the car out of the ditch. And my mom thought "oh, we have to
give them lunch." She had bread and peanut butter [and] served that. They never
had peanut butter before—or ever seen it. They thought it was— awesome
[and]…wanted the jar of peanut butter…[b]ut they didn't want to just take it, even
though my mom [offered it]. They traded it with us for these olives that they'd
also been picking. So we traded olives for peanut butter and— that kind of sums it
up. Here, we all helped each other out. We exchanged some of our culture, and I
think everyone left more enriched for that, you know? I'd like to think there's a
few people who are like "You know, I remember years ago I met some
Americans, they weren't that bad."
Mila—"It was just part of who you were. It was your experience"—I want to note
outright that the introductory period (beginning) of our conversation was a bit of a flip for me,
because at the outset Mila, out of curiosity, asked about my project. She was interested in
understanding not just why I was researching this particular subject, but also what my goals were
and what I might be looking to achieve. In all honesty, it created in me some immediate anxiety
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by forcing me to into my own head. First, I did not want to bias our conversation with any of my
own forethoughts by pre-loading a narrative that might be triggering (in other words, I did not
want to set, upfront, a leading frame of reference that might influence her responses), and
second, I suddenly felt it necessary to sell what I was doing—believing that I was somehow
obligated to justify (per that specific element) my work so as to make it worth her time. Further,
even though I had mentally and textually worked through the scope of the dissertation with my
advisor and chair, I experienced a moment of not knowing what I was doing. As I write this, I
can easily associate the feeling to my somewhat usual imposter syndrome. Even so, by struggling
with getting my thoughts together and presenting my project in a way I thought would elicit a
deep-diving conversation, Mila's quizzing enabled me to re-access my intentions and I continued
the conversation from a not-so-purely "open" place.
And so we began our conversation (after more than fifteen minutes of my rambling)
talking about Identity. The primary impetus had to do with my telling Mila about some of the
studies I had researched in response to her questions. I told her about the negative
characterizations I found and she asked about the "age range" of the Brats in some of that
research. For her, and based on her experience, she felt that "there would be challenges [to Brats]
in their 20s and 30s," but felt they found anchors with jobs, families, and the kinds of things that
come into "our lives with time." Further on, we looked at those negative characterizations from
essentially the same place—that these stereotypes were inevitably harmful; that, "whenever you
put a generalized label on someone, it negates the complexity that goes into each and every life."
Speaking of labels, it is important to underscore an aspect of Mila as a CP that emerged:
"I don't really label myself a Brat. They were just experiences…And while they may have had
some impact on my early years, I don't necessarily identify with [that] unique upbringing." For
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this reason (certainly among others), Mila provided an intriguing perspective, not necessarily of
growing up military (even though she did), but more in terms of her adult reflection on that time
period. She told about how she did not really become (the DoD definition of) a "Brat" until she
was six years old when her mother married "a military man." Additionally, and because of her
parents' careers, she did not attend a DoDD school until her sophomore year (in Korea),
attending private schools, or in the case of her "sojourn" in Taiwan, attended an international
school in which she felt she "was the minority" among the many BizBrats who were from
primarily European countries. However, when attending school in Korea (the same one I
attended; we do discuss this fact and note we had no past connection), she understood that she
was then in the "military experience," that she was more immersed in the kind of environment I
had described and which she knew to be that culture, although she still did not "internalize the
Brat" construct.
Interestingly, Mila was not entirely outside the military arena's effect even prior to her
mother's marriage to an Air Force Officer. She told me, proudly, of her mother
("adventurous...unlike her daughter, who was not the same by nature"), who, after winning a trip
to Germany, ended up staying there where she began a lifelong career as an educator in the
DoDD school system. This placed Mila in an interesting position to see both the sides of the
same experience—from her mother, the experience of being a part of the larger overseas military
motif which comes from working within the system without necessarily being part of it; and
from her father, the workings of the system itself and association with the many accompanying
negative accessories. It is at six, with her new stepfather, that Mila will describe herself, to
identify as it were, not as a Brat per se, but as a member of the community within which Brats
originate.
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As we talk, it is easy to sense how proud Mila is of her mother, whose intrepid spirit
("this was the '60s!") took her from her family community in the Midwest to Germany and
Libya. Her mother had encouraged her to get out and experience the host countries—
"encouraged" Mila noted might be a favorable descriptor: "If it were up to me, I would have
done none of it," describing herself "as an only child" growing up somewhat "isolated…and if I
could have, I would've spent the entire time in my room." But her mom, "because she had lived
in different places [was] keen that I not segregate myself," and so Mila learned to immerse
herself in host country cultures where "it provided me [the opportunity of] being steeped in the
cultures that we lived in. Having those really in-depth experiences helped me to become who I
am today."
When we talk about that opportunity for immersion, for the privilege granted us to even
entertain the concept of seeing the world, that same theme of safety arises in Mila's reflection on
living in Asia:
And that's another thing: being in [Taiwan], being in [Korea], provided us with
safety. My parents let me be out all day and all night…allowed us to be out all the
time. The point being that because it was such a safe environment, in both
countries, you were given a lot more rope. You were given a lot more freedom;
more freedom than you might've gotten in the States.
It is similar to the ideas that all CPs will discuss when talking about getting out into the local
communities: if it were not for the sense of safety that was somehow provided us by our living
situation, we surely would have been less likely to enjoy what was offered. It occurs to me that
this idea may have a very direct relationship to not just our parents' encouragement, but the
ancillary feature of a familial tie to the country. Those with that familial tie will certainly have a
greater immersion element to their childhoods, as Bob did with his Korean mother and that
enabled him to be out in the culture just by the nature of visiting his extended Korean family.
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Mila, as I was getting her demographic information, listed her ethnicity as LebaneseAmerican, Middle-Eastern, and I wanted to make sure I got a sense of how that was integral to
her life. I knew that because prior interviews had a number of stories about race and how CPs
had become aware of race as an issue, I wanted to make sure that I was being open to how race
might also be a part of Mila's experience. But, again, her aversion to labels and labeling also
expressed itself in notions of "self-identifying" and so we talked about the idea of not being
particularly "loyal" to one's externally identifiable ethnicity.
Mila felt that perhaps living in the States made one more apt to stringently adhere to and
voice that identifiable ethnicity, but "if you've grown up in multiple countries and immersed
yourself in multiple cultures, it's much harder to say. [It] negated the need to expressly designate
a label." She expressed her idea that individuals who did involve themselves in the local culture
would more than likely have realized that they were the minority, "giving us a sense of what it
might mean to be a minority in a larger population," and this might help to understand the level
of cultural and social empathy that is a positive characteristic of Overseas Brats. Conversely, not
immersing in the local experience while also realizing a minority status might be responsible for
the opposing expression of isolationism and centralized exclusivity, for an elaborate need to
"[maintain] the bubble of information that supports your beliefs."
She talked about her thinking, suggesting that when living in a host country, one's
immersion in the host culture would tend to subvert the need to identify with a home culture or
ethnicity, because it would inhibit the benefits of that immersion; more to the point, by being
focused staunchly on holding onto one's preferred identity, that person would not have the
pliability to even make initial steps into understanding another culture. This might be an
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explanation for those Brats and their families who disliked living overseas, who missed Home,
and who refused to explore beyond the confines of their Base:
It's kind of disappointing to me that people who moved all over, as Brats did,
would be [bad mouthing other cultures]…shocking, quite frankly, to be super
anti-immigrant, anti-this and anti-that. I get it from those who never left the
States, but I don't get it from [Brats]…What is it they say? Living next door to
many cultures is a great antiseptic to racism.
This brought up the larger subject of mobility and how moving so often was listed as one of the
facets of growing up military that, it was suggested by the research, lead to psycho-social
behavioral issues in adulthood. Mila felt that individuals who had grown up as we did:
Learned early-on that [we] had to be the type of people who were flexible enough
to adjust to new surroundings. And that's the good part. The bad part, I think, is
that it did tend to give you a feeling of rootlessness. I think that seeped into our
early adulthoods [referring to her earlier thoughts on Brats in their 20s and 30s]
because we were still in that pattern of needing to move: "Agh! It's been 3 years,
it's time to move!" (Laughs)
The latter part, in reference to itchy feet syndrome, I told her seemed an ongoing feature of the
discourse by Brats, both in the interviews I had done to that point, as well as what I was reading
online and in the Brat-based, non-academic works. Mila recalls that when her husband had asked
her if she still felt this way—felt that early adulthood need to be mobile—she replied that she
had passed "the wanderlust of [her] 20s/30s" when she allowed the rootedness of family and job
to take hold. This, she felt, is what eventually prevented many highly mobile Brats, in adulthood,
from reverting to forced habits of a nomadic childhood.
I mentioned that many Brats I know, though touting the many benefits of the lifestyles we
had, were very adamant about making sure their own children would not have the same
experience; again, despite their stories of how incredible their childhood experiences were and
how beneficial they ended up being to who they were today. We acknowledged the fact neither
of us were parents and as such could not directly respond to this thought process, but Mila did
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feel she did not really understand it: "I think that that helped kids to thrive a little bit, you know,
because they were faced with difficulties, they were faced with challenges they had to
overcome—on a regular basis. And that is what makes people grow." And then, with a laugh, she
told about how her husband had moved once in his life and "swore he would never, ever, ever
move again. That he would never put his kids through that" adding that the lifestyle did allow
children to "form their own identity through adventure, through screwin' up, through alllll the
things we got to do."
When it came to the actual act of moving, Mila noted with a laugh that "you know, you
really didn't get to think about it. You learned very early you had to be the type of [person] who
could be flexible," adding "it doesn't seem odd if you haven't been offered a choice. If we'd been
offered a choice, our father would've said 'tough!' There was no discussion, 'this is what we're
doing.'" And so there was certainly a kind of acculturation out of necessity. She then raised a
thought-provoking point for me when we talked about how, in our adulthoods, people around us
responded to our unique childhoods: "People often ask me—when they find out I lived
overseas—'What was it like to grow up in [Taiwan]? What was it like to grow up in [Korea]?'
And I'll say, 'I don't know. What was it like to grow up in Iowa?' You know…? I have nothing to
compare it to. It just was."
And, finally, as I was now making it a near-standard question for all CPs, was there
something she might pass along to Brats who were at the beginning of their journey if she were
asked to speak to a classroom of young Brats? Mila would want to tell them:
The world is a beautiful, interconnected place, and that what they experience in
their classroom is not unlike [what their host country peers are] experiencing.
They have the same fears, and joys, and wonderful experiences that you do. And
the opportunity to learn from each other is an experience unlike any other…it is a
chance to learn not only about other cultures, but about oneself.
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And when I point out that one of those youngsters might sadly tell her that they will be moving
away from their best friend:
[They] will always be a part of your life. They will always be a very dear friend to
you. And the wonderful thing about the opportunity to see new places is that you
will gain even more new friends, even more best friends. [And] down the road
you will have a group of people who you shared many interesting, wonderful
experiences with.
Kim—"The military is our roots, they're just floating on the water"—Kim
overlapped my time at Seoul American High School, but I do not recall her from there; I do
however remember meeting her at reunions. A couple of years younger than me, Kim had the
misfortune (what I called it when she told me) of moving three times in her final years of school,
spending 9th and 10th grades in Korea, before moving Stateside to finish 11th and 12th in two
different, public schools. Acknowledging how unfortunate this was, Kim tells of how, although
only in Korea for those two years, she felt very connected to the people she met there, going to
many reunions while staying in pretty regular contact with her classmates. She wanted to stay in
Korea to finish school "'cause how many people get to say 'I went to school there and I graduated
there'." For her, 11th grade was at an airbase in Ohio where the family lived off-Base and Kim
was bussed to a local, public high school. She did feel more like "the new kid" at this time, but
fortunately, the school was very military-connected, based on its location: "was scary as the new
kid, but you know, you adapt. I made friends" and there were other Brats on the bus "so it wasn't
so much an 'us against them' kind of attitude."
Kim's stories of Brathood are very family-oriented, and she happily talks about her
family, her parents, and about what she knows of their past. She recalls always being aware of
being part of a military family, because "[we] always sat around and talked about what was
going on, which kept an awareness of it." I was intrigued by her family's talking about "what
was going on," mainly because, in my own experience (and something talked—even laughed—
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about by other Brats) was how we very often did not know very much about our parents' pasts. It
was one thing for all of us to express a very vague notion of what our servicemember parent did
in the military, but there did seem to be a sub-level theme where we tended not to know much at
all about our parents.
[My parents] have always talked about where they were before we came along,
and we were always aware of where we were. My mother and father came from
two different parts of the country…[Dad] was from a small, coal-mining town and
I'm grateful for what he did [joining military/getting out] because when I came
back, and saw where the family is— where I would've been born…
She let that sentence drop, not finishing, leaving it to me and to my biased images of a small,
poverty-stricken, coal-mining town. In any case, her father was able to get out of the town, go to
college, and go into the Air Force as an officer.
Knowing that Kim had this experience of being, in general, aware of her situation, I
asked her if there still might have been a significant memory—a moment—where that awareness
might have presented itself more personally, not just affecting the family as a whole, but her
specifically: "First time I noticed it, we were in— I was in um the 2nd grade. Moving from
Maine to Germany and um had to wait at grandma's house before making the trip" and it became
clear to her, in that short period—in that waiting moment, that "we were going away. I had to
make new friends…Really wasn't aware before that." And as she thought about it, it occurred to
her that she could not remember the time before, or the actual move, that brought her to Maine to
begin with, which is not unusual in itself considering her age at the time.
The move to Germany is Kim's family's one and only tour in Europe. They would spend
around three-and-a-half years in Wiesbaden. Her recollection of the move is a nearly standard
story of the process: on arriving in Germany, she "lived on the economy" (as many families did)
while waiting for on-Base housing; and while in the temporary housing, Kim recalled knowing
"we are in a different country and they don't speak the same language." At saying this, Kim
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suddenly remembered that the family had lived in the Philippines prior to Maine: it was the
remembering of a different language being spoken around her that triggered the memory.
Unfortunately, Kim could not recall that time period, only "bits and pieces," and not enough to
share any particular stories.
They did move into on-Base housing20 and I asked Kim what kind of housing she lived
in, mainly because in my experience, one, officers lived in different areas of the Base, and, two,
often not in the same type of building (I tended to think that officers quarters were better than
what we had). She described their housing, however, as being the same as what we all had: threestory buildings with three stairwells. And so, naturally, I brought up the research I had found
regarding Stairwell Syndrome. Kim mainly remembered "having fun." She does talk of
"neighbors and everyone being close," and "doing stuff together. And then, of course, you would
have those you didn't get along with, but you dealt with it." We talked about the fact that
everyone was in the same boat, and that living the way we did, in these kinds of communities,
provided an added sense of community, and for her it was "pretty neat, actually, when you look
back at 'em."
I had anticipated having memories triggered, or at least being reminded of things I had
completely forgotten about. And as Kim and I talked about "life in the stairwells" and the
community-within-a-community that they inspired, I remembered that (what I will suggest here
was) in an effort to create that kind of shared space/unity, families were assigned, on a rotating
basis, chores related to taking care of the stairwell: sweeping the floor, mowing a section of
_______________
20
It might be important to note here that for the most part, on-Base housing was not in the same
area as the Base where servicemembers were stationed—where they worked. Housing was a
designated military/DoD area, and gates were there that had to be gone through with ID cards.
This part of the Base had housing and all of the amenities required for families: the commissary,
movie theater, bowling alley, schools, etc.
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lawn, cleaning windows, and other communal activities that encourage ownership of that
housing from a group-based perspective.
From Stairwell Syndrome, and after learning that Kim worked in the mental health field,
I wanted to ask her about some of the other aspects of growing up military that could lead toward
behavioral or social problems. First, however, I wanted to know if she had ever looked into Brat
identity, and aside from watching the documentary Brats: Our Journey Home, Kim had never
thought to look into it. At first, she did not recall ever seeing The Great Santini, but after I
described it in cursory detail, she does remember it, but not to any affecting degree: "[Dad] was
strict," but definitely not as much as the character portrayed in Santini, and he was "much more
relaxed after he retired." She was not "held to the standards [of] 'hospital corners'." Although,
having a career in a mental health institution does give her the opportunity to make them, she
laughed. And as for her mother, "Mom didn't really like the packing and moving, but once we
got somewhere and got organized, she was okay with it…Course she also came from a small
town and got to see things she wouldn't have been able to see; to have those experiences" and she
noted a similar experience of other CPs when it came to the 'act' of moving: "[Dad] did what he
was told, went where they sent him, I don't ever remember [Mom, or us] complaining or
anything…you just did it!"
However, Kim did acknowledge there were other families that did not seem to have the
same experience: "I can remember some of 'em not liking moving around. But they didn't go see
other things," and talked of how, in school, taking the language and history of the host country
enabled in her the kind of curiosity about other cultures that still exists today. Additionally, Kim
(as other CPs did) pointed out the influence of a parent in helping to expand on the opportunities
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that were available—opportunities that were there, but were not always taken advantage of by
others:
Dad would take us out in whatever country. Dad loved history [and] took us to
Holland, France, and England, 'cause he was interested in it; so we learned stuff
outside of school. He was so interested in stuff! And that made us, or at least me,
interested [too]…Mom too (laughs). I think it got her out of the house—I mean,
she was a housewife and came from a small town too. So she got to see so many
things.
A familiar story emerged when she talked about how her father, during these excursions,
would always try to engage people, to learn from the people about wherever they were, to try and
talk to them; and Kim will make a point (later) about "talking to people as a way to understand
them." Importantly, it was not only about trying to understand that person from the host country,
it was also about helping them to understand her—to give them more context in terms of
understanding Americans. Kim told of how she met "locals who talked about how rich
Americans were," that it seemed to her, everyone thought Americans were, across the board, so
wealthy, and she was glad to be able to take every chance she had to affect that narrative, to
point out "that's not true, the idea of how all Americans are."
Kim finished out the story of her time in Germany by noting the strength of those
connections once made, telling of how her parents continued to stay in touch with the landlord
who they rented from when they lived on the economy—even though it was a short time. After
her "father passed, my mom's still in touch." I make a note in my journal here that there is an
interesting correlation between this story and that of Jack's (above) where two cultures meet and
allow each to perceive the other in a positive light, despite what may be going on in the larger
world, and that the connection might possibly carry—even an inkling—of a positive shared
experience lasting over time.
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As we shared our stories of living in on-Base housing in Germany, and as I had already
discussed Stairwell Syndrome, I asked Kim about the later years of her Brathood—during and
after those final mobile years of high school. She told me of how she "moved around a bunch,"
about how she "moved up North…around 10 years…the most in one place," even going to
Australia for nearly an entire year. At hearing this, I mentioned how I kept hearing about how so
many Brats, at least those who had moved often and especially had travelled overseas, tended to
have mobile lifestyles as adults—generally choosing careers that had high mobility: "(Laughing)
You always have that itch to move, I guess is what it is…it's like an adventure. You wanna see
what's out there because you got a taste of what's out there and you know there's more." And
what about when you stay in one place, and—as I do—move furniture around? "Yeah, I do
that— a lot." This led us to talk about meeting people who had never moved in their lives: "And
to me that was like 'Wow! How do you handle that?'…But then you see their sense of family is
different, you know, everybody has family, but [for them] they've always been there." Again, this
notion of the extended family, how connected one can be to it, and its ties to how she saw her
early years; and, as importantly how she understood ways she behaved now. She has always
encouraged her
stepchildren, because of being in a small-town now [to know that] there's so much
more out there. Don't limit yourself. If you want to stay in a factory…that's your
choice. Try the military. If you don't like it, you'll get out. But there is so much
more out there for you…I encouraged it, you know, probably more because I
grew up the way I did.
I asked if she knew, as I knew, of Brats who had made the conscious decision to make sure that,
when they had children, they would ensure that those kids would never have to move—never
have to have that mobile experience we had:
I've had that discussion with friends who don't want to move their kids around…
why they wouldn't give their kids the same opportunity to see things they wouldn't
otherwise get a chance to see— instead of keeping them in one spot and getting
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the mindset of that area. "Let them see how other people live," you know, the
other cultures. And they're like, "Oh, I never saw it that way".
I could almost hear her shaking her head on the other side of the line, understanding that
somehow these children are, in a sense, being robbed of an opportunity, but also thinking about
the "typical mindset," as she called it, of the small town.
I pointed out to Kim that there is a similar view of—a negative view of—growing up
military. "Well, of course you're always going to have people who can't see" what it is really like.
"[You have] to actually interact. You have to mingle, not just look at files. Overall, I think Brats
adjust pretty well. You had to!" and added, "I've always believed that Brats as a whole adapt
better to change, 'cause a lot of people do not like change. It really upsets them!…I don't think
people understand the Brat mentality." Would she be able to explain to someone what that is?
She quickly listed some of the things that are hopefully now becoming somewhat familiar, from
the Brat dilemma of answering the question "Where are you from?" to how "we pick up right
where we left off. And if someone needs help? If we can we will. We're right there in some
shape or form… I also believe in 'I got your back!' 'Protect your own,' you know, that's instilled
in you" to the idea that being of service is something garnered by being in the military (which
may well be the reason she chose a career in the mental health field). For Kim, the military
system (my words) is deeply entrenched in who she is, in fact "if there had been a Base closer"
and they had "tried to recruit me, I'd've gone in…If I had to do it again, I would go in— I
should've gone in." And as for the negative characterization of Brats:
Negative labels are easy. There's always gonna be those labels, because there's a
difference— 'you're different than me.' So people are always gonna use labels.
The best way to get around [labels] is to just talk to [the labelers]. You're not
gonna change 'em, but you can give 'em more insight on what they don't
understand…it's okay to disagree. I think people forget that.
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She continued along this line, responding to the different Brathood aspects that had been
suggested as being negative: "I think I'm more open-minded and um a lot of people judge other
people they don't understand—or other cultures um because it doesn't appear like 'normal' to us
per se." And then noted how people will say that someone is "wrong" just because the "other
person's beliefs or ways of living are different. Living overseas you get to see that everybody
doesn't live like us, I guess, or act like us" and that doesn't make it automatically wrong. "It
opens your eyes."
Kim felt that this mentality was especially helpful in her job as she told of how it allowed
her to not discriminate in the ways she sees in her co-workers. This came across in a story of
how, at work, there are many foreign exchange students who come through suffering from
mental stress. Because of her open-mindedness and also her experience with other cultures
(especially Asian ones), she is able to understand—and encourage her co-workers to
understand—that in certain cultures "these kids are under tremendous family pressure to do well
and that can lead to many problems," essentially needing to tell her co-workers "It's not a crazy
person coming through here."
There was one important negative aspect of the Brat experience for Kim and it had to do
with something Jack had said, and what many Brats have discussed. It is the sense of
abandonment that comes at the realization that one is no longer a Brat, and the period of often
extremely disheartening adjustment that comes after turning in one's ID Card: "Whenever you
turned 18 or 17, whenever you finished high school, all of the sudden they were just done with
you. That was kind of hard to swallow, you know, 'cause you were brought up all your life in the
military—you are the military and then all the sudden you aren't." But, as she believes she has
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been trained to do, she adapted to the adjustment, dealt with the abandonment, and just worked
her way through; something she might encourage those young, incoming Brats to do:
It's gonna seem scary, but sometimes there're scary things in life. I would try to
get them to see it as an adventure— to see they are going on an adventure
wherever they are going. I think their biggest concern will be leaving friends, so
would want to let them know that they are gonna make new friends.
She would also help them to understand that they might be away from their friends, but
that they can still stay connected if they want to because, unlike our Brathoods, the Internet is an
amazing way to keep in touch. She also said something I found very important, which was to tell
the kids that they
we're going to learn about other cultures, but, even better, about the ones within
our own country…so just go with the flow…[don't] worry about being the new
kid [because] everyone where you're going has probably been through [it]. Don't
be afraid to say "hello"!
Kathy—"If anything, I think it prepared us to face things"—I apologize. I want to
get right to the stories, however, the responsibilities inherent in the telling demand I preface (add
caveats even) when required, to ensure validity and maintain integrity. Kathy is a friend of mine,
albeit a friend I had been out of contact with for 30-plus years, with whom I reconnected a few
years ago. Her father and my father worked and served together in the military, and within the
same unit structure. We met when my father was re-stationed to a new Base in Germany (won't
say where for anonymity's sake). It was the middle of my 6th grade school year, and she and her
parents encouraged my parents to get me assigned to the class (and teacher) that she was already
in—this was '74-'75 school year. She and I would remain connected into our next move which
happened to be the same Base stateside. Unfortunately, as often happens, we lost contact when
my family moved to Korea, around the middle of 9th grade, 1978. Despite the time and space
between our re-connecting, I have no illusions there might be bias on her part toward helping my
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project in whatever way possible. However, I do not believe that Kathy (nor any CP, for that
matter) went out of her way to anticipate and give me responses I might want.
Given the above, it is more than likely no surprise that our conversation would begin with
friends and friendships, about what it means to have created those childhood friendships in light
of high mobility. We talked about the advent of the Internet, especially Facebook, and the
impetus to search for old friends, and whether she felt she needed to find old friends with the
same zeal I tended to, or whether it did not matter in the long run:
You know, these are the closest you have to childhood friends and they are
childhood friends. Where other people grow up, like my kids, they went to the
same daycare, elementary, middle [and] high school. We didn't have that, so I
think it's great to be able to reconnect and meet people and see what they're
doing…[but] there are some friends that I don't talk to because I don't like them
(laughs) … but you know those were 'really young' childhood friends and you
only really knew them for a year or so and then they were gone.
At that, I mentioned some of the research about how this kind of mobility, the way we
made and lost friends so quickly, might be problematic and create the kind of issue that would
make it more difficult to make and keep friends as adults.
I don't necessarily agree with that. I mean um— and I'll— I'll reflect on my kids
and the town we grew up in. It was very small. People that lived there had grown
up there…they had as many probl— I mean, everybody has problems. You know,
if anything, I think that we're a little bit better at adapting, because if something
is— if something's not right, you— you're not afraid to go out and change it. You
know, so— so I don't necessarily agree with that; I think that everyone is
damaged or can be damaged in some way.
We talked about this idea of problems not being limited to the Brat experience and Kathy
compared the same indicators (my descriptor, not hers) to the families and friends she has known
for some time—a very matter-of-fact perspective she provided in how she looked at her
Brathood and did not see any of the so-called triggers as being as affecting on her as the early
research might have suggested.
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Kathy, as with Mila above, is an only child (daughter). She had a near-similar Brathood
to my own. Aside from our fathers both being Enlisted and in the Army, she was born in France
and also had an above-average number of moves. However, when my family had another
Overseas move, her family remained Stateside, where their mobility continued. For this reason,
Kathy finished her K-12 education in public schools presenting an interesting point of view on
that period of time:
[T]hat was the situation where um I went to a Catholic school and everybody
knew everybody at this school. And it was really hard to break into the cliques.
So, in the Army you know, either your friends followed you, or if you didn't like
somebody, they're going to be gone in two years. Or three years. But here, you
know, I had a really hard time breaking into— or being accepted as not just a new
person…it was the first time that we weren't in the Army either and there weren't
kids that were the same as me.
(I note in my journal that Kathy said "we weren't in the Army." It is there as a reminder to pay
attention for when other CPs, other Brats, use we to show the degree to which we internalized the
military culture too; as Jack (above) said: "I think it's true that in the end, you know, 'families
serve'.")
I wanted to know how it had turned out if it was so difficult to make friends: "A lot of
people thought it was cool [I] moved around a lot. After talking to 'em, they were more
accepting. But some people just didn't want anything to do with you because they didn't grow up
with you." I found this response to be intriguing and made it a part of my interviewing
exploration—mainly with CPs who had more experience in public schools. Similar experiences
would emerge: at a school with a predominant military connection, new Brats never entirely felt
the "new kid" complex, whereas, at an entirely outside-the-military-arena school, that
designation seemed more overriding and Brats tended toward associations that had more fluid
group boundaries—e.g., other new kids, or kids who tended to also feel that they were not
accepted or did not fit in with the more prevailing cliques of the school.
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I asked Kathy if she could remember a time where she more distinctly felt that idea that
her family lifestyle did not match up with those around her:
I think the first time was when my dad was in Vietnam and I was in the first
grade. I didn't want to go to school because— you know um, moms would drop
off the kids—and my mom couldn't do it because she had to work—and um you
know dads would come in too. And I didn't have both parents…I just knew that
most kids had their dads living there and they weren't waiting for him to come
home on an airplane.
While talking about this aspect of the mobile childhood, Kathy tells more stories about
similar experiences, about each move as an "opportunity to try something new." I found that she
did not tend to focus—as much as I do—on the departure side of things, and more about arrival,
about the potential for new adventures and new things to learn. "You were constantly doing stuff,
you know? We went to Bonn; we did that week at that castle.21 You were always submersed in
the culture." Her stories about getting out into the local area ran similar to those of the other CPs,
singling out her father and his curiosity about history (especially military history) for the family's
taking trips into the countryside:
That's where I'm fortunate, too. When we weren't doing stuff with sports or with
girl scouts I can't tell you how many times, or how many battlefield sites I saw in
France, you know, 'cause that's what we would do. You just go do stuff! "We're
here. We're going to enjoy it. We're not going to just sit around."
Thinking more about this, Kathy laughs and, again, compares her childhood to that of her
children, she brings up television. It is a story I often tell as well, about not having a television
until the '70s, and especially, not yet having access to American television (we often watched
German television channels). When we finally did get it, programming began with the news, at 6
_______________
21
This was a particular field trip (I remember thinking it was an annual trip) in which our 6th
grade class spent a week at a castle that had been set up for this type of experience. The rooms
were dorms, with boys were on one side of the building and girls on the other. A variety of
educational activities was set up; I distinctly remember one in Life Sciences where we explored
the environment around the castle. I remembered out of the blue, when she brought this up, that
my father chaperoned the trip.
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p.m., and went off the air with the Star-Spangled Banner at 10 p.m., except on Friday nights
when it stayed on for an extra hour "and it was 3 years behind! So, we didn't sit and watch TV,
you went outside and played. And you played every day with these people. And you know, I like
that …those are my good memories."
Responding to some of the negative aspects I pointed out as being part of the growingup-military experience, Kathy took much the same route as the other CPs—understanding that
those elements, although trying, provided opportunities to learn. Often, her stories were personal
and beyond my ability to anonymize. However, there was enough information in some of what
she told, tales I could relate to and which other CPs (and other Brats) also talked about, I thought
it safe to share, in particular the servicemember absence (for us, the issue of our fathers often
being on TDY):
They weren't around. But, you know, if you did something [wrong], if I sloughed
off in sports or something then [a friend's father] would have my ass and tell my
dad. Or [a friend's father] would go and say "you need to watch your daughter
'cause she and [XX] were back there drinking." There were other father figures
there that you respected…And you still had your community, and um— you felt
that, you know?
And as for the commitment problems Brats are thought to have, Kathy agreed that it
might seem that way on the outside, and could see where young adult Brats (much the same way
Mila expressed this), might find it difficult at first, but that with time it would wane. And added
(similar to Lolli): "I can make a commitment, but if I see it's not going my way, I am not afraid
to jump." I then brought up how this sounded like the itchy feet syndrome that had come up
often:
I'm starting to get that again…I had to stay put after [the children were born] and I
wasn't allowed to move, um, but yeah I mean, I lived in the last apartment for two
years, and it's— it's like "I need to move!" (laughs). O yeah, and my mom is still
that way. You know, she just rearranges the furniture and stuff.
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I laughed and pointed out that this was something that I did, that it was easier than actually
picking up and moving—especially in L.A. where one would not risk losing a good living space
once acquired:
Well, I'm definitely not afraid to take a chance—even at 53! (Laughs) [She has
recently moved to Texas on her own.] I said "I'm going to sell all my stuff and if it
doesn't fit in my car, it's not going with me." People look at me and they're like
"How can you do that?" And it's like, "that's what I've always done! It's not
anything new." And they're like, "We've lived in our house for 30 years and you
know, it'd take two moving trucks."
The latter part of her statement refers to one of the more challenging aspects of overseas
travel for families. There was always a weight limit for what could be shipped, dependent on the
rank of the servicemember and family make-up. There were two types: household goods, which
were the larger part of a family's possessions and generally shipped by boat (i.e., it took a long
time to get to us), and whole baggage (the term at the time), which were the things that were
immediately such as kitchen/cooking and bedding/bath items. Anything that was owned which
did not fit the allotted weight limit was left behind in storage. Because my family had been on an
extended tour in Germany—moving within country, I remember it being an exciting time when
we had our storage stuff shipped to where we were; it was like digging back into our very early
childhoods. On a side note, across the board, all CPs spoke of having an almost supernatural
packing ability, an ability that could "amaze" their friends and family, along with a way of
knowing what material things were important to keep, and what could be left behind.
Because many of Kathy's stories had a military-positive leaning ("We learned about the
chain of command," "We learned to respect our elders" and similar statements in our talk), I
asked her if she had ever considered joining the military herself:
At the time when people were joining um I was in a bad place (chuckles) um
that's probably what kept me out of it. I think my dad probably would've dragged
me down there and had me sign up if he thought it would have made it better. I
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thought that was going to be my solution to— to um all the problems that I was
having.
We then talked about the people we knew who had joined the military or a government-based
job, believing that it might be a way to somehow reconnect to that lifestyle we had growing up.
She told me about how having a family quickly changed her thinking, because children were a
way to anchor her (again, similar to what other CPs mentioned). Family became a roots-creating
mechanism that, even after her divorce, kept the need to move at bay. She would laugh again and
remind me that as soon as her kids were on the way to college, the "urge," the "craving" returned,
and with it all of those learned behaviors; which, ultimately, made it that much easier for to
move back to where she is now, the place she had always loved.
We both had many more stories about the ups and downs of moving, more than is
necessary here, but they did surface attributes provided by her Brathood that she felt were
important. Aside from being able to pick up and move at the drop of a hat: "I think [we] have
confidence, too. It does not bother me to go into a room where I don't know anybody. I'm gonna
talk to them" and "I think another one that [has] really worked out to my benefit is I'm not afraid
of change…I'm gonna, like, look for another way to do [a task]…'let's find another way!' So I'm
not afraid to jump in and think outside of the box." I ask more about the idea of confidence and
where she thought it might have come from (primarily because others have also mentioned this
confidence factor, and I do not believe I possess it with the same level of faith:
I think in— in our situation [because] everybody is pretty much on the same
playing field. And we had life experiences. We had— we have confidence. We're
a lot more competent than other people. And I think that might be where people
mistake that for arrogance…But, you know, I think it takes a lot for a child to
move around as much as we did, and go in and still be able to make friends, and
build relationships, and make the best of it.
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For this reason, Kathy would tell incoming Brats "to thank their [parent(s)] for what [they're]
doing. To stay connected [to] friends. To just enjoy the scenery because it's ever-changing, and
participate in whatever the location has to give, wherever you are."
At the end of every conversation, I let CPs know that I would appreciate their contacting
me if there was anything, any story or anecdote they felt I should know, that they remembered
after the interview; that they should not hesitate to contact me and fill me in and to, especially,
not feel as if the conversation had ended, but more that it was a continuous, open connection.
Kathy took this to heart and would later message me the following story:
Thought of something. Being a Brat taught me to not to see color. We were all on
a level playing field. It didn't matter what race you were. And there were so many
mixed kids. But we were all the same. That was a blessing. I never knew that
Black people were treated differently until we were on a train to Berlin with
[friend, who is Black]. My mom took us into the dining car and they wouldn't
wait on us because [friend] was with us. That was the first time I ever saw color
or experienced racism. Brats are more socially tolerant.
Beth—"It's such a rewarding life. I can't imagine not having lived it"—There are no
caveats here, which may very well be the caveat, because Beth and I have no connections
personally, aside from being members of the same Facebook group. She did not attend Seoul
American High School, as some of the other CPs did, nor is she an old friend. This was easy for
us to learn because (as Brats are wont to do at first meetings) we immediately scoured our
Brathoods looking for where our paths might have crossed. We did share a particular Base in
Germany, but not at the same time. Our initiating conversation began with jokes about the
mispronunciation of our last names, and she remarked similarly about the anonymous factor as
the other CPs—not particularly caring about it one way or the other.
As is evident by Beth's demographic breakdown (Fig. 1), she had a full Brathood, from
birth until the age of 22 or so, and freely noted that her thoughts on her Brathood, on Brats, and
on the military as a whole, is predicated on the construct of Lifers. For her, these are career
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military members who retire after at least 20 years in, and as such their children most likely
spend that entire time as a dependent. Beth is the first CP to express the notion, through her
narrative, of the prominence of Lifer status within her Brathood ("I don't run into lifelong Brats
who hated it").
I think, especially with [Lifers]—the kids see the gaining rank and moving
up…they understand about success and see that importance, which is reflected in
doing well in school and in careers. As your parents gained rank, you're just sort
of exposed to a lifestyle…of doing well and gaining. I felt I had a superior
upraising. I still feel that. My childhood, in many ways, was superior.
Beth definitely recalled her Brathood as being a primarily Overseas one, "maybe because
it was so different." She never went to public schools; instead, her family opted for her to attend
Stateside "private Catholic schools" once they found out that the local school system "left a lot to
be desired…Most of the military families," she recalled, "when they were Stateside, would check
out the school system" and choose to attend a private school. Because of this, however, the
private schools she attended were heavily military and so she did have some of that community
within that private school. "DoDD schools always were top-rated; DoD students were always
top-rated."
Born in D.C. when her father was in the Air Force, Beth's Brathood began in one branch
but finished in another when shortly thereafter her father went into the Army. "All of our
relatives were Air Force, so they were like 'what the hell did you do that for?' And he was like
'because I wanted to be in the real military.'" She laughed, and I had to laugh with her knowing
that it would certainly cause some hubbub in the family. "Oh, I'm an Army Brat. For sure." Beth
is a member of the very high mobility group with 17 moves in her approximately 22-year
Brathood. She recalled "short-time stations" which could last as little as just a summer and
required her moving multiple times within one grade. "That's why I can't do math!" she jokes,
and then explained how, having moved so often, she entered different schools—different math
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classes—at differing stages of the teaching/learning process, and so never got the chance to fully
wrap her head around the concepts. She mentioned knowing many Brats—or "running into
many"—who had a military background, and "finding out their father retired when they were like
seven years old!" (non-lifers). "We had nothing in common."
She is very proud of her father's military service as well as those of her relatives—
proudly patriotic of the fact that her father was often specifically chosen for certain assignments
because of his skills. One of which "was a presidential appointment…appointed by Nixon to help
solve [an issue]." She felt so deeply connected to this familial aspect of the military, that "in fact,
not having military privileges any more was very odd. I did not know how to operate in a civilian
hospital." Beth reflected a lot on this time period—the space between being and not being a Brat,
and about being somewhat ignorant of what it took to be a civilian. Many CPs (and many Brats,
for that matter) talked about this moment of realizing that the world off-Base ran in a very
different way than it did on-Base. It generally came down to one fish-out-of-water moment. In
Beth's case, the "hospital" story is one I share: military family members, when going to the Base
hospital, had to make their first stop at the Records window; this is where your hospital records
emerged from an enormous library-like array of shelves. Those records followed military
families around wherever they went. Going to a civilian hospital for the first time, then, was
generally problematic because we had no idea what was required of us; I had wondered how I
was supposed to interact with the system without having that familiar thick packet of collected
hospital visits that was my medical records file.
All of the CPs in this inquiry discussed, in one way or another, having immersed
themselves in host-country cultures, to the degree that it had a deep and lasting effect on their
lives. Beth is the first to attend to the idea of immersing in Base culture. The "hospital" idea
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above is an indication of how habituated one can become in a strictly defined system (an
organizational approach unarguably vital to the military). However, if one has been a part of that
system for their entire Brathood, and especially if that time is spent mostly Overseas, it may be
easy to see how someone so unfamiliar with how civilian things worked—or at least those things
that were not matched by a similar military base set-up: movie theaters, bowling alleys, libraries,
and grocery stores—could find themselves at the mercy of the kind of culture shock, of
abandonment, that is too-often ruminated on by Brats.
A variation on the theme of the "similar military base set-up," however, was our ID Card.
We carried it with us everywhere, as if it were an appendage. And when it expired, it was a final
confirmation that one's Brathood was over—it could be a rite of passage, or it could be a
crucible: "I tended to do a lot of things on Base until that ID Card expired. Hung out at the BX.
Went to the movies on Base. Bowling. NCO Club. I was on the Base as much as I could be on
it!" So when it did expire, Beth had the perfect story to memorialize the moment and it had to do
with her bank account at the Base's credit union (BCU), which was a standard practice for many
military families. Generally speaking, at least around the time of our Brathoods, these Stateside
BCUs had only one branch on a Base. Beth discovered both the uniqueness of the BCU and the
speed at which one went from dependent to civilian at the same time. It happened when she was
making her "usual run to the Base" on errands, beginning with a stop at the BCU. At the front
gate, she showed her ID Card as she usually did, only to have the guard point out that her ID
Card had expired. Not a big deal, she thought. She had an account at the BCU and there was no
other way to access it, so they would just let her go through, and she could deal with the Card
later. "No, sir…Once you no longer have that Card, you are no longer part of the group—no
matter how long your dad was in, no matter how many of your relatives historically served their
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country, you were out." And this moment gave Beth pause to think, not about the somewhat
comical way she was separated from her money, but about what it meant to recognize she was no
longer part of the community:
I was soooo upset. And you know, I actually tried to join the Army, but was kinda
partying a little too much at that time (laughs). And today I look back on not
joining the Army as the biggest mistake I ever made. I think I would have done
well in the Army. I don't have a problem with authority figures. And the things
you don't consider when you're like 19 or 20 or whatever? My dad had full
retirement by the time he was 50-something!...great medical care, great medical
insurance.
Beth spoke at length about the myriad of things that were always available to families—
especially Brats; this was in addition to those usual school-based activities children could take
advantage of such as sports or music or drama. These activities, she added, were mirrored by
non-school services, like the DYA (Dependent Youth Activities) and AYA (American Youth
Activities) which were Base entities designed to provide any number of recreational and
participatory opportunities for Brats—sports being a prime example (for me) and which were
more inclusive than their school-based counterparts; i.e., if you signed up, you played (and I will
point out that this inclusivity included my sister having played on a boys baseball team). The
DYA/AYA also sponsored "a recreational center where you could play darts, or pool. If you
couldn't find something to do, you were just that kind of person."
Along the lines of what was available ("There's so much to discover!"), Beth, as did her
CP counterparts, noted a parental influence: "Dad made us take weekly classes in Spanish when
we were in Spain. He said 'if you're going to be in another country, you're gonna speak their
language.'" And so we talked here about how we all had to take classes, or at least learn about in
class, the history and even language of our host countries. "In Germany, almost all Germans
speak some smattering of English. It's required in their school—the least you can do is learn
theirs…Now, I'm very comfortable with languages." And as for the continued influence of her
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father, within her telling of how he encouraged the immersion principle, it also enabled in Beth,
recognition of how negatively affecting missing these opportunities could be:
[There were] lots of field trips; lots of outings. And my dad was big on history
and he wanted us to have full exposure. It was always irritating to us to sponsor
someone, or run into someone who we'd ask 'so, how're you enjoying [the Base]?'
[They would reply] 'Oh, we hate it. We hate it, there's nothing to do' or whatever.
And we thought, 'you're just idiots!' To not take advantage during the short time
you'll be here is so foolish…It's their own fault.
Our conversation transitioned, through this idea of acknowledging the variations in
military families (Lifers vs. non-Lifers) to reflecting on how she became aware of her Bratness
within the civilian sphere—given her recognition of being dropped from the community. She
spoke from an understanding that college was her first "public school":
I had just moved from Germany back Stateside…I was wearing what I always
wore—what I had been wearing in Germany before we moved, and what the
German kids were wearing because we shopped on the economy. And I show up
here at [College] in [Alabama] and I stand out like I had a disco ball on my head!
I really stood out. Yeah. There was a lot of things to get used to for the first year
or two of not living on a military base. You know, how to work it.
But when it came to negative Brat characterizations, Beth acknowledged that she would not have
seen this because she never really got into television or movies, attributing this to being a nurse
and night worker since the early '80s. She could understand and did disagree with the negative
stereotypes I presented, but could not address them from direct experience.
We continued to talk about her post-Brat years and Beth connected her highly mobile
Brathood to being more than willing to travel, because Lifers are "more fluid, less static…More
capable of change. And go with the flow." And "I think that a lot of my self-confidence comes
from that lifestyle. I don't meet a stranger…I don't get frazzled easily." Adding how important it
was to get to really know those places she visited, telling me the story of how she had spent twoand-a-half years in California, in which there were 13-week assignments in different places
there. While at each assignment, she had asked locals to give her a list of the places she must not
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miss, and visited every point suggested. She was that much richer for it, and said that, given the
opportunity, it is the kind of behavior Beth would pass on to young Brats: "Approach living
anywhere you get stationed, whether it's Pennsylvania or Transylvania, you have to approach it
the same...You just have to try your best to immerse yourself Where. You. Are."
Beth's life after Brathood, as it did with so many other Brats (and the CPs herein), also
collided with Race issues and the intellectual and emotional confusion that it caused. For Beth, it
is the same comparison of her childhood and its expectation to her world, the civilian world of
Alabama: "[As kids,] we just all flat got along! No issues. It was kind of weird to come back
home and have your family member, your cousins—who were not military—who grew up right
here in town call other people a name. It was like 'what the hell is that?' Yeah. Didn't get it."
Especially when viewed from this story:
We had regular spend-the-night parties. All the little girls were invited. We didn't
say "only the little white girls were invited." A mom would take us to [go]
bowling. And we would have pizza. And we would go home and giggle all night.
Never thought a thing of it…[At college I knew] a black woman who was going
to the University of [XX]…We were out and it starting getting late, so she said I
could stay with her at the dorm because her roommate wasn't there; so I did. We
got up the next morning and she took me to the cafeteria to get breakfast, and
when we walked in there, the conversations just stopped. I'm like "what's going
on here?"
Later, after college, she had another story that bewildered here: "There was a time when I
needed to get something from my [grandparents'] house," and I was "with a black co-worker…I
didn't want her sitting in the cold car while I went inside," so I brought her in with me. "The next
time I went to [their] house, I got a total dressing down…never would have considered it was an
issue." In fact, Beth often wondered why her father did not have a similar mentality given he was
a product of that environment, "but I think he was able to get so immersed in the military and get
away from that environment—to get out and experience the world."
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And yet, her stories around Race also had a positive, deeply emotional side especially as
it was connected to the time she remembered when she finally had the opportunity to regain onBase privileges. It was after she got a job working at an on-Base club; a job that when she saw
being advertised she immediately applied for. There, she recalled when surviving members of
the Tuskegee Airmen would come in on the same day each week in full-dress uniform. Often,
other servicemembers—"black, white, or whatever"—would come up to her and ask her if these
men were in fact the Tuskegee Airmen: "And I would tell them, yes they are" and be amazed that
no matter who (or what rank) that person was, "they all were nervous and had to compose
themselves before nervously walking up to these heroes to ask to shake their hand and thank
them for their service."
I was so excited to get that job, so excited to get that placard to put on my car so I
could once again get back on Base—just like I used to. I remember going in early
one day, getting on Base…in time for Taps to be played. And I saw all those cars
stopped, saw all of the people getting out of their cars; and I got out of my car and
stood there as it played, and I got so emotional. I got goose hairs all over. And I
almost cried—I was back on Base.
Jenn—"It's the only life I've ever known; I wouldn't trade it for the world"—Jenn,
as with Kathy above, is a special friend of my family, and as such does require that important
prefacing information. Because her father and mine were essentially working in the same
arena—in the same unit—we travelled the same circles, sharing time at many of the same Bases.
Jenn's father, as with mine, stayed in the service for 30-plus years before retiring. Also, Jenn's
siblings were nearly the same ages as me and my siblings, and so we shared the same grades in
school. Although Jenn and I were not particularly close—she being old enough that we would
not necessarily overlap in school, we acknowledge the fact that we each see the other's family as
family. Hence, the now-requisite caveat for the following introduction in order that I be
conscientious of any potential for bias—to acknowledge that Jenn might seek to present her best
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self, and in this case, the best face of the Brat community, in order to help me with my work. I
will state, again, that I am not in any way convinced that Jenn, or any CP for that matter, had any
preferential leanings when telling me their stories.
Right from the top, Jenn remarked on the "punctuality" of my phone call and we laughed
about how it was "bred into us." I found it interesting that this would be what began our
conversation, because the idea of things being "bred" into us as Brats seemed a common thread
connecting her passions about life lived military. This is an integral aspect of Jenn, because she
never actually gave up her dependent status. Jenn married a servicemember, an Army soldier, out
of college; so she essentially went from being a Brat to a military spouse, not giving up her ID
Card until approximately two years prior to the time of our conversation.
Jenn definitely falls into the Overseas category, and although she does not "remember
many of the schools anymore," she does know that from the time she was two weeks old until
she graduated from high school, she was Overseas: "A long time ago, I remember trying to
figure out all of our moves because [family members] were having this discussion, and I gave up
at around 15," because people "remembered different things." But she does know that she "never
spent any real time in the States. Maybe 6 months to a year at most, and then back Overseas."
And those early years until she was 12 were spent in France and Belgium, where she attended
S.H.A.P.E. International School (Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe). S.H.A.P.E. is
set up for the children of NATO member countries living in France/Belgium 22 providing a K-12
education for the diverse nations present. So, aside from the obvious level of diversity Jenn notes
as being so important, students could interact with the academic classes of the different
_______________
22
SHAPE moved from France to Belgium when France dropped out of NATO's military
network.
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countries: Jenn, for instance, had the opportunity to take a Science class offered in the French
Section, and Agriculture offered in the German Section.
Jenn, while telling stories about her time at the school, led us to talk about our varied
movies. With a laugh, she noted that:
[The] worst one ever—…was during junior year, going from Heidelberg to the
rival high school in Mannheim…The best move was to PHV in Heidelberg. We
had the whole top floor…where the hallway was so long and you would run and
skate down it in your socks. And we would go from stairwell to stairwell where
our friends were—and trade comic books and whatever. I really enjoyed that
there.
Given this story, I mentioned the research on Stairwell Syndrome to get her thoughts:
I wouldn't have traded it. Because you would have, like, block parties right there
in the stairwells. And if it was raining, all us kids could just play inside right there
on the landing. And on Halloween, Christmas, we would paint those windows. I
loved all of that. And we were so secure! If my folks went somewhere, you know
everybody was right there in the building. Like, if I was babysitting, I was never
afraid—you could just run out there in the stairwell and start screaming.
And yet, our time in Europe was not without its own issues. We talked about some of
those bad experiences—not the individual ones, but the ones that were more universal, and that
both our families experienced. "There were fears of course, like the Baader-Meinhof Gang23,"
that were in addition to the worry generated by our fathers being in Vietnam—any of the places
could have had violence. She remembers not being "allowed to go to certain places while in
Belgium," and that she had to hide her ID Card in her sock: "In my sock!" She remembered,
then, how 9/11 had brought back a lot of those traumatic memories, including the terrorism at the
Munich Olympics—which we were both in Germany to experience. Jenn remarks on the
variation of that feeling of fear when she became a military spouse: then, it was essentially a
post-Vietnam, Cold War period and aside from certain moments, those things did not seem as
_______________
23
Referencing a terrorist group, also called the Red Army Faction, that was responsible for
bombings of U.S. Bases in the 70s and mid-80s, which had everyone on alert.
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close; however, as a spouse, she went through an entirely different experience when her soldierhusband was involved in the first Gulf War or was sent to other volatile areas. "That's a whole
different kind of scary." She compares this to how she lives now: "It's kind of nice to live— I
mean, the last 20 years have been non-military and it's been—unique." She loves where she lives
now, because she feels that the neighborhood "has that kind of military Base atmosphere"
relishing the idea of that feeling of how "growing up, everybody supported everybody, you
know"—where neighbors knew each other and cared about each other; looked out for each other.
"The hardest part, I have to admit, was when I was first out on my own not having that support
system. I wouldn't have been able to make it through [recent hardships] if it weren't for the kind
of neighbors I have."
Jenn also told stories that becoming familiar now: of the plethora of field trips, both with
school and as a family, that she took, the many Volksmarches that occurred all over Germany,
the trips to fairs and festivals and circuses (Fasching, Weihnachtsmarkts, the Backfischfest, and
others), and family camping trips to the countryside:
Holy cow! I got to see and do things most people never get a chance to…Dad
made sure we visited everywhere. Everywhere. There's not a castle on the Rhine
that we did not visit. Concentration Camps. Battle sites. Dad loved history…I got
a lot of my passions for the military and history from him…We always had a
good time. I mean every lesson was— it was "get something out of it!" you know.
As for those people who did not try to get out and explore in this way, who stayed on Base and
refused to take the opportunity: "Yeah, I met some of them, and I won't tell you what Daddy
used to call them."
This brought up a conversation about our fathers, their careers, and the way they were so
determined to make use of every opportunity provided. We talked about their push to send their
kids to college, to always get top grades, and also how kids in public schools seemed so much
more problematic in class:
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All I can think of is that if we'd behaved that way, we'd've been in so much
trouble. But then, you know, it was drilled into us. Even as a young child, you
know everything reflects bad on your father. As I got older, my father said, 'yeah,
it reflects on me, but it also reflects on your country. How you behave off-Base
will be how people see Americans.' And I was always so proud to be American,
you know, I would never be purposefully disrespectful to that.
And then we laughed about having the shared experience of our fathers, who because of
the type of work they did with technology and being at the front-end of innovation, encouraged
us to study computer science in college—only to have those early computer languages that we
had to learn be made obsolete shortly after we left school. "I can tell you one thing that irritated
me," she recalls. "When we came back Stateside, I got accepted to three different universities,"
but before she could start at the one she eventually chose, she had to take a class in Government.
It turned out that in the schools she had gone to Overseas, none of them had the kind of
"Government" class identifier that Universities could use to write off that particular requirement
before starting classes. It bothered her not because she had to take the class, but because she felt
that she had more knowledge of U.S. Government than anyone she knew; this as part of the
understanding that we had a more complete education through the DoDD school system, which
leaned heavily on college preparation.
When I pointed out that, based on the breakdown of her age and the moves she made, I
guessed she had not been in any tours to the Near East or Far East, as our family had done. She
reminded me of her near-20 years as a soldier's wife, and did indeed go to Japan and South
Korea, as well as many other military bases, enabling her to proudly proclaim that she must have
hit at least 40 countries in her entire military life. But for her, a more poignant move—because it
spoke to the kind of person she believes Brats to be—occurred on moving to Kentucky with her
spouse. There, as happened to each of the CPs in their own way, she was "amazed by those who
never left the state, never left the county even…this is the kind of small town or whatever that
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these young servicemembers were getting out of"; where, at the time, "[husband] would have to
pinch me to keep me from opening my mouth" when she saw injustices. "And the hate—!" she
sighs and cannot finish her sentence. Equally disheartening for Jenn was the reverse:
I can't understand why people don't like me because of my skin color…that
happens more lately than it ever did in my life. It's hard to swallow for someone
who grew up with everybody, other cultures, colors, beliefs…I grew up with
everybody. I can't imagine not liking someone for the color of their skin. I just
can't…I remember Turkey and Iran as filled with people who were so loving and
so kind. I just can't understand the hate that keeps growing and growing.
We talk some more about this characteristic and how she felt it was nurtured in us—this
very empathetic group of people (Brats) and their curiosity and wanting to understand people, to
not approach any other race or ethnicity or culture or religion with bias—or at least to try not
to— to care: "You know, we're all a dying breed. It's wrong and it's sad." I recognized this
cynical, almost despairing, feeling having had it myself for a long time. And we talk again about
the necessity of having people who understand Brats—who understand us—and building that
sense of community, of Home.
The conversation, underlined with a kind of noticeable heartache, led us to spend some
time talking about the fact that many of the Bases we had once called home (even if temporarily)
were closing or had already closed. We shared an understanding of the sadness of it—knowing
that, from the military's perspective it was necessary, yet holding onto (beyond that
rationalization) the sense of loss that accompanied their respective endings. Jenn reminded me
that it was not only the Overseas Bases that were feeling the effects of the Base Realignment and
Closure (or BRAC) initiatives designed to make the DoD more efficient. Ft. Ord, an Army Base
in California that had been closed in the early '90s, held a deeply personal connection to Jenn,
because it has been a part of her family's military history for two generations. "Just seeing that
sign, 'closed,' was so hard. It's like they're removing history from us…that, 'you can't go home
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again,' thing." It carries a double edge, a double meaning. Because, in this way, Home doesn't
exist for us physically, so we hold onto certain places emotionally, or metaphorically. These
Bases give us a sense of home that we can hold onto—and then they are gone: "As a military
Brat," Jenn says, "you don't have a home to go home to."
I wondered if it was possible that this idea of Home could be a reason why some Brats
had a negative experience, one that might be translated into those less-than-positive
characteristics I had told her about. Here, Jenn felt that it had most to do "with how your parents
made it seem." In fact, this idea does mirror some of those studies mentioned in previous
chapters herein which suggested that children had a better experience if their parents presented a
more positive face to it.
When it came to how I felt Brats were so often shown on TV and in movies as having
negative traits: "That's so wrong. No, that would make me very very very angry if I saw that." I
have to admit, that as I write this final character introduction, I wonder if I just plain watch too
much television.
Jenn did not have early-in-life memories of realizing her unique childhood—as some of
the CPs had—primarily because it was the only way of life she had ever known. The one time
she did go to a public school, in California, there were many Brats with her because of the
nearby Base. On the other hand, Jenn had an important story to tell, one I had not heard before,
and one that was deeply affecting, because I saw it as a conduit through which the negative
concept of Brats entered mainstream society:
I was on the Teen Board of the AYA and Ann Landers came to visit. And she
interviewed a whole bunch of us. We thought it was pretty cool, too, until we later
read what she wrote about us.24 And I remember then thinking 'Omigod, she didn't
_______________
24
I was not able to find the referenced Ann Landers story.
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understand or know us at all!' She wrote about us being 'promiscuous' and 'older
than our years' and made it all sound horrible. I remembered thinking, 'she just
didn't have a clue about us.' And when I came Stateside, it suddenly made more
sense, because we were so far ahead of our non-military peers—in everything! In
education, in the way we saw the world, in the way we behaved. And yeah, that's
when it hit me that I was— that we were different. That was hard…I've never
been afraid to go out on my own and do something different; and take chances. I
mean, I've never been afraid! Because we were brought up to be independent, you
know…It made us strong. It made us independent.
Ed (Me)—"Suitcase days/hotel nights/calendar the rhythm/of my traveler's
dance"—I must admit I have gone back and forth over the idea of adding this particular
introduction. In the realm of NI methodology, the idea of placing myself in the position of being
interviewed had been broached; a perhaps good idea, but one I was not able to administer. The
idea was to put myself in the position of the CPs above; to be interviewed by some trusting soul
who could follow, in some way, the flow and frankness of the conversations I had had with
others. In my mind, this would take someone not unlike one of the CPs: someone who
understood what it meant to be a Brat—someone who was a Brat—and who could satisfy the
parameters for inclusion in the original pool. Seems an excellent idea, and I certainly recommend
it as an additional part of the process for anyone who might try the same methodology. The truth
is, there were a lot of questions from the CPs, some of which I mentioned in their introductions,
and some that I answered for myself in my journals. This of course raised the dilemma: is an
introduction of myself, one that might match the introductions above, something that will
basically present itself constantly throughout this piece—start to finish, or will it unwind through
self-reflection and memory exploration in what will follow via analysis and review.
I have chosen the former, an introduction of myself, by adding Ed to the cast of
characters: adding Brat Me (Ed) to the Dramatis Personae as a way to respond directly to some
of the questions I had asked the other Brats. In this way, I could be interviewed to some degree,
telling stories of experience I felt were directly relevant to the ones in the above character list,
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without being overly self-reflective in the process—especially while the individual experiences
of the cast of characters were, hopefully, still fresh in the reader's mind. The goal, if anything,
was to try and bounce off of, to mirror, elements that emerged in those introductions.
Additionally, this provides an opportunity to generate an ancillary character profile (of myself)
which could contain some of my own personal recollections and responses which were not made
part of the character introductions. On many occasions during the conversations, I responded in
ways that shared my own Brathood in order to elicit a deeper connection with CPs. Within the
introductions, I offered thoughts and responses I believed necessary for clarification, but did not
often include my own conversational input pertaining to specific experiences. For example, the
significance of punctuality that began many of the interviews; for it, I respond:
I find it difficult to be late to anything. It seems that no matter how hard I try, I'm
always like ten minutes early. I have even consciously tried to take my time, to
experiment, only to find that I still get where I'm going ahead of schedule.
Punctuality has generally worked in my favor, especially when it came to my
work in theatre where being on time and ready to go was viewed as a benefit. For
that matter, it was definitely a good attribute to have when it came to jobs,
especially when one learns that people can often be late and/or put less
importance on timeliness.
The blocked quote above is my (writer and Brat) response to punctuality. I also had a Narrative
Inquirer response which I noted within the above introduction regarding the temporality
Commonplace and the degree to which time plays an important part in the lives of Brats.
Together these responses represent the kind of dual nature inherent to being a researcher and ingroup member, a particular aspect of the sociality Commonplace I feel I need to address. To this
point, the nature of the Commonplaces and their connectivity to and through the cast list (which
includes Me) follows this final introduction. Before going forward, I do want to stress that there
will be quoted and block-quoted text in the following which may seem entirely strange and
difficult to adjust to. I only ask it be kept in mind that this material reflects the "Ed" of the cast
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list. It comes either from statements I made during the conversations (as recorded), or were lifted
from my own notes and journals; they are meant to reflect another voice, another character,
another layer.
I have no specific memory of when I first noticed that I had had a different childhood
than others, because—as with Jenn—I was born into the military and existed in it until I
graduated from college. As I have noted, my first recollection of public school was when my
father was in Vietnam and we were housed in Moses Lake, Washington. There, many of our
neighbors were also military families whose servicemember parent was in Vietnam. The area had
once been an Air Force Base that was closed in 1966, so there was a lot of empty houses by the
time we got there in '71-'72. Even were there to be non-military people at the elementary school
(which I later learned to be the case), I was still entrenched in the belief that everyone else was
just like me—moving around all the time and waiting for Dad to come home from the war.
The second time I went to a public school was after we arrived in the States in 1976. I
have mentioned some of my feeling about this in Jenn's introduction above. Additionally, unlike
others, we did not then fly from the East Coast to our destination—we drove. In fact, we drove
cross-country for most of our moves because my father hated flying. When we did fly, I
remember him being too happy, learning as an adult that he was not only on meds just for his
anxiety, but drank those mini-bottles the entire flight. For us, this provided the privilege of our
being able to see much of the U.S., stopping occasionally at some of the typical places along the
way: tourist traps and historical sites, equally. This cross-country trip took us to Ft. Huachuca,
Arizona, where we lived "in an actual house":
It was so cool, like somehow we had been rewarded, because we were no longer
in those large apartment complexes, but an actual house—well, a duplex; but it
had a front yard and a backyard, and a carport, and a clothesline off the back door
to dry our clothes in the hot Arizona sun.
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My feelings about this huge change in living—from apartment to house—had nothing
really to do with the housing setup Overseas. As I wrote about earlier, I reject pretty much
outright any of the negative descriptions I found in the Stairwell Syndrome article (Bower, 1967)
and its lack of a full-context look at the setting of life in the stairwells. In fact,
The stairwell that we lived in stood a pretty high chance of being the place you
were going to meet that "best friend" you were going to have for that tour—and, if
not one of your own stairwell neighbors, certainly one of the other stairwells.
Oftentimes, all of the kids in the stairwell (or stairwells) within each others' age ranges, were
bound to be friendly, if not friends, because "you would end up walking back and forth to school
with them, or hanging out with them at the playground, or whatever." I have to make sure I stress
here that the Stairwell Syndrome study (Bower, 1967) was based on responses from adults. It is
more than possible the so-called syndrome is a more universal feeling among parents and/or
servicemembers dealing with entirely different, certainly much more complex, issues than their
children. What I can say is: "I remember seeing my mom sitting out on the benches in front of
our stairwell talking with other moms. And I remember that sometimes when I was going up or
down the stairs, I would see people talking to each other across landings." Additionally, as I have
said before, my mother has only good memories of housing (my father has passed away so his
opinion is not available—I never heard him say anything negative, and my mother says he had
no opinion one way or the other). None of the CPs mentioned anything about their parents
having any complaints (in reference to the social atmosphere). Even with that analysis being
done with parents rather than children, however, there is a definite timespan between the when
Stairwell Syndrome was published and when I and my fellow CPs lived in Overseas housing.
Meanwhile, back in Ft. Huachuca and the house without stairs, the middle school on Base
stopped at the 7th grade. "I remember the middle school being pretty cool for the most part, and
the more interesting thing was how many people I ran into who I'd known before! There were so
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many of them, some I knew would be there because" of my father and their father being in the
same unit. But there were others from Germany as well. In fact, it was during this time and
through this experience that a way of being was percolating in my still immature mind; an idea
that I would realize when I had the opportunity to return to Arizona in the summer after I
graduated from high school:
We had been living at this Base for a while, probably a few months into 7th grade,
when someone walked up to me during school. He was so excited to see me,
coming up at recess after we sort of caught each other's eyes. That's always a
weird experience. It's happened a few times for me—seeing someone you
recognize in a place you don't expect to see them. You get this chill. And then you
don't know what to do, because you're not sure if it's them or not…it's like you
freeze and your brain goes into overdrive trying to figure out why you got that
rush.
This Brat walks up and introduces himself and I realize that he was a really good friend of mine
two Bases prior to this one. ("A great way to describe the passage of time, right?") I will guess
that it was approximately three to four years since last I saw him, and "what I remember most
was that we were in the same Cub Scout/Webelos group and I would occasionally go with him to
his house where his mom would make these amazing banana milkshakes for us." But the truth is,
even though we had been pretty good friends before, we were not again—mainly because I did
not reflect back the degree to which he responded at seeing me; I did not have, at the time, the
same enthusiasm he had seeing me—and, at the time, I did not know why. Later in life, I would
understand that I had severely—to my detriment—developed a behavior that completely wrote
off who I was in one place to become someone else in another. This creation of a new self, and,
basically, destruction of a past one, disabled the possibility for reestablishing past relationships.
The second half of my school time in Arizona was spent with other Brats, my age and
older, being bussed to a junior high school off-Base. I had spent a rather unscathed time at the
Middle School, not being picked on or bullied. It seemed I had finally been given release from
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that particularly ugly part of childhood. Unfortunately, it began again off-Base with some of the
local, non-military kids pulling me back into the wearying torment; fortunately, it would not last,
because my father received orders to South Korea, and we followed him there. As I have
mentioned before, "the biggest difference, the biggest hit I took at the time, was not that I left in
the middle of 9th grade; it was that when I got to Korea, I felt dumb. I was in the grade I was
supposed to be in, but I had no idea what was going on." I did miss some of the friends I had
made in Arizona, but the truth is I quashed any of those self-pitying thoughts, pushed them down
and away, and went through the now-habituated routine of departure and arrival. I tried to
maintain a letter-writing friendship with a really close friend who kept me up to date on the
goings-on of Mork from Ork, but that dissipated quickly, mostly due to the really long amount of
time it took for the back and forth to take place—and my inability to habituate that kind of
sustaining behavior. To add to the focus issues, at the high school on Base in Korea, I was still
occasionally beset by the bully motif, picked on and made fun of, and it took me too long to
catch back up to the kind of academics I was used to, "to the grades I was used to getting. In all
honesty, I've never gotten over the low self-esteem and low self-image that kind of got fortified
while I was there."
I should point out, before going too far along here, the particular physical characteristics I
possessed which affected my Self image. This in order to provide, as much as possible, a
window on where I come from with my personal views of childhood: "For as long as I can
remember, I was the smallest kid in school—at least that's what it felt like." Although in class
pictures I can see that for the first few years of school I was no different than the others, "I didn't
really start growing until the end of my senior year and into college. I remember it, because I had
the worst leg cramps. It was agony, especially at night, and I didn't know what to do." Basically,
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I went from 4'11" or so at the end of high school to around 5'9" by the time I left college. "I was
the short kid…I was also 'carrot top,' and 'four-eyes,' and it's a good thing we couldn't afford
braces or I'd've had to add 'tin grin' or 'metal mouth' to the mix." Add to that a last name that is
obviously easy to make fun of and it is easy to understand how I was able to integrate a negative
self-image into Who I Am and why I would be the token target for bullying. To understand how
being a "shrimp" is still elemental to internal perspectives, I often find that when I picture myself
with others, or just picture others, I still see them being taller than me, even when I know very
well they are not.
Any of these issues would have easily been translated into the kind of negativity
attributed to growing up in the military had I been the subject of those early studies. It would not
have been, however, out of any angst at the constant moving, the perpetual absence of my father,
or the often heavy-handed, somewhat constraining, forces at work within the strictures of
military culture; it would have come from the deeper, emotional pain and anger of victim pathos
which plagued my childhood. I have no illusions that my particular brand of childhood was in
any way special or directly the result of the military atmosphere. I know full well that many
young people felt similar torments, suffered the same petty tyrannies of this particular childhood
trope. I will suggest, however, under the narrative tenet "context is king," that there were aspects
of growing up within the military environment that seemed to exacerbate my experience. It is not
my intent to draw out this particular chunk of my Brathood by attempting to explain these
aspects at length; however, I do feel that there seemed to be a universal disdain for weakness and
a corresponding esteem for strength. Unfortunately, I never got the impression that the strength
of one's intellect satisfied the latter value.
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I took with me all of these challenging traits into adulthood. During my post-Brathood
years, I indeed suffered many of the negative psycho-social behavioral issues (as I have
mentioned before) presented in the studies I would later read. Then, I just carried the pain and
anger as anyone might, taking it out on those around me. Soon, however, I would begin to
recognize similar issues in characters of books I was reading and in the television shows and
movies I was seeing. Thereafter, I began using as excuses for the bad behavior I exhibited the
analysis of Brats I saw depicted, believing that I now had a foundational reason for being the
way I was—as if it were somehow justified by my childhood and therefore completely
forgivable. I know this is hardly the case. An immense amount of work was and is required, but
on this research path, I had the undeniable luxury of the positive influence of my traveling
companions, who, with the addition of therapy and a commitment to better self-understanding,
would allow me the chance to refresh and reframe my past in order to better persist and endure a
long and difficult journey—a journey on which this dissertation perhaps represents merely a
waystation, a platform to view an unlimited vista (setting) from which to reflect on my past
while being mindful of my future (temporality) and acknowledge with gentle care and bold
embrace the invaluable relationships (sociality) that have contributed to a life in progress:
My goal is not to suggest that life growing up military is a bed of roses, the
complete opposite of what my early exploration revealed. There are certainly any
number of thorns—many that dig deep and leave pretty good scars. On the other
hand, if there is a more positive view, however minimal it might emerge in my
study, it ought to be celebrated.
Revisiting the Commonplaces
It is appropriate, after the introductions, to revisit the Commonplaces for a moment. They
ask us to focus on sociality, place, and temporality which Clandinin and Rosiek (2007) have
indicated "specify dimensions of narrative inquiry spaces and mark out the landscape space of
narrative inquiry" (p. 69), as well as the complexities involved in these aspects individually and
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in their relationships to each other. Within the recursive nature of NI, I have attempted to create
an atmosphere and engagement space for the Commonplaces to—in a sense—assert themselves,
because "[a]ttending to experience through attending to all three commonplaces simultaneously
is, in part, what distinguishes narrative inquiry from other methodologies" (Clandinin, 2013, pp.
38-39).
Sociality. For me, the idea of textually presenting the CPs as a cast of characters—my
Dramatis Personae—was a way for readers to get to know them in a way I feel mirrors the way
Brats often interact with each other, and also how a non-military person might experience a first
meeting with a Brat. In the former, the interaction between myself (a Brat) and the CPs is
unguarded, open, a layering of shared experience with personal perspective and individual
meaning, where common events, mutual understandings, and cultural camaraderie expand and
broaden—mature—in the Petri dish of the conversation space. In turn, an acknowledgement of
our individual and shared Selves re-affirms the principle of belonging so necessary to the kind of
intrinsic motivation that sustains the group as a whole. Additionally, it supports each individual
member through their own growth and maturation processes—which reflects back to the group
encouraging it to also grow, adapt, and change, furthering the group's ability to provide support
to an ever-shifting and expanding pool of members.
As for the latter—that first meeting between a Brat and a non-Brat—one can expect a
more guarded approach, but mostly in terms of sharing one's private life. If the introductions tell
us anything, a Brat will certainly not hesitate to walk up to a stranger and say "hi" given the
opportunity. Although there might be a somewhat reluctant, or less-than-hidden, reaction to the
question "where are you from?" were the greeted individual to show any interest—authentic
interest, as a Brat will most likely recognize superficialities—that person will need to sit back,
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relax, and prepare to be delightfully inundated with a life story uniquely filled with any number
of self-effacing tales, laced with awe-inspiring proximity to world events, and, perhaps, some
nostalgic hints at sadness and heartache. In fact, the listener might well feel, at some point during
the epic, that there has been a tad more over-sharing than they are used to—they will probably
not be wrong. To repeat, it is not the agenda of NI or this dissertation to generalize findings; to
do so would be to devalue individuality and context for the sake of group ethos. However, the
introductions above certainly support relational continuity across individual narratives as well as
institutional ones, and highlight a (hopefully obvious) Commonplace.
The Dramatis Personae, then, is a way to initialize, better yet, formalize, a way to begin
seeing the interdependencies and inter-relationships of the CPs to each other, to the Brat
community, and ultimately to society at large, with a view toward the elemental requests of
sociality. Connelly and Clandinin suggest two dimensions: one, personal and social conditions,
and two, the relationship between inquirer and participant (Clandinin, 2013, p. 40; Clandinin,
Pushor, & Murray Orr, 2007, p. 23). In the first dimension, personal refers to "the feelings,
hopes, desires, aesthetic reactions and moral dispositions" (Connelly & Clandinin, 2006, p. 480)
of me and the CPs, and social refers to "the conditions under which people's experiences and
events are unfolding. These social conditions are understood, in part, in terms of cultural, social,
institutional, familial, and linguistic narratives" (Clandinin, 2013, p. 40)
This first dimension is satisfied by the CPs themselves and the anecdotes, thoughts,
impressions, and reflections—the stories—they chose to share with me as well as readers (CPs
understood, anonymous or not, that by sharing with me, I was a conduit to anyone else who
might be interested). If there is a lack, in any way, of references to those individual conditions
such as "feelings, hopes, desires," the blame is entirely mine: no CP was averse to responding to
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any question I had, nor were they reluctant to reach into their pasts and guide me through
memories of joy and sadness—to those often bittersweet details of Brathood. Any failure, then,
to have elevated their stories to a level of breadth and depth capable of furnishing the best
opportunity for readers to form images relevant to the conditions, falls entirely at my doorstep;
my commitment to their voices was and is predicated on my researcher's ability to attend to the
Commonplaces and provide enough information, within the given constraints of my own
understanding, for readers to develop that image. On the other hand, any success in providing
even some of the necessary ingredients—enough for readers to develop a starting point for
understanding what a Brat might be—will have encouraged an ancillary impact on the inquiry,
which is to stimulate a relationship between reader and CP. It is within that developing
relationship that a complementary narrative begins to form—and, speaking to my overall agenda,
it is that narrative I hope to positivize and have run parallel to that negative narrative I believe
emerged from the popular and scholarly literature.
The second dimension, the relationship between inquirer and participant—myself and the
CPs—reveals itself, at least in my perception of the act, in the degree to which I was allowed
such deep and personal access into the lives of these individuals. It is a result, I am sure, of my
in-group status. No matter the way in which a CP expressed how they felt about being in a group
or with strangers—from "no one is a stranger" to "I don't fit in", a common social thread was a
reluctance to participate in the kind of superficial social interactions that precede a decision of
whether or not to further the conversation. These Brats, it would seem (and myself included), are
not interested in wasting time—however miniscule—on this process. The relationship, then, that
we developed (whether or not based on existing or in-group ties) enabled the lowering of the
armor that Brats tend to have fortified through childhood. With a conscious choice to lower
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guards, CPs were that much more vulnerable, that much more open to revealing who they were,
are and, (with careful examination by the reader), wish to be.
For my part, I have always thought small talk was something I did not want to participate
in, because I did not know how to do it; that it was a social skill I never learned due to my high
mobility. Lacking this particular talent, I continually removed myself from instances it was likely
to occur, potentially habituating this behavior into a kind of social anxiety. After listening to my
fellow Brats discuss their experiences, I find I can almost re-frame my fears and reattribute them
to the more likely distaste for "schmoozing" which tended to carry an air of in-authenticity in the
normal, conversational, social routine of discovering common ground—common ground, it
seems I was already used to, habituated to, standing on.
Place. Not being burdened by the same baggage of uncertainty I happen to carry, readers
may have already seen the significance of the concept of place as it relates to Brats and their
childhood experiences. In reference to this Commonplace, Connelly and Clandinin (2006) define
it as "The specific concrete, physical and topological boundaries of place or sequences of places
where the inquiry and events take place" (p. 480); stating it more simply: "all events take place
some place" (Clandinin & Huber, 2010, p. 4; Connelly & Clandinin, 2006, p. 481).
Given this, I take the concept of place and repurpose it through a term that feels more
comfortable to me, and that will allow me to speak more to this Commonplace. It is not a stretch.
I am not redefining the word or any of the concepts within its purview; I only wish to shift to the
stage nomenclature I have already been using, primarily out of a selfish need for the comfort of
continuing to do so. I prefer the word setting to place, because it allows me a number of
pathways into the narrative: from setting up the world—lights, sound, scenery, and rules that
apply—within which the journey takes place (the backdrop/atmosphere) to setting the characters
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in context (the situation) to setting the scenes wherein events take place (the stage) to setting the
space—auditorium, or house—where the drama subsequently and perhaps continually25 unfolds
for new eyes and ears (the audience). For example, under setting at the beginning of a script, one
might find this description: "The family housing area of a large U.S. Military Base in West
Germany circa 1978." The description speaks directly to the first three pathways and urges the
reader (say, a director) toward research that would uncover the complex meanings underlying the
description; the fourth pathway (the space), then, being accounted for via the presentation of said
script—movie, television, stage. This entire process then, by its very nature, provides another
avenue for creating interdependent relationships while also creating an opportunity for invoking
a more comprehensive, context-laden, content-driven, narrative.
Importantly, setting also enables me to attend to my bias—both in my use of the stage as
a methodological presentation approach, and, more to the point, my reluctance to respond to the
"specific concrete, physical…" aspect by presenting the innumerable places CPs and I spent our
respective childhoods. Inasmuch as locale, especially in terms of the influence of Overseas
living, is seemingly integral to an analysis, from my perspective it is the fluidity of locale—its
mutability—that represents a higher priority for representation than actual place, especially when
it comes to this research. Additionally, I hope that, from the introductions themselves, readers are
able to recognize the exigencies of my proceeding in this way, perceiving Brats' near-necessity
of carrying place with them wherever they go. This study, then, is not about a "concrete" locale,
but about the fact that locales were just as often different as they were the same, while also
revealing the intrinsic commonalities of stories as if they had happened within the same
_______________
I mean this as being mindful to the fact that the storied events have already taken place once,
in real time, and then again and again as they are relived in later stories, and again as they are
vicariously lived by the storyhearer. More on this idea is expressed in the section on temporality.
25
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"physical and topographical boundaries." Additionally, it is one thing to explore the space (place)
that was created in order to provide a positive environment for the conversations to transpire
(another element of place), it is another thing to attempt to chronicle each and every location, on
Base or off, in an attempt to expand the narrative beyond necessity. In fact, it does seem a
potential avenue for further research, studying the effects of various locations on the maturing
mind, but that is not my goal.
Setting, for me, is most relevant, most definable, not when it respects the actual, physical
locations that CPs describe, but when it asserts creative license beyond place, beyond "concrete,"
and allows for the non-physical sense of place that emerges when Brats discuss what it means to
grow up military. An example of the scope that this notion supports becomes realized more
intently (to me) in the CPs' depictions—supported by deep, heartfelt, emotional ties—of Home.
Home, or at least the impressions of it as conceptualized by CPs, range along that physical to
non-physical spectrum by any number of degrees. Some defined it as the place they eventually
returned to in the U.S. where it already possessed a long history of generational family
attachment and which was then, over time and with regular visitation, instilled in the individual.
Others saw Home as where they were in the present (at the time of the conversation)—where,
with their families and careers, they invested in and established roots. Still others saw Home only
in its abstract, in its quality, as a container for things held dear—a kind of visceral evocation of
the proverb, "Home is where the heart is."
Temporality. This Commonplace is often the one I find the most complex in terms of
understanding its overall nature. Mostly, I believe it has to do with how temporality is explained
in the many works I have read and its derivation from (as Clandinin and Connelly have asked me
to understand) the works of Dewey. Inasmuch as it is not the intent of this section to reexamine
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the temporality Commonplace, as I believe I have fretted it enough in the Methodology chapter, I
do want to broach a number of elements that stand out before attending to its prescription.
"Experience…is always more than we can know and represent in a single statement, paragraph,
or book. Every representation, therefore, no matter how faithful to that which it tries to depict,
involves selective emphasis of our experience" (Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007, p. 9). I look at this
first to acknowledge the fact that the stories, anecdotes, and recollections are subject to the
fickleness of memory, and influenced by the space in which they are recalled. In other words,
our memories are often not just clouded by the passage of time, but they also tend to be adjusted
to fit the hearer(s)—supporting Carr's (1986) oft-quoted statement: "We are composing and
constantly revising our autobiographies as we go along" (p. 76). Additionally, in this way,
"Every experience both takes up something from the present moment and carries it into future
experiences. Events, people, and objects under study are in temporal transition" (Clandinin &
Rosiek, 2007, p. 49).
These and the many other statements regarding the concept of temporality are intent on
highlighting the importance of understanding the fact that recalled events (like those of my CPs)
occurred over time; that they are recollected at a later time while being relived in the present
telling; and, whether consciously or not, are being affected by an underlying appreciation of the
notion that those recalled events have a future, a destiny, because storytellers have some
knowledge that their tales have a life beyond the telling purely by the virtue of their being
shared. And so it is not just the linear concept of time that influences, supports, bridges, and
boggles our memories, nor is it some science-fictioned proffering of time as an elusive
abstraction, warping and lagging, compressing and reverberating, bouncing about with each
vibration of a quantum string. For me, temporality points to all of these intricacies, confusing the
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waters because there is more going on than what might be viewed as three points of a triangle:
past, present, and future. It is because there is a temporal intonation inherent to every point of
demarcation in this NI journey: a recalled event, a remembered experience, occurs at the time it
happens, and reoccurs at the time it is stored where it succumbs to adjustments, however slight,
in that act of storing and at the insistence of setting and sociality. It then reoccurs and readjusts
each time it is recalled, whether it is being shared or not. Subsequent retellings create a freefloating abstract truth of the event or experience, which now exists in the fluidity of time to be
adjusted and readjusted, tweaked and re-imagined to fit the requirements of any given
narrative—at any given time.
CPs are not immune to the deficiencies of memory, and each acknowledged in some way
or another that their memories of Brathood lacked the preciseness they thought would be a
requirement for our conversations. Exactness, however, is of the least concern. Here, the stories
of childhood, of Brathoods, are bounded by time because the label—Brathood—forces it. But the
boundaries are not restrictive; in fact they are freeing. By limiting the timespan to the years of
Brathood, CPs were allowed to share experiences that immediately came to mind. As such,
experiences were relevant to, in a sense, who they are now as compared with who they were then
and who they wish themselves to be, all relative to past, present, and future. Temporality does
not require precision of times and dates, but anticipates the effects of time on the telling. For
example, CPs could have recalled the experience of moving (or of parent absence, or any of the
presumed traumas of Brathood) by telling stories of how, at the time each move occurred, they
were traumatized, how they were negatively affected by leaving friends and family and the
comfort and security of a time-invested, rooted place. They did not. They understood that time
had played a role in how they felt about the heartbreaks and the pains that accompanied mobility;
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they could see back through their complex experiences and understand that with those pains
came opportunities for growth. CPs brought with them, through time and through reflection on
times past, a unique perspective on resiliency—on the ability to face change as it came, and use
it to their advantage to see the world as always being in flux. Additionally, they found the
capacity to share, in their responses to what they might tell young Brats, the potential positives
that can exist when one develops the capacity to appreciate all that occurs in the where they are
and when they are.
As an integral Commonplace, temporality purposefully approaches experience not as
being locked to a moment, not as a fixture eternally anchored to an event, a frozen image, to dim
and ultimately disappear. Experience is a free-floating entity all its own, and subject to the joys
and sorrows of recall, not burdened by the vanities of ego-truth—were it so, we would not learn.
Experiences have the potential to affect in the moment, and effect across our temporal
existences, shuttling knowledge from then to an eternal now. In this way, our life narratives are
challenged, through NI, to find purchase in the growth of others' lives and to support and sustain
the groups within which we interact—from immediate family to the human family. Because
temporality loosens the ties of time, unbinds them, it provides me the option to reevaluate my
own experience, in light of those who shared similar experiences, and propose a different
perspective through which to observe.
How does any of this help generate a sense of what it means to grow up a Brat on a
military Base in another country under the auspices of a system most people are very unlikely to
encounter (except perhaps through an often-overly dramatized, reductionized, version in a
television show or movie)? I can only answer that I do not know. This is a crucial aspect of my
research and, certainly, my tendency to see the previous research as lacking in necessary context:
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the inability to communicate setting without understanding the diverse range of environments—
tangible and intangible—which unite in the heart and head in order to best support an answer to
"where are you from?"; the tendency to reduce the complex interweave of temporality to simple
linear cause-and-effect and in so doing distance the cyclic nature of past, present, and future
from our self-reflecting grasp; and, as far as I am concerned, the laziness of neglecting or
outright dismissing the contextual linkages built and maintained by sociality in order to create an
easily-accessible label that, for a temporary shortcut, has the capacity to underwrite the
permanent devaluation of a voice.
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Chapter V: Discussion
There is an aspect of NI, especially as it relates to specific populations, I deeply respect.
Qualitative research methods, such as NI, make their mark for me when they provide access to
voices that have in some way been silenced—whether by power structures, by institutionalized
and/or systemic bias, or by plain old apathy. Research methods that specifically seek to provide
context—the deep dives—to otherwise marginalized communities, specifically from the
perspective of members in that community, offer pathways to understanding that might
otherwise go untrodden. Too often, narratives of others' lives are generated by agendas bent on
othering, focusing on characteristics that highlight differences likely to elevate one group over
another so as to foster group power differentials. There is nothing particularly new or
revolutionary about this concept; and I am sure there are any numbers of studies that have
dissected the reasons humans might want to engage in this behavior. It is not in my purview to
analyze, accommodate, excuse, or indict the conduct; I only want to acknowledge that
Qualitative Research (and NI as one of many methodologies) appears to be a valuable technique
for creating an open, accessible space from which to amplify voices which routinely go
unheeded—to build a platform, a podium, for the silenced.
I bring these things to bear on this study as a way to return to the first of the Eight
Elements, justification (see Chapter III, Attending to the "Eight Elements"), which persisted in
haunting my thoughts, pestering me as I roamed through the myriad settings of the journey. At
every step, I found myself confronted by a reticence to (what it seemed I was doing) elevate the
population I studied—mindful that it was one I identified with—to a level equal to those
marginalized and disenfranchised voices which benefit so greatly from the type of research I
sought to emulate. I did not find that there was, or is, a frustrated group of Brats struggling to be
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heard, fighting some systemic inequity cultivated by prejudice. I knew this going in: that the
negative characterization I felt was the predominant, socially accepted narrative of Brats was not
a deeply rooted, egregious act of suppression. I also recognized that there was no cry in the
wilderness from an aggrieved and lost soul seeking solace in a cold and uncaring world—my
romanticization of a possible insult to which I could employ an emancipatory, ego-satisfying,
knight's response.
Justification is the Element that forces me to address personal and social interests
(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 122) as integral components for the overall "why" of this study.
In the Eight Elements section, I spoke to these interests to the best of my ability, confronting the
incessant nagging of self-induced imposter syndrome. I have sought to clarify the "why," but
first had to accept that not every voice seeks to be heard or for that matter feels unheard; and not
every population is necessarily marginalized by the ulterior motives of some outside force. In
this case, no CP (Brat) spoke from a position of disenfranchisement; no one felt that their
Bratness was being silenced. In fact, although many may have to some degree also witnessed the
negativity I told them about, none had come close to the kind of reactionary level that had urged
my journey. Self-interest, in this light, would seem to be the only and obvious conclusion for
justification, and any connections, any ties, to a social interest would be weak at best.
And yet, we have these stories: 10 individuals told who they were and are, and shared
their experiences—experiences that allow access to who they see themselves having been, being,
and becoming. That Brathoods are fraught with emotional injuries which can be directly
attributed to the unique facets of the culture within which they transpire, is, I believe,
unarguable; every childhood is an amalgam of complex experiences specific to their time, place,
and relationships. I had felt that there were childhood slights (those highlighted previously in the
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literature, such as high mobility, absent parent(s), and living within the military culture), that,
when singled out and directed at Brats, painted a two-dimensional portrait of a particular
population, my community, which resulted in the neglect of a swath of diverse paints from which
to fill a palette. And, truth is, no group, population, community, or even individual is immune
from the kind of identity simplification that emerges at the moment we attach a label; at least this
is what NI, as the methodology I researched, invited me to understand.
The CPs with whom I interacted, by virtue of their willingness to join me on this journey,
not only equipped me with the necessary layers to create a fuller, more complete depiction of
what a Brathood might look like (and what its benefits might be), they also granted me the
privilege of revaluing myself and my past so that I might articulate a justification which arose
from the conversations: a simple but profound wish for positive acknowledgement—not from a
position of having been disrespected by a socially backed, negative phenomenon, nor out of a
self-important need to be rewarded as if Brathoods were being of service. If anything, I would
suggest that Brats would appreciate some attention from the military family itself for the period
prior to and slightly after a Brat turns in their ID Card in order to mitigate the
often-overwhelming sense of abandonment that can seriously disturb a smooth transition to
civilian life.
On Wishes, Dreams, and Dichotomies
There have been many times in my life when I had this idea, this wish, to pack a suitcase
and retrace the steps of my childhood. At the genesis of this dissertation, as I made an inventory
of my past to establish the backdrop of my Brathood, I found myself even more excited by the
prospect. I would begin in France where I was born, and visit the two small towns I lived in (but
have no recollection of). I would travel to Germany and see the multiple Bases we had been
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stationed. I would make the return trip from Germany to the States via the East Coast, and travel
cross-country by car, back to Arizona, and stand on that spot where I became inexorably tied to a
life of constant thought and self-reflection. And then, finally, I would fly to South Korea and
breathe through those high school moments many of us share as experiences we would have
wanted to go differently. All-in-all, a long and bittersweet journey to see the schools I attended,
kick through the playgrounds I played marbles in, run the bases on the different ball fields, and
gaze nostalgically at those Base housing stairwells, remembering how I had come to believe no
one slid down those banisters as fast as I did.
But my wish for a return, for a trek through my past, would dissolve fitfully under the
complex forces of temporality when I discovered that most of those Brathood settings no longer
existed, and that some childhood friends either no longer remembered me or had passed away.
This led to the kind of existential realization that should have been obvious, but one I had
neglected to incorporate into my thinking—that there were many reasons for why one would be
unable to reconnect with one's past. It was not only that so much time had elapsed, not only that
places were no longer there, it was also that social ties were as tenuous and fragile as the lives
that created and sustained them. In You Can't Go Home Again, Thomas Wolfe writes:
And it was silly, anyhow, to feel as he did about the place. But why had he always
felt so strongly the magnetic pull of home, why had he thought so much about it
and remembered it with such blazing accuracy, if it did not matter, and if this little
town, and the immortal hills around it, was not the only home he had on earth? He
did not know. All that he knew was that the years flow by like water, and that one
day men come home again. (p. 77)
And so, I would take an academic journey instead, not quite knowing at the outset the degree to
which I would be forced to confront any number of personal demons—of cringe-worthy pains
and misplaced aggressions, of self-defeating behaviors, and of unremembered events and
experiences that had always been in my mind's shadows trapped like suitcases on a lonely
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circuitous trip at baggage claim. And step by step, as I delved into my anxieties and harnessed
the positive energies of my traveling companions, I would gather up the pieces of a life
fragmented and attempt to find the kind of closure I had not then been afforded—not because it
was impossible, but because I had not known it was necessary.
Of "Home". This idea of Home, whether returning to it, establishing it, or recognizing it
as an abstract, emerges in every CP's story. And although I reflected on it in the previous
chapter, I do want to use it as the introductory feature, as an inroad to discuss a theme I found
emergent both in my thoughts and in common connecting threads. They are the dichotomies that
appeared to be ever-present ingredients of Brathood. Home is a paradox on many levels. It may
be recalled that CPs mentioned "coming home" when they spoke about returning to the United
States from Overseas. Some spoke of a parent "coming home" from Vietnam—not back to the
U.S., but back to the family wherever they were at the time. It was also used in the sense of
"hometown." Its interchangeability, they way Home was used to represent both a physical place
and a communicable ideal, triggered an idea about the ways in which Brats have adapted not
only themselves, but their language, to fit immediate needs—to become what was necessary to
fit the Commonplaces. LaGrone (1978), Cantwell (1974), Gonzalez (1970) and Bower (1967)
had focused on frequent relocations—high mobility—to support maladjustment factors such as
rootlessness. CPs suggest something entirely different. They are not intimating that they do not
have a Home. No matter how they perceive it—whether an actual physical place that they can
call Home, or an idealized, intangible version of what Home is or can be, CPs did not allude to a
feeling of rootlessness, because they did have roots. For some, it was the military itself and the
communal atmosphere—the lingo, the rituals, the history—that sustained an emotional
attachment. For others, it was a deep, familial connection to a place back home (Stateside) that
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embodied a rootedness with its underlying sense of continuity and the knowledge of eventual
return. Still others propose that roots, as directly attached to rootlessness, may not be as
significantly important to them as research into its negative effects would lead one to believe;
roots were not absent, because a sense of Home was always there, floating along with the
individual. Home was carried from place to place to mediate rootlessness, and not by its absence
to reinforce it.
Of "Mobility". Another example of seemingly paradoxical views emerges in this
discussion of Home purely by way of the fact that Home had to (and has to) be expressed at all.
Home, I submit, is complicated in the Brat world, because of the high rates of mobility; and I
believe that this is supported by the various techniques Brats have adopted just to answer the
innocuous question "where are you from?" Granted that although CPs in this study were
purposefully in the medium- to high-mobility range, their experiences in no way negate a given
that military families move. Again, previous literature highlighted mobility, at least from the
negative perspective, as being responsible for social and interpersonal relational issues. CPs were
quick to demonstrate the opposite. Not only did they express how mobility's upshot provided
them a level of confidence that eliminated first-meeting shyness, it gave them a more profound
sense of meaningful relationships. CPs were not adverse to, or unable to, make lasting
commitments to the different relationships they entered. In fact, they felt they were more likely
to fight for the relationships they believed in, to degrees they thought stronger than their civilian
counterparts. Alternatively, CPs were secure in the knowledge that they had been afforded a
more realistic, more grounded view of the relationships they eventually did enter: that they were
not afraid to withdraw from those they felt were damaging or unrewarding, and that they had the
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strength of self-worth and a discernible ability to embrace change which enabled a no-regrets
exit.
Additionally, and again in contrast to the negative effects presented in early research, CPs
felt that, because they had moved so often and had been given (and took) the opportunity to
immerse themselves in host-country cultures, their reward was a more well-rounded, empathetic
view of the complex social tapestry that makes up our planet. Further, CPs credit their "melting
pot" Brathoods, and the proximity of diverse individuals in their military-connected community,
to a reinforcement of these traits. In contrast, then, to its negative associations, CPs would argue
that mobility provided a horizon-expanding, boundary-breaking needle that burst bubbles of
small-mindedness, especially with regard to Race and Race issues that too-often disturbed their
Brathoods and featured significantly in their stories.
And yet, the dichotomy: how was it that so many Brats, enthusiastic cheerleaders of the
overwhelming, all-encompassing benefits of a mobile life—especially when it included
immersive experiences in other countries and cultures—were so adamant that their own children
would not be subject to a similar "adventure"? Granted, some CPs did not have children and
were therefore not directly responsive to the question, but they had, however, recognized this
behavior in Brat friends. Those who did have kids, and who did stress that it was not something
they wanted their children to experience, more often laughed when recognizing their own
seemingly conflicted views, and did not have a complete answer for why they would believe this
way. Readers may have already arrived at their own conclusions. For myself, I wonder if, as
parents—even though they had overcome those Brathood stressors—CPs recognized that their
children might have to undergo similar pain before they could enjoy similar reward, and that that
was enough of an impetus to keep it from occurring. Not having children myself, I cannot speak
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directly to the disparity, but I do understand that parents are dedicated to protecting their
children, as much as possible, from any potential pain and suffering. It seems, then, an easy
argument to make, that a parent's protective nature might be the overriding factor. My parents
did not have the experience of growing up military, nor were they aware of any research or study
demonstrating how their children might be subject to any number of potential problems. If they
did know in advance, would they have made the same choices about whether to haul us around in
the service of our father's career, or would they have looked for ways to keep us from moving at
all (as the range of mobility assures us is possible)? This is an obviously rhetorical question, one
I am not likely to bring up to my mother, but I do know that my parents' childhoods had their
own more than significant grief and heartache which would likely have supported a belief that
children can weather a great many things.
But then, perhaps a remedy has already presented itself. A detail that rose prominently in
all of the stories was the experience of "itchy feet." It may not have been alluded to in these exact
terms or to equivalent degrees by all CPs, but I would argue that this narrative feature of adult
Brats is directly related to the rootlessness trait negatively characterized in the literature—
suggesting it is a near-universal (in this study's conversations, mostly humorous) facet of
Brathood carryover. None of the CPs felt rootless, nor did they consider their "itchy feet" as
anything less than a healthy need to allow an occasional shift in perspective—the kind of shift
they had found to be exceedingly valuable to their upbringing. In this way, perhaps, and with
their own contributions (stories) of course, CPs are able to give their children a level of ingress to
that horizon expansion, but without the complications.
Of "Small Town". Within the context of Home, and especially when it came to
conversations about the Bases CPs lived on, stories sought to compare how living on a military
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base was much like living in a "small town." As I have noted in various sections, military bases
could often have populations equivalent to that of a small city (some military bases can have
populations of more than 100,000 and as high as 200,000-plus26), and in general have one of
everything a town might have—movie theatre, performance space, bowling alley, grocery store
(commissary), and retail store (an exchange). However, CPs do not associate these particular
edifices as being the comparative foundations for describing military base life as like "living in a
small town." This small town idea seems to be a prevailing description by Brats in general
(Condrill, 2008; Curtis, 2009; Goodwin & Musil, 2005; Truscott, 1989; Wertsch, 1996). The
more concrete descriptions of a small town (again, those edifices) were not the basis of CPs'
conceptualizations. Instead, they relied on more-abstract descriptors that have an emotional
context, such as: "you felt safe"; "you knew and could rely on your neighbors"; and the secure
nature of the environment allowed for children to grow and express their individualities, while
also allowing for a "keeping tabs on them" idea, setting specific, albeit flexible (because of the
safety factor), boundaries.
I did not understand how and where the description originated for CPs, and did take the
time while transcribing and re-reading to look for settings-related stories in order to find where
the notion of a small town stemmed. CPs must have had some experience with what a small town
would look like. In their stories, some CPs indeed had actual reference points, specifically noting
time spent in or near small towns that were close to the Bases they were stationed—although my
instincts suggest that the small town definition is still something that is either generated later in
their lives, or at the time is being labeled as such by, most likely, their parents. That being said,
there were also CPs who indicated that they lived in and were familially attached to a small town
_______________
26
http://www.army-technology.com/features/feature-largest-military-bases-world-united-states
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that they visited often during their childhoods, because it is where their extended family lived.
For my part, as it perhaps was for the rest, my own sense of what a small town was came mostly
from the books I read in my youth. It would not be until I was older and had travelled through
the U.S. that I would be able to construct a general feel for what a small town could be, and then
compare it, in hindsight, to the Bases of my childhood.
Readers may have already become aware, by reading their stories, of the intriguing
dichotomy that this "small town" aspect presented: CPs, while reflecting back on their
Brathoods, have told us that the Bases they lived on were representative of an iconic, beneficial,
small-town world that succeeded in providing a positive (despite acknowledged irritations),
unique environment within which to grow up. Conversely, they have described actual, non-Base
small towns as either places their parents had to get out of, or were the breeding ground for
"bubbles" of ignorance, prone to stagnation and decay. "Small town," then, when embedded in
concepts of Home, had an equal chance of being a repressing and stunting enclosure warranting
escape or a liberating nursery cultivating growth and nurturing success.
Of "Fitting In". I do believe that everyone involved in this study, myself included,
understands how difficult it is to both describe our experiences and communicate our feelings
about them to those who "haven't been there." Within our community, it need not be
communicated—we already know. We are far from similar, yet share similar experience. We are
as diverse a population as the larger human one of which we are a subset. We are multi-ethnic,
multi-racial, multi-cultural—just plain multi. And, we are all these things while being members
of one group, one culture. But despite this wealth of advantage, despite these cultural and social
agilities, there is an ancillary aspect that continues to present a dichotomy that adult Brats talk
about as "feeling as if they don't fit in." Minimally addressed by a few of the CPs, and directly
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addressed by one (Jack), there is an acknowledgement in Brat literature of this particular
phenomenon (Curtis, 2009; Truscott, 1989; Wertsch, 1996; Willis, 2013).27 It seems
contradictory considering how CPs tell of their confidence when walking into a group of
strangers, when speaking in a public forum, or when meeting new people for the first time. It is
not a pervasive feeling, not one that exerts its presence on a continual basis. Perhaps, as it does
for me, it rears up in moments of melancholy and troubles forth that nostalgic wave; and if I am
not careful, and if those of us who feel it do not find the calming breath necessary to endure the
breaker, it has the potential to lead to feeling alone (in no way to be associated with feeling
lonely).
Hence, the dichotomy: we flitter in and out of circumstance, of groups, and intermingle
like proverbial social butterflies, and yet we can still, when all is said and done, feel separate
from those around us. We are a part of a unique population and yet, because of how widespread
our community is, we tend to be apart from it; but in our occasional moments of contact (at the
many Brat-based reunions, for example), we are re-offered a glimpse of who we are and where
we belong. I have no intention of delving deeply into the social psychology of belonging (no
more than I have already referred to in Chapter I), except to note that, with an even cursory
familiarity with the CPs of this study, one can see the difficulty they might have in creating
emotional attachments of belonging to collectives within direct proximity to where they are now,
unless that community is one that relies on a Brat identity. "Fitting in" becomes a matter of
_______________
27
This may very well be an important time to reiterate that much of the early research, especially
as it relates to the negative associations with Brathoods, were generalized through research on
Third Culture Kids (TCKs) (Pollock & van Reken, 2009) and the presumption that highly
mobile, Overseas Brats were (and are) considered a subset of this population. In Chapter II,
Addendum…, I discussed my personal views proposing that there are reasons to suggest not all
Brats fit the category; this does not influence in any way, however, that findings have been used
in Brat research and studies.
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degree, where as individuals CPs will generally fit in anywhere and with anyone along a
superficial (and perhaps even deeper) track, the primacy of the collective identity of Brathood
may jeopardize "fitting in" endeavors. Yuval-Davis (2006), presents for me a way of looking at
identity, narrative, and this notion of fitting in while also suggesting Commonplace indicators 28,
when she writes:
Identities are narratives, stories people tell themselves and others about who they
are (and who they are not). Not all of these stories are about belonging to
particular groupings and collectivities…However, even such stories often relate,
directly or indirectly, to self and/or others' perceptions of what being a member in
such a grouping or collectivity…might mean…The identity narratives can shift
and change, be contested and multiple. They can relate to the past, to a myth of
origin; they can be aimed at explaining the present and, probably above all, they
function as a projection of a future trajectory…They reflect emotional
investments and desire for attachments…through the combined processes of being
and becoming, belonging and longing to belong. This duality is often reflected in
narratives of identity. (p. 202)
When it comes to those group moments, to those times when Brats are invited to mingle
with new people, in new situations and under varying circumstances, Brats will suggest that they
have a particular super power which provides them an advantage: to extend the super power
metaphor, it is if we have been bitten by a radioactive chameleon. Brat literature, both anecdotal
and academic (Bushong, 2013; Goodwin & Musil, 2005; McCaig, 2003; Truscott, 1989)29 and
the CPs' stories themselves credit this particular benefit of Brathood to explain their ability to
find a niche, to blend in with any given setting, in order to quickly adjust and adapt. The
chameleon-ness of Brats is definitely a trait inherited from a life of continuous change and the
requirements of quickly adapting to new surroundings—especially in order to sustain oneself
through those initial periods at the entry into a new Base's system and culture. Paradoxically, one
_______________
28
Importantly, the Commonplaces are not discussed by Yuval-Davis; however, in my vigilance
to remain aware of their importance to this study, I find them in the quote.
29
Again, many being TCK-related.
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might believe it would then help Brats transcend the experience of not fitting in when it comes to
a non-military environment or group of people. So, how is it that a Brat can both feel they have
this unique ability to blend in wherever they are, while at the same time feel that they do not fit
in?
I believe the answer is in the animal. Although the chameleon is an apt metaphor for the
notion of blending in, its true nature is not—at least as far as nature documentaries lead me to
believe—to adapt to an environment, but to hide in it. Although one can argue that this
adaptation on the part of a chameleon lends itself to a rather strategic hunting technique, its
primary function is one of camouflage. In this sense, being a chameleon might satisfy the
blending in ability—social and cultural agility30—but as a descriptor it also indicates another
dichotomy. It suggests that Brats are adept at fitting in through blending, but that they are more
likely to be hiding, observing, and looking for the right time and/or opportunity to make their
presence known. Additional characteristics of the chameleon are their independently moving
eyes allowing an expansive perspective (a 360-degree arc) and, coordinated, stereoscopic vision;
they have an immediately identifiable slow-paced swaying movement, but rapidly striking
tongues; and when it comes to color changes, this process occurs in what is sometimes described
as a superficial layer of skin. This latter characteristic of the chameleon to me presents an
intriguing correlation to the "duality" referred to by Yuval-Davis, above, and to emergent
paradoxes. This skin can "shift and change" as required by the environment, but it also responds
to an emotional state, as well.

_______________
30
"Cultural chameleons" is the term used by McCaig (2003) referring to TCKs and this same
idea.
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A number of thought-provoking dimensions arise in looking at Brats through this lens,
and for myself I find it rings at its most true when viewed from an artistic/theatrical position. To
me, this "superficial skin," this chameleon-like attribute, fits into my thoughts on acting, and
especially when one thinks of the classical Greek theatre and its reliance on the use of masks.
Masks allowed actors to be transformed, to become the character—even multiple characters—
with just enough variation to provide minimal information based on the conventions of the
setting and time (i.e., to indicate gender, age, class, political status). In terms of duality, masks
also performed the function of keeping the actors' true identities hidden from their audience: the
mask, like that superficial skin, providing a barrier between the individual and the crowd, as it
were. And for myself, what appears as a dichotomy is a self-revelatory insight into how a mask,
how an artifice of skin, manifests as armor that, when added to an unsociable, biting sarcasm
(rapidly striking tongue), is a deeply learned—perfected even—behavior that protectively
distances me from entering relationships I fear I may not be able to nurture and sustain beyond a
three-year Brat-span. Reflection surfaces my deeper understanding that I, and perhaps some of
the CPs, find ourselves with other groups but not in them, engaged in the social mechanisms that
form our daily interactions, while at the same time knowing we possess an underlying identity
that may very well remain hidden unless and until some very stringent requirements are met.
Of "Symbols". There is one last dichotomy that I want to reference. There may be many,
many more, and readers may have uncovered their own. But this particular feature is something
that did not and was not in any way part of this dissertation or any discussion thereof. It has to do
with the larger Brat community (i.e., the one that includes all Brats and not just the Overseas
U.S. Military Brats that make up my study population). Since the beginning of this study, I have
tried to be a vigilant observer of all things Brat. And one of the things I have noticed with regard
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to the online presence of Brats is the way they have as a group sought to recognize their
contributions by way of various engagements. From the broadest sense, there is a remarkable
energy behind reunions and get-togethers. Some are as specific as a particular Base and year,
while others seek a more expansive attendance by inviting all Brats, of any time and place, who
are in a particular city, state, or region of the country.
With these activities, Brats—as a whole or at least representatively through individuals
who have articulated the Brat presence socially, have sought avenues through which to engage
the wider population while also uniting the globally dispersed Brat community. As an example,
some Brats have been seeking through governmental action, the formal recognition of the word
Brat as a unifying label. I have noted previously that the DoD does not use the term Brat in any
documentation. As far as a uniting effort, there was a concerted effort by Brats in 1998 via the
online Newsgroup "alt.culture.military-brats" to adopt an official Brat flower which ended up
being the dandelion (http://www.militarybrat.com/dandelion.cfm). The image accompanying this
wildflower, for the purposes of Brats, is a dandelion that has gone to seed (a seed head) and, in
its white, puffball state, dispersing its seeds to the wind. In this image, Brats profess the ability to
thrive wherever they are planted, while acknowledging that they felt completely at the mercy of
the wind as they bobbed and bounced across the planet. Additionally, in another signal to the
overall identity, the dandelion is not one flower, but a collection of smaller flowers which make
up that ubiquitous yellow flower head we are so used to seeing.
At this point, it is more than likely the dichotomy has already revealed itself. Although a
seemingly perfect image for representing some of the more potent characteristics of Bratness, the
dandelion is still for all intents and purposes a weed. Its official designation may be wildflower,
but the number of available products hell-bent on ridding it from the yards of millions of
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homeowners support its more iconic image as the ultimate weed and lawn menace. This may
very well be an acknowledged aspect of the "official flower," accepted for the same reason that
the word Brat has been reappropriated—acquiring with pride a negative label and revaluing it as
a positive identifier. On the other hand, if the dichotomy is not particularly noticed by the greater
Brat community, intent as it is to focus entirely on the one profound image of recently loosed
seeds in flight, it may instead represent (as any of the dichotomies listed) a projection of my own
inner bias. Specifically, seeing negative attributes where none exist, or at least where none was
intended. Readers are likely to note that there is another intriguing connection which has to do
with roots: from what I remember when it was my job to yank them from the lawn, a dandelion's
roots are deep, firmly planted in the earth, and infamously resistant to being removed once
established.
Toward A Positive Narrative Identity
The members of my population group—my CPs, traveling companions, cast of
characters—have given honest glimpses into their lives, and especially into unique childhoods
that unfolded in far-flung settings within a distinctive community of individuals. They have
shared the idiosyncrasies of their worlds, imparted thoughts and reflections on life through lenses
configured by their Brathoods, and facilitated access to an identity full of the complex layers one
expects to be fundamental to life. The likelihood of mistakes in memory, time- and
prejudice-based inaccuracies in stories, and elemental reconstructions as needed by individuals to
comply with their own inner tugs and tussles are taken as granted. This cast, to my great fortune,
has been fearless in their openness to reveal important moments in their childhoods, and have
been authentic and direct with their thoughts on how that past has contributed to who they are
and how they view the world in which they live.
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There were times during our conversations when I brought to the attention of CPs some
of the results of the studies I reviewed, and especially some of the negatively leaning analyses. I
endeavored only to bring these up when I felt that the stories being told provided an opening. As
an example, if I learned that a CP had lived in the same kind of building I had lived in, I brought
up Stairwell Syndrome (Bower, 1967). And so I did bring up some of the things that had
bothered me—being commitment-phobic, rootless/homeless, confused about identity, and
existing at either end of a spectrum of being anti-authority or completely subject to authority
figures (Bower, 1967; Cantwell, 1974; Gonzalez, 1970; Kenny, 1967; LaGrone, 1978; Wooster
& Harris, 1972); however, I did so with the stated caveat that I was biased as to what I had
reviewed and that there were certainly more recent studies that had come from a strengths-based
perspective (Jeffreys et al., 1997; Park, 2011; Strobino & Salvaterra, 2000). They had no
hesitancy in accepting the potential negative aspects attributed to the lifestyles they had and were
living (at least those I had found as being directed at the Brat identity), and were equally able to
acknowledge that there might be inclinations to see Brats in this way. They were, however,
vociferously adamant that these negative traits and characterizations in no way represented their
lives, and were more than willing to argue that it did not represent the other Brats they knew. In
fact many were inclined to believe that, as with just about any simplifying label, a small perhaps
more squeaky camp within the larger population had perhaps received the most attention,
received the grease (as one would expect), sanctioning the lasting, less positive identity.
As I have said as often as possible during this study, it is not my intention to suggest that
Brathoods were trauma-free. Instead, I believe I have highlighted many of those aspects likely to
contribute to interpretations inclined to generalize psycho-social behavioral issues across the
population. My overriding belief, however, was that much of this interpretation and analysis was
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largely biased by a research paradigm of pathologizing human experience. My goal, then, if one
wants to look at it this way, was to offer an interpretation and analysis biased by a positive
paradigm—that positive psychology viewpoint (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000) I discussed
previously. In this way, I was not locked into looking for the problems in order offer ways to
prevent them; for that matter, neither was I intent on providing new potential remedies for
identified issues. For me, the Commonplaces supported my goal by providing necessary
containment for looking at lived experience more comprehensively, from original voices, where
those three factors empower resistance to fixed-point processing.
NI, because of its reliance on directly sourced data, allows data flow unabated by
researchers' agendas (conscious or otherwise). Because studies evolve with the data, results are
not searched for in the data, but emerge organically on their own accord. I did not go into this
study looking for the negatives, neither did I purposefully guide conversations toward positives.
NI's foundational underpinnings accept that there may well be a hoped-for outcome, but they
also necessitate an understanding that a flexible nature is required in order to allow the data to
surface its own results—results recognized as being interpretively relative to the data's observer.
I have been mindful of the idea that the choices I have made, and any interpretation and/or
analysis I might present, is completely entangled in this open interpretation idea. For that reason,
vigilance toward the Eight Elements has compelled me to be wary of my personal stance and,
through that awareness, document its effect while also reflecting on how it might have
influenced the way in which I constructed, processed, and finalized this study.
The data I gathered from the CPs has presented a more detailed picture of what a Brat
was, is, and can be. It surfaced the myriad facets of a childhood uniquely augmented by a setting
completely unfamiliar to most people. It does highlight those facets likely to negatively affect a
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maturing adult, but it also—purely by allowing temporality's effect to enter—hallmarks how
these CPs have turned those negatives to their advantage, making them useful qualities rather
than potentially destructive behavioral quirks. High-mobility instilled and fortified resiliency, a
way of anticipating, embracing, and enduring change. Parent absence promoted independence
and self-reliance, fostering the kind of self-confidence to succeed in many social arenas. And
friendships (and all of the various interconnected relationships) as painfully temporary as they
may have been, inspired a deeper and more profound understanding of all relationships—their
strengths and weaknesses—and a more empathetic grasp of the interconnectedness of all
peoples, not just those in close proximity.
I want to propose a label. I realize in doing so I will be contradicting the entire frame of
reference I began with, but I too can succumb to the dual nature, the paradoxical makeup, that
remains a pervasive accent on my life. A Brat's life, it can be successfully argued, is one of
constant change—tangibly and intangibly. By all rights, the perpetual state of impermanence and
flux should indeed create the individuals defined by research as being destined, even doomed, to
dysfunctional adulthoods—to being near-permanently impaired by the unrelenting, oppressing
culture of their childhoods. CPs dismiss—reject in no uncertain terms, this entire
characterization, solely by living, by thriving. The reasons seem clear: these CPs have a high
degree of resiliency and a level of adaptability that borders on the supernatural. They have
shrunk the world and made it less forbidding; and they have articulated the realm of difference as
a feast for interconnection. And it is my belief that the reason for the naturalization of
adaptability, resiliency, and empathy into the Who We Are of Brats is, because their (our)
identities were never entirely fixed, never locked into specific ways of thinking that might hinder
or even completely prohibit socialization at the next duty station.
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It is this concept that I want to promote as existing by giving it a name: Free-Floating
Narrative Identity. Definitionally, I will suggest that a free-floating narrative identity is primarily
a by-product of the kind of early lifestyle led by Brats. High-mobility is preferential to the
genesis, because of the imposition of a transitory existence and the indoctrination of
impermanence. I am agonizingly reluctant to delve too deeply into identity theories here despite
offering a label that includes the signifier. In my mind, I see a difference I am not entirely sure I
can communicate. It resides in narrative; i.e., I am not proffering a free-floating identity, but a
free-floating narrative identity, responding, perhaps, to an amalgam of lives as shaky, unstable
autobiographical narratives (Bruner, 1987), as a psychosocial construction over one's lifespan
(McAdams, 2001), and "the microprocesses of narrative development and exchange that reflect
social functions, including the building of intimacy, transmission of life lessons, and explanation
of self to others" (Baddely & Singer, 2007, p. 30). Identity and social identity theories speak to
the interaction of individuals with themselves and their world at various stages of life, where the
construction of an identity is a complex interplay between inter-/intra-personal and
inter-/intra-group experiences (among many others). Stets and Burke (2000), within the varying
levels of social processes (group, role, person) write: "Although the group, role, and person
identities provide different sources of meaning, it is also likely that these different identities
overlap. Sometimes they may reinforce who one is; other times they may constrain the self" (p.
234).
A free-floating narrative identity reminds me to understand the complexity of how the
Commonplaces—sociality, temporality, and place—exert multi-layered influences on how we
construct the life story we want to tell others, as much as how we self-reflexively edit and
critique that life story for our own internal use. Narrative identities are only concrete at the
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moment of telling, and are immediately subject to that reflexive action as soon as the words are
spoken. As with a character in a play (a role), there is an assumed set of parameters to guide an
actor's preliminary choice-making: demographic details (age, gender) and setting (where and
when the action takes place). And yet, there is a character flexibility which allows actors to
insinuate their own worldview, their own positionality, their own stances, into the role in order to
illuminate different aspects relative to the affect of those same Commonplaces on the audience.
The space between actor and audience, between individual and society, presents a precarious and
uncertain landscape (whether exceedingly broad or indiscernibly narrow) that requires a
particular skill to navigate well. I believe it is possible that high-mobility—from staying in a
place for as little as six months or less to as much as two or three years—provides access to
multivariate social structures. For Brats, those social structures are equally mutable, flexing as
needed to support whatever is required of the time, place, and community (again, as expressed by
the Commonplaces).
CPs, in their conversations, understood how mobility might be viewed as a disadvantage,
but, through their stories unambiguously emphasized its benefit, correlating that benefit to
having been exposed to a wealth of experiences (settings/social structures) which they know
were not available to others. They also offer up the metaphorical figure of the chameleon as an
interpretive image to communicate how that benefit enabled (and continues to enable) their
capacity to move freely within the various (socially constructed) groups with whom they have
come in contact. This is in stark contrast to the people CPs indicate as being short-sighted due to
a bubble which simplified the world by limiting exposure to it. I believe that this particular
agility confirms the characterization of a free-floating narrative identity that, by way of its
inculcation into the overall identity structure of CPs, provides an incredibly valuable tool with
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which to navigate the precarious and uncertain landscapes rising up (in innumerable,
difficult-to-predict ways) in the space between.
Mobility, of course, was not the only facet of Brathood that research indicated as being
problematic—enough to interfere with psychosocial and behavioral health. Other prominent
aspects are highlighted by M. Segal (1985) and delineated in other works (Burrell, Adams,
Durand, & Castro, 2006). They include: the frequent absence of one or both parents and its
ancillary component, deployment, in which an assignment might be to a potentially dangerous
area (Chandra & London, 2013); the direct institutional influence of the military itself on
dependents (Brats), or "Normative Constraints" (Segal, M. W., 1985, p. 22); and living in foreign
countries. There are others (such as the overall fundamental masculinity of the system) that
appear to me to be sub-units of those already noted. One or more of the CPs addressed in some
way these features, recalling them as indeed being elements of their childhoods. They also
understood how, in isolation, each feature could be viewed as having a negative effect. However,
through the revealing quality of the conversations, any negative consequences were quickly
eroded by an excess of stories illustrating not the benefits, per se (no CP suggested that their
parent's being deployed to Vietnam or elsewhere was advantageous), but that CPs were able to,
whether consciously or not, develop attitudes and behaviors which over time, reconfigured those
negative idiosyncrasies into more positive ways of being. An example might be the way in which
CPs redirected the energy of parent absence into deeper, more appreciative experiences with the
parent's return. This strengthened the bonds of the family and may be a primary force in how
CPs are so strongly family-oriented as adults.
To be clear, this in no way is intended to negate, or oversimplify the complexities
inherent in any family dynamics. Sibling rivalries, teenage angst, and parent-child struggles were
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all alluded to by CPs, and in ways one might find almost normal with regard to the way any
family might interact. Certainly, some of these dynamics were exacerbated by the now-familiar
facets of CP Brathoods. My relationship with my father, for example, generally fit the more
contentious side of the spectrum; and it is something our family understood as relating to a
change that occurred in him after his stint in Vietnam. There were times, even, when we felt a
sense of freedom when he went on TDY, and I know that I often felt certain amounts of dread
when learning that he was on the way home. I am reticent to, in a sense, force these details into
pathways that would lead me back to arguing that these elements also have purchase under the
free-floating narrative identity rubric. The exception, however, is that the stories we tell of our
lives, our narrative identities, are constructions not just of what we actually share, but equally
what we do not share—what we omit is equally important and often by omission represent a
stronger influence on the free-floating energy connecting actor and audience in the space
between.
Scope of the Study
Which brings me back to the intention, the goal, of this inquiry: a purely knee-jerk
reaction to a few studies and television shows which proffered a negative stereotype of an
identity I proudly owned, prompting me to explore its possible origins. Reviewing the literature,
I began to see where the genesis might have occurred; where a simplistic view of an extremely
diverse and multifaceted, complex cultural identity kindled and eventually sparked a pervasive,
negative characterization of a unique population. I saw how a label had become negatively
charged and fed into that characterization in such a way as to deliver and perpetuate an identity
narrative that was not entirely made by individuals who subscribed to that identity. And though
many individuals who grew up military did provide anecdotal evidence supporting the negative
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side of shared experiences, I was not finding enough supportive information—whether anecdotal
or academic—in the literature to reflect what I had come to understand about my fellow Brats. I
believed what was missing was the "thick description" that Geertz (1973) so eagerly requested of
researchers. To that end, I settled on an exploratory journey based in the Qualitative Research
methodology of Narrative Inquiry—leaning on positive psychology—as a way to venture into
lived experience in an effort to surface a fuller portrait of the Brat identity. In doing so, and by
following the guidelines set down by scholars and researchers of NI, a more complete picture of
Brats would emerge to introduce a more balanced characterization. An additional or ancillary
outcome would be the generation of a narrative identity that could speak to a wider swath of
Brats. It could establish a more positive pathway to identity ownership, and articulate features
that could be an operational point of focus by the larger military structure for acknowledging the
value of dependent children by nurturing their strengths and equipping them for the oftendifficult transition to civilian-hood.
In a final analysis, I do believe I was able to adhere to the boundaries laid down by NI
through the Commonplaces and accompanying Eight Elements. I also believe that the CPs,
through the stories of their childhoods, were able to address—directly or indirectly—the variable
aspects of Brats that had the potential to be negative or positive traits. They imbued those facets
with authentic and heartfelt recollections of their youth, providing an overwhelmingly positive
perspective, equipping listeners with a new lens through which to view Brat life; telling their
stories as if they were ordinary while never letting go of an appreciation for their uniqueness. But
these were just ten individuals; ten out of the nearly 15 million individuals who spent anywhere
from one year to their entire Brathoods as members of a select population. And so it must be
stressed again that there are no intrinsic "results" of this research except that which exists herein.
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Nothing is meant to be generalized in any way, and there is a level of limitation based purely on
the methodology involved. This was a purposeful sample of Brats who were pooled by a strict
(not arbitrary) set of parameters as defined in Chapter III, and then randomly selected (except
where noted) to be CPs. The CPs are a unique subset of the Brat population and in no way
representative of Brats entirely. Although I count myself lucky to have had a relatively diverse
group of individuals with whom to converse, there are any number of demographic values which
were not represented by the group.
It is also important to note that there are many more limiting aspects to the scope of this
study when it comes to Brats themselves. One of the main ones has to do with the fact that these
Brat CPs, for the most part, were Cold War, peace-time Brats, although fathers may have been
involved in the Korean War (Armistice of 1953), and most had been sent to Vietnam. Other than
that, CPs were not as exposed to the level and length of conflicts such as Iraq, Saudi Arabia,
Bosnia, and Afghanistan, to name a few. One of the more critical aspects of any Brat's life is the
knowledge that their servicemember parent (or parents) has been deployed to an area where the
risks of injury or death are extremely high. It is my belief that there have been many studies—
using many different methodologies—looking at this specific aspect of military life, and so I
specifically left deployment out of my filtering choices. This by its very nature constrains the
scope of my study; although I would argue that it does not minimize or constrain the voices of
the CPs and the childhoods they underwent.
Further, this study was a construction—more to the point, it was a co-construction by
myself and the CPs. And I as the researcher infused a layer of duality on the entire project right
at its quickening: I am a member of the group studied. This insider position may have
encouraged a preset comfort to be more open and sharing, but at the same time, because of a
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certain level of shared social familiarity, there may equally have been highly edited versions—
even omissions—of stories for the exact same reason. I have been vigilant in attending to this
particular positionality dilemma. Self-reflection provided me ample opportunity to strive for
honesty and authenticity in stating my positionality and personal stances in ways that strove to
underpin the validity of the work. No researcher is without bias, and as a member of the group
studied, that bias was and is increasingly likely. Additionally, as Bruner (1987) writes:
When somebody tells you [their] life…it is always a cognitive achievement rather
than a through-the-clear-crystal recital of something unequivocally given. In the
end, it is a narrative achievement. There is no such thing psychologically as "life
itself." At [the] very least, it is a selective achievement of memory recall; beyond
that, recounting one's life is an interpretive feat. (p. 13)
My own Brathood was not without its problems, issues that were not specific to a military
upbringing. As I mentioned, I do accept the fact that my memories are often filled with images of
being bullied and picked on, teased unmercifully, forcing a level of withdrawal that would
remain a part of my personality. I state this because it could have been easy to focus from a
victim's positionality seeking instead those negative features as a way to promulgate an idea that
the culture of the military was an ideal breeding ground for this kind of torment. But this lens is
as stagnant and simplistic as that early research, and would only succeed in amputating my past
rather than encouraging me to seek elements with which to take ownership while enabling me to
either let go of those parts or at least re-frame them.
Implications for Further Research and Practice
Biased or not, I believe Brats represent a pool of individuals who have the necessary
traits and critical skills to respond to the constant flux of a globalizing world. My impression,
based on the research and further reinforced by the conversations, is that Brats are not likely to
be able to communicate to employers these somewhat abstract skills. Additionally, I do not get
the impression that organizations understand there is a segment of our population that they can
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actively pursue in order to fill niche positions. I do believe there is an opportunity for the DoD
and U.S. Government and even Brat organizations to intercede in the transitional period from
dependent to civilian and encourage Brats to see that they have acquired a number of skills and
talents that can be of great benefit were they interested in finding ways in which to build on
them. For that matter, just letting Brats know that they inculcated worthwhile skills, and
advocating for approaches to inform them of what they may possess, could encourage the
application of these learned skills in real-world experiences. More research into this notion could
be addressed, and especially that particular transitional area when the ID Card is turned in for the
last time. The sense of abandonment that has been alluded to by CPs and other Brats can easily
distort or at least taint a Brat's overall emotional attachment to the military itself, precluding an
opportunity to continue to be of service to the country—not necessarily by joining the military
itself (because many do), but in making use of the already present sense of patriotism and
empathy, combined with cultural agilities that could benefit the country on a global stage.
There also resides in these conversations a wealth of researchable starting points, and I do
believe there is an undeniable starting point for a more comprehensive study—and not just on
children who grew up military. Race emerged so prominently in every conversation, whether it
was an observance of racism directed at others, or the awareness by a CP of it being directed at
them. In every case, CPs were critical of the role Race (and the politics and power of it) in their
home culture, and believed that they had been provided with a skillset which supported an
anti-racist position. NI has prevailed itself on a specific identity and illuminated a myriad of
applicable areas for continued use, whether in the study of Self, Identity, or Group, all of which
were touched upon herein—especially given the idea that NI is still in its infancy as a
methodology. If the goal of this dissertation, in its simplest form, was to "thicken" a description
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of a particular individual or group, I believe NI has supported and satisfied that objective. By
doing so, it emboldens the use of NI as a reliable and valid way with which to understand lived
experience. Context, then, was the primary objective, and it is context that will better define the
unpredictable landscapes that manifest at the meeting place of identities.
Final Thoughts
As a student of leadership, and especially as someone completely comfortable with
change (something this dissertation would indicate stems from my Brat identity), I have seen in
my academic career the value of understanding how integrally important context is to
approaching the more profound understanding of leading positive change. My initial thoughts
focus less on the study itself and more on the methodology, and I have previously alluded to
these thoughts. It seems to me that much of the social injustice we see in our world is directly
related to the ability of one entity (individual, group, community, population, country, planet) to
marginalize and/or disenfranchise another purely through the silencing of their voice. Qualitative
Research and NI, as I have noted, appear to me to be enlightening ways in which to not only
provide spaces within which to enable, empower, and amplify those voices, but to also,
especially with NI, invite everyone into that space so that not only are voices heard, but they are
understood, acknowledged, and affirmed.
I have spoken often in this dissertation about the difficulties I had in writing it. Much of
the difficulty stemmed from an inability to balance the justification of the research with the
enormity of events happening in the world around me during the time I pursued this journey. It
was a struggle to maintain the amount of energy required while my real-world backdrop was
being painted with events such as mass shootings, racial intolerance, systemic support for
pathologic narcissism, and a near-constant stream of destructive othering. Finding the rationale
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to continue—as if I might find somewhere in my work a deeper connection to making things
right and just—was a never-ending struggle. Additionally, I had—as I have written above—a not
particularly friendly relationship with my Brathood. In fact, one could say that constantly
revisiting that past throughout this journey was a form of self-abuse—a way of returning to
victimhood rather than Brathood. I will defer the psychoanalysis to those with a deeper interest
in the matter. Instead, I want to share a little something about myself as a way to perhaps provide
a little more insight into myself as Brat and as researcher.
I have always had a really good memory. In fact, it was a particularly beneficial skill
when it came to learning lines when I acted in plays. It is also a curse, however, because it
enabled me to always have in my mind the people with whom I had been friends—as well as
enemies—from a perhaps too-early age. It provided me access to an early memory that I could
see had stuck in my mind as representative of my growing sense of isolation and mistrust: it was
in an early grade (kindergarten or first grade) and we played Farmer in the Dell. I recall it being a
game we played outside, all of us kids in a big circle, enormous trees around us, and a grassless,
well-worn field beneath our feet. And it would never fail. I would always be the Cheese. Is it
possible that this memory survived because I looked back at it to understand more sullenly my
lot? Did it only happen once and I have since conflated that memory to fit a negative self-image?
Or was it already functioning as a delineator for connecting all of the times I felt alone and as if I
did not belong? That is not the worst of memory's duplicity. Because it staunchly hung onto the
many people I had encountered, I was beleaguered almost nightly in my teens and 20s by
recurring dreams in which I returned some place to be reunited with people I had known. They
were compressed by dreamtime to be together despite not being connected by the same original
setting; and they were always happy to see me, and my dream self was always ready to
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acknowledge them by name. And I just could not seem to forget these people. Time would not
deter their existence and for the longest time I just plain did not sleep for fear of once again
waking to the heartbreak of knowing I would never see them again.
I have no knowledge to-date as to whether other Brats have had a similar experience,
similar feelings, mainly because I have chosen now to talk about this curse. And I name it a
curse because although I could remember the people who had been my best friends at particular
times, I would learn in the Internet age that many of them had no idea who I was after I had
reached out to them. I continue to have these dreams, although not as often, and the faces of
those childhood friends have nearly blurred to nothing. The primary recurring dreams of this
dissertation-span, ,however has been one of moving; more to the point, the end of a move. In the
dreams, school has ended and I am trying to pack up my dorm room. The dorm room is,
apparently, where I have been living for some time, and specifically when school is not in
session: I had somehow figured out a way to continue living in the room unnoticed when all of
the other rooms were empty. The problem in the dream is that as I finalize packing things into
one last suitcase, one last box, I keep uncovering more things that I forgot to pack and which I
am unable to figure out how to bring with me—I struggle with trying to decide what to keep.
Again, I will let dream translators and analysts work through the implications of this
particular dream, while sharing that I have an extremely difficult time letting go of my past. I
have no illusion that the ability to do so would free me from so much of the emotional and
intellectual trials that plagued my journey and influenced its passage. And yet, I have this
journey to thank for enabling my access into that past from a position of strength rather than
weakness; and I have the CPs to honor for provisioning me during the journey with incredible
positive energy that fueled me when the landscape seemed impassable. A pilgrimage into the
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space between can be painful and can be rewarding; either way it will always be significant. This
is, in and of itself, an empowering advocate for undertaking such a profound exploration: as a
journey of Self and as a journey of Belonging; and, in this particular adventure, as an earnest,
albeit free-floating, journey from Narrative to Identity.
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Epilogue—Poem: Nought in Stone

All their names hang heavy in my head
Fragile ornaments on fraying thread
Weighted to the words I could've said
But never did
Mobile lives intrepidly romanced
Transient fractured rhythms that we danced
Overtures to games I could've chanced
But never did
Bygone faces blur but will not fade
Mental images dorian-grayed
Tied to times I wish I could've stayed
But never did
Errant thoughts regress hold history fast
Nomad's habits formed unceasing cast
So I could've held love wouldn't last
But never did
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Appendix A: Informed Consent Form
Consent Form
This informed consent form is for individuals who grew up as a U.S. Military Dependent ("Brat") who we
are inviting to participate in a research project titled "Together Apart: A Narrative Inquiry of the U.S.
Military Brat Experience".
Name of Principle Investigator: Edward C, Queair
Name of Organization: Antioch University, PhD in Leadership and Change Program
Name of Project: Together Apart: A Narrative Inquiry of the U.S. Military Brat Experience
You will be given a copy of the full Informed Consent Form
Introduction
I am Edward C. Queair, a PhD candidate for Leadership and Change at Antioch University. As part of
this degree, I am completing a project to gain a better understanding of the experiences of U.S. Military
Dependent Children (hereinafter, "Brats"). I am going to give you information about the study and invite
you to be part of this research. You may talk to anyone you feel comfortable talking with about the
research, and take time to reflect on whether you want to participate or not. You may ask questions at any
time.
Purpose of the research
The purpose of this project is to gather direct lived experience from individuals who grew up as a Brats.
This information may help us to better understand the complex nature inherent in being a Brat—to
enhance, diversify and broaden what is generally known about the lifestyle.
Type of Research Intervention
This research will involve your participation in, first, a questionnaire in order to gather some general
demographic information beyond the original survey (questions, for instance, will ask how many times
you moved, how many countries you lived in, your sponsors branch of service, and your age and gender)
followed by an interview of approximately sixty (60) minutes. This informal and open-ended
conversation seeks to explore your life as a Brat via stories of past experiences and moments that stand
out for you. After written transcription of your interview are prepared, I will send them to you and ask
that you sign off on them, confirming the transcriptions represent what you have articulated. Each of these
interviews will be tape recorded solely for research purposes, but all of the participants' contributions will
be de-identified prior to publication or the sharing of the research results. These recordings, and any
other information that may connect you to the study, will be kept in a locked, secure location.
Participant Selection
You are being invited to take part in this research because you satisfied the parameters as set out in the
initial survey with regard to having been a U.S. Military dependent child who moved often and attended
schools in foreign countries ("overseas"), and noted in that survey that you would be willing to be a part
of the population pool from which participants would be chosen. You should not consider participation in
this research if you are unwilling to talk about your past growing up as a military dependent, or if you are
unable to devote the time necessary for interviews, as well as the post-interview requirements of
authenticating transcriptions.
Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You may choose not to participate. You will not
be penalized for your decision not to participate or for anything of your contributions during the study.
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You may withdraw from this study at any time. If an interview has already taken place, the information
you provided will not be used in the research study.
Risks
No study is completely risk free. However, I do not anticipate that you will be harmed or distressed
during this study. You may stop being in the study at any time if you become uncomfortable If you
experience any discomfort as a result of your participation, employee assistance counselors will be
available to you as a resource.
Benefits
There will be no direct benefit to you, but your participation may help others in the future.
Reimbursements
You will not be provided any monetary incentive to take part in this research project.
Confidentiality
All information will be de-identified, so that it cannot be connected back to you. Your real name will be
replaced with a pseudonym in the write-up of this project, and only the primary researcher will have
access to the list connecting your name to the pseudonym. This list, along with tape recordings of the
discussion sessions, will be kept in a secure, locked location.
Limits of Privacy Confidentiality
Generally speaking, I can assure you that I will keep everything you tell me or do for the study private.
Yet there are times where I cannot keep things private (confidential). The researcher cannot keep things
private (confidential) when:

The researcher finds out that a child or vulnerable adult has been abused

The researcher finds out that that a person plans to hurt him or herself, such as
commit suicide,
The researcher finds out that a person plans to hurt someone else,
There are laws that require many professionals to take action if they think a person is at risk for self-harm
or are self-harming, harming another or if a child or adult is being abused. In addition, there are
guidelines that researchers must follow to make sure all people are treated with respect and kept safe. In
most states, there is a government agency that must be told if someone is being abused or plans to selfharm or harm another person. Please ask any questions you may have about this issue before agreeing to
be in the study. It is important that you do not feel betrayed if it turns out that the researcher cannot keep
some things private.
Future Publication
The primary researcher, Edward C. Queair, reserves the right to include any results of this study in future
scholarly presentations and/or publications. All information will be de-identified prior to publication.
Right to Refuse or Withdraw
You do not have to take part in this research if you do not wish to do so, and you may withdraw from the
study at any time without your job being affected.
Who to Contact
If you have any questions, you may ask them now or later. If you have questions later, you may contact
Edward C. Queair, XXXX
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If you have any ethical concerns about this study, contact XXXX, Chair, Institutional Review Board,
Antioch University Ph.D. in Leadership and Change, Email: XXXX.
This proposal has been reviewed and approved by the Antioch International Review Board (IRB),
which is a committee whose task it is to make sure that research participants are protected. If you
wish to find out more about the IRB, contact XXXX.
DO YOU WISH TO BE N THIS STUDY?
I have read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to ask
questions about it and any questions I have been asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I
consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study.

Print Name of Participant___________________________________
Signature of Participant ____________________________________
Date ___________________________
Day/month/year
DO YOU WISH TO BE AUDIOTAPED IN THIS STUDY?
I voluntarily agree to let the researcher audiotape me for this study. I agree to allow the use of my
recordings as described in this form.

Print Name of Participant___________________________________
Signature of Participant ____________________________________
Date ___________________________
Day/month/year
To be filled out by the researcher or the person taking consent:
I confirm that the participant was given an opportunity to ask questions about the study,
and all the questions asked by the participant have been answered correctly and to the best
of my ability. I confirm that the individual has not been coerced into giving consent, and
the consent has been given freely and voluntarily.
A copy of this of Researcher/person taking the consent_______________________________
Signature of Informed Consent Form has been provided to the participant.
Print Name
Researcher /person taking the consent________________________________
Date ___________________________
Day/month/year
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Appendix B: Application for Ethics Review
Application for Ethics Review
Institutional Review Board (IRB)
Project: TOGETHER APART: A NARRATIVE INQUIRY OF THE U.S. MILITARY BRAT
EXPERIENCE
1. Name and mailing address of Principal Investigator(s):
Edward C. Queair
2. Academic Department
Leadership & Change
3. Departmental Status Student
4. Phone Numbers a) work XXXX b) home same
5. Name of research advisor Elizabeth Holloway
6. Name & email address(es) of other researcher(s) involved in this project: n/a
7. Title of Project TOGETHER APART: A NARRATIVE INQUIRY OF THE U.S.
MILITARY BRAT EXPERIENCE
8. Is this project federally funded No
9. Expected starting date for data collection (Start date cannot be prior to IRB approval.)
2/10/2017
10. Anticipated completion date for data collection 06/15/2017
You must respond to every question in this section. All supplemental documents /
attachments must be added using the "Attachments" tab.
11. Project Purpose(s): (Up to 500 words) The purpose of this study is to gain a better
understanding of what is what like to grow up as a U.S. Military dependent ("Brat") and the
relationship of that experience to one's adulthood. The importance of this research relies on an
extensive literature review which shows a strong tendency to rely on the negative aspects of
being a Brat. In an effort to mitigate any harmful effects of growing up in the military,
researchers focused on inherent pathologies which spawned the unintended consequence of
creating a negative narrative of Brathood that has been taken up in wider social context as a true
representation of the lifestyle. With a recent resurgent focus on military families, it is important
to study Brats without preconceived objectives of looking for (in order to ameliorate) the
negative aspects, and to begin the work of providing a more expansive view of the complex lives
of members of this mostly unknown community.
12. Describe the proposed participants- age, number, sex, race, or other special
characteristics. Describe criteria for inclusion and exclusion of participants. Please provide
brief justification for these criteria. (Up to 500 words) Participants will have been U.S.
Military dependent children as officially defined by the Department of Defense: a purposeful
sample will be generated from individuals who at some point between birth and 23 years of age,
possessed identification alluding to such, and will have, as part of that identity, satisfied other
requirements including having moved at least four times, lived in at least two different foreign
countries, and attended five grades in an overseas Department of Defense School. This in order
to generate a population of individuals who have sufficient experience with (1) mobility
(moving), especially in the context of education, and (2) life in foreign countries (outside the
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United States; "Overseas"), regarded by previous literature as major factors influencing behavior,
attitude, and psychosocial adjustment (among others) in U.S. Military dependent children. It is
anticipated that between 12 and 20 individuals will be interviewed, all of whom will be over the
age of 18; no other demographic characteristics are necessary for inclusion (sex, race, etc.).
13. Describe how the participants are to be selected and recruited. (Up to 500 words) A
Request to Participate letter and survey will be distributed to known Brat communities both via
the researcher's personal contact list and through social networking sites that cater specifically to
members of the national Brat community. This letter describes the research and its purposes, and
potential risks and benefits; it also points out that participation is entirely voluntary. It is hoped
that the letter and included survey/survey link will be redistributed by original receivers to
individuals they know to be Brats (and who may not have received it from initial distribution)
with the snowballing effect of generating a large pool of potential, willing participants.
Individuals will be selected randomly from this larger pool. The final number will depend solely
on reaching saturation, a target goal being fifteen.
NOTE: If the participants are to be drawn from an institution or organization (e.g.,
hospital, social service agency, school, etc.) which has the responsibility for the
participants, then documentation of permission from that institution must be submitted to
the Board before final approval of the project. This document should be scanned and
attached to this application (final section below)
14. Describe the proposed procedures, (e.g., interview surveys, questionnaires, experiments,
etc.) in the project. Any proposed experimental activities that are included in evaluation,
research, development, demonstration, instruction, study, treatments, debriefing,
questionnaires, and similar projects must be described. USE SIMPLE LANGUAGE,
AVOID JARGON, AND IDENTIFY ACRONYMS. Please do not insert a copy of your
methodology section from your proposal. State briefly and concisely the procedures for the
project. (500 words) The proposed procedure is to conduct a series of recorded, semi-structured
informal conversational interviews with each person that has volunteered to cooperate. The
interviews will be conducted on a one-on-one basis, and a series of open-ended interview style
questions will be asked. As an example, questions such as "Do you recall when you first began to
understand that your childhood was not the same as others (civilians)?" or "Can you tell me
about any experiences that stand out for you as highlights to being a Brat?" Interview lengths are
entirely dependent on the time constraints of participants, as well as their willingness to share. It
is anticipated that they will last between one and two hours. Secondary contact with individuals
will be required to allow for the sharing of interview transcriptions in order to provide
individuals access to their stories, allowing them ownership access in terms of clarification,
content editing, or further exploration of the original conversation.
15. Participants in research may be exposed to the possibility of harm — physiological,
psychological, and/or social—please provide the following information: (Up to 500 words)
a. Identify and describe potential risks of harm to participants (including physical,
emotional, financial, or social harm) There is always the potential for risks, obvious and
unforeseen, in any research that involves humans. This study involves no invasive procedure that
will contact individuals physically (i.e., attachment to electrical devices, injections, etc.). Strict
adherence to anonymity and confidentiality procedures will mitigate the possibility of social or
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financial harm. The possibility of risk will arise in the psychological aspect as there may be
emotional harm spawned by speaking about the past—especially childhood.
NOTE: for international research or vulnerable populations, please provide information
about local culture that will assist the review committee in evaluating potential risks to
participants, particularly when the project raises issues related to power differentials.
b. Identify and describe the anticipated benefits of this research (including direct benefits
to participants and to society-at-large or others) Due to a greater focus on the negative effects
of growing up military, a commonly held myth of the military Brat—a negative view—has
proliferated. It is anticipated that this research will provide a counter, more positive, narrative of
the U.S. Military Brat which can be beneficial to the larger Brat community by providing a
positive identity with which to associate and socially represent. Participants may benefit by
having an opportunity to discuss their childhoods with an in-group member, to positivize that
experience were possible, which they can then interject back into their present communities—
Brat-based or not
c. Explain why you believe the risks are so outweighed by the benefits described above as to
warrant asking participants to accept these risks. Include a discussion of why the research
method you propose is superior to alternative methods that may entail less risk. I believe
that narrative inquiry research is the best fit for me because I want to generate data that comes
from what people tell of their life history, as well as how they tell it. Because this particular
narrative inquiry is based in a positive mindset, I believe it is the less-risky method, and will
provide a deeper more meaningful understanding of direct lived experience.
d. Explain fully how the rights and welfare of participants at risk will be protected (e.g.,
screening out particularly vulnerable participants, follow-up contact with participants, list
of referrals, etc.) and what provisions will be made for the case of an adverse incident
occurring during the study. As a member of the community being researched (I myself am a
Brat), I am particularly sensitive to ethical considerations. Additionally, due to the nature of this
community, it is possible (albeit slightly), that individuals, however randomly selected, may
know—or be connected to—me or a member of my family. This also adds to ethical vigilance
towards the safety, care and well-being of my conversation partners. I continuously let
participants know (e.g., through consent letters, at each interview sessions) that their
participation is entirely voluntary and that they can withdraw at any point without ill feelings. I
will have follow-up contact with each participant to insure transcriptions are faithful, and to
discuss interpretations and make adjustments as required in order to make sure the story told is
the one intended; this will also allow participants to identify any text they prefer to remain
unpublished. In the case of an adverse incident, I will try to address it in a timely manner with
the individual. Failing that, I will seek guidance from chair of my research committee. The
consent form will also have the contact information of Chair of the Institutional Review Board,
Ph.D. in Leadership and Change, if the participant wants to contact a faculty member regarding
any issue.
16. Explain how participants' privacy is addressed by your proposed research. Specify any
steps taken to safeguard the anonymity of participants and/or confidentiality of their
responses. Indicate what personal identifying information will be kept, and procedures for
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storage and ultimate disposal of personal information. Describe how you will de-identify
the data or attach the signed confidentiality agreement on the attachments tab (scan, if
necessary). (Up to 500 words) No participant's name will be included in this study, only
pseudonyms which they will have the opportunity to choose if they so wish. Interviews are oneon-one so there will be no identifiably shareable data among participants. Participants will have
control over what they wish to not be completely confidential as far as not being contained in
any final, published document. Any interview material provided to anyone other than the
researcher (i.e., to help with transcription review) will be identifiable based on pseudonym only;
and in this instance, any individual receiving this data will agree to the same level of
confidentiality as the researcher. All hardcopy materials used in this study will be stored at my
home in a limited-access area, and all digital materials, including recordings and text that contain
identifiable information will be contained on a computer and back-up device that are protected
by the enhanced security features of VeraCrypt encryption technology. Post-study, all materials
will be destroyed in the most security-conscious method possible, including shredding of
hardcopies in a security-based shredding device; digital files will be deleted using a "shredding"
method developed by Peter Gutmann (the Gutmann Method).
17. Will electrical, mechanical (electroencephalogram, biofeedback, etc.) devices be applied
to participants, or will audio-visual devices be used for recording participants? Yes
If YES, describe the devices and how they will be used: I will record the interview with a
video camera. If requested by participants, the video portion will be blocked/covered and only
the audio recording application of the camera will be used.
18. Type of Review Requested Expedited
Refer to the definition of review types in your paper documentation.
Please provide your reasons/justification for the level of review you are requesting.
I have requested an expedited review for the following reasons:
1. The probability and magnitude of harm or anticipated discomfort from this
study in which the sole procedure consists of the audio recording of interviews
between the student/researcher and a participant is expected to be minimal. It is
unlikely that any discomfort will be more than that experienced in conversations
encountered in ordinary day-to-day conversations when discussing one's past /
childhood experiences.

2. This is a study of the positive aspects of growing up military. It is to be
conducted with adults Brats who have voluntarily agreed to participate at a time
and place of their choosing.
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3. Participant's privacy will be protected by the use of pseudonyms. Every effort will be made to
protect their anonymity and privacy. Transcriptions of interviews will be done by me (no outside
transcriptionist will be used). Therefore, risks related to participant's privacy and confidentiality
are expected to be no more than minimal.
I agree to conduct this project in accordance with Antioch University's policies and
requirements involving research as outlined in the IRB Manual and supplemental
materials. My research has been approved for submission by my departmental HRC
representative, and by my advisor (if applicable). I agree
Attachments
19. Informed consent and/or assent statements, if any are used, are to be included with this
application. If information other than that provided on the informed consent form is
provided (e.g. a cover letter), attach a copy of such information. If a consent form is not
used, or if consent is to be presented orally, state your reason for this modification below.
*Oral consent is not allowed when participants are under age 18.
20. If questionnaires, tests, or related research instruments are to be used, then you must
attach a copy of the instrument at the bottom of this form (unless the instrument is
copyrighted material), or submit a detailed description (with examples of items) of the
research instruments, questionnaires, or tests that are to be used in the project. Copies will
be retained in the permanent IRB files. If you intend to use a copyrighted instrument,
please consult with your research advisor and your IRB chair. Please clearly name and
identify all attached documents when you add them on the attachments tab.
Add all clearly labeled attachments for this application below (e.g. confidentiality
agreement(s), questionnaire(s), consent /assent forms, etc.).
Applicant: Once you are satisfied that you have completed your application and are ready
to submit it for review click the Submit for Review button. Once you have submitted your
application you will be unable to make any further changes to the application. Once your
application has been reviewed, any comments will be shown below, and you will be sent
email which will include this information.
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Appendix C: Survey to Generate Participants
The following document, after approval, was processed into a usable form for the
SurveyMonkey website:
Fellow Brat,
You are receiving the following survey because you are connected in some way to the
U.S. Military Dependent ("Brat") community. My name is Ed Queair and I too am a Brat. I am
working on a Ph.D. in Leadership and Change through Antioch University, and this survey is the
starting point for the research side of my dissertation. It will enable me to find individuals to
personally interview for my project—A Narrative Inquiry of the U.S. Military Brat Experience.
My goal is to interview Brats who had a relatively similar Brathood to my own, and this simple
ten-question, "YES" or "NO" survey will aid in the process. I would appreciate your filling out
this survey whether you are interested in being interviewed for my project or not. If you are
interested, however, leave your contact information where provided.
SURVEY
(For the purposes of this project, "Brat" refers to individuals who spent some time, from birth to
the age of 23, as a U.S. Military Dependent; the researcher does identify as a Brat but
understands that the term may not be accepted by every member of this community)
1. Was your parent or guardian at some time a member of the U.S. Armed Forces
(Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Public Health Service
or NOAA)?
YES

NO

2. Were you issued a U.S. Military dependent ID card (or "Dog Tags") at some
time between the time you were born and the age of 18?
YES

NO

3. Are you over the age of 18?

YES

NO

4. Have you since "turned in" your ID card (no longer a dependent)?

YES

NO

5. … did you move at least four (4) distinct times?
(four different duty stations, not moves within same place)

YES

NO

6. … did you spend two (2) years or more in a foreign country (Overseas)?

YES

NO

7. … did you live in at least two (2) foreign countries?
(Overseas duty stations outside of the United States)

YES

NO

As a Brat…
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8. … did you attend at least seven (7) different grades in a
Department of Defense Dependents School (DoDDS)?

YES

NO

9. … did you attend at least five (5) grades in an overseas
DoDDS?

YES

NO

10. Would you be willing to be interviewed about your life
growing up in the military (your Brathood)?

YES

NO

If so, please provide an email address (or some other contact information) where you can be
reached: __________________________________________________
Please note: this project is entirely anonymous for participants; no data, whether from this survey
or the following interviews and final dissertation, will allow participants to be known in any
way, and all precautions will be taken to guarantee anonymity as is required for Doctoral-level
research. Additionally, there is no guarantee that you will be chosen to participate, as there is a
degree of randomness in final selection, and there is no remuneration for taking part in this
project—only my sincere and humble appreciation. Selected participants will receive further
documentation outlining the entire project once contact is established. Importantly, this study is
not sponsored by, does not receive any funding from, nor is connected in any way to any
department or institution connected with or to the U.S. Armed Forces/Military or Department of
Defense.
Again, thank you for helping out.
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Appendix D: Responses to Survey
The following represents all responses to the online survey question (see Appendix C). Results
have been sorted to bring all potential pool participants to the top. Sorting information as noted
in Chapter III—Methodology, is based on YES responses; all YES responses places individuals
in selection process—provided there is also a YES response to being a potential participant.
Inclusion of this information in this dissertation is for any potential future research by others, at
least in terms of the militarily relevant demographic data. Respondent contact information has
been removed. Shading represents YES breakout.
No.
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Appendix E: Additional Demographic Information from Participants
This paragraph is not part of what was sent to Participants: The idea behind this
form is to add detail to the information provided in the original survey, as well as to add
descriptive data to show the level of diversity among the participants of this project. Generic
demographic information (Age, Gender, etc.) is meant to suggest the relative well-roundedness
of the pool of Conversation Partners against the larger backdrop of demographic data, while
other information (Branch, Rank, etc.) is pertinent only to the U.S. Military community aspect
and meant to provide data expansion from a within-group ("intra-") perspective.
The following demographic questions are being asked to help place your story in THE
context of society at-large and the military community itself. All of the information will be
maintained with the utmost confidentiality and none of the information you provide will be used
in a way that will jeopardize your anonymity in the overall project. Also, you do not have to
answer any of the following questions, nor do you have to respond per any norm outside of your
own beliefs; e.g., for ethnicity, you can choose however you want to identify—there are no predefined labels to choose from.
This is not a form that you will send back to me. I will ask you for some of this
information at the time of our conversation, but I want to provide these questions in advance to
give you the opportunity to think about them.
NAME:_____________________
PREFERRED PSEUDONYM:______________________________
(be sure this is not something that a friend might know is you)
AGE—NOW:___________
OF BRATHOOD (i.e., 0-18; 0-23):_____________
GENDER:__________
ETHNICITY:_____________
BIRTH - OVERSEAS OR STATESIDE:________________
BRANCH OF SERVICE:_____________________________
OFFICER or ENLISTED:________________________
AMOUNT OF
--MOVES:_____
--COUNTRIES LIVED IN:_____
--YEARS SPENT
OVERSEAS/STATESIDE:__________/__________
--SCHOOLS
OVERSEAS/STATESIDE:__________/__________
Please let me know if there is anything else you believe is demographically relevant to your
Brathood and present life. One example might be that you feel your relationship status (single,
married, etc.) is directly affected by and from your life growing up military; this (and/or anything
else you can think of) is certainly something than can be made a part of our conversation.
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